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Abstract 
The following paper discusses an investigation into the development of a supercritical carbon 
dioxide turbine test facility at the University of Queensland. With designs of next generation 
turbines in its final phase, a means of characterising the performance of these pieces of 
turbomachinery is necessary. This paper, therefore, looks at modelling a transient turbine test 
facility which can operate as a Ludwieg Tube and an Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel. The 
common configuration of a LT comprises a converging-diverging nozzle, diaphragm which is 
burst (or valve that is opened) in order to pass the fluid through a test section and a dump tank. 
An ILPT combines this with isentropic compression via a piston.  
This paper utilises L1d3, a specialist simulation code for quasi one-dimensional gas dynamics 
developed at and utilised vastly throughout UQ [1]. The numerical modelling within the 
simulation code consists of a Lagrangian approach to modelling gas dynamics [1]. It was 
identified that L1d3 was able to model all aspects of the proposed facility with reasonable 
computation time, except that of the fast-acting plug valve. Therefore, in order to simulate the 
proposed facility, a way of modelling a fast acting plug valve within a one-dimensional 
Lagrangian solver would be required as well as integration within the existing L1d3 solver.  
It was decided that the thesis problem could be broken into 3 main stages. The first stage 
includes gaining a thorough understanding of the L1d3 solver, through replication of facilities 
which would operate similar to that of the proposed facility. The second stage was modelling 
the fast-acting plug valve as per the specifications of the Oxford HDT plug valve. A third order 
polynomial was developed relating the pressure acting on the valve to its opening time and a 
function was found for the area variation of the valve as a function of the maximum diameter, 
opening time of the valve and time. It was decided to have a model which can be varied over a 
specified number of points in order for the area variation to be gradual and take the shape of a 
second-order polynomial equation. The third stage involves integrating the model within L1d3, 
where 3 valve conditions (open, closed and in the process of opening) were coded into the 
existing system.  
A valve was implemented into the Oxford Gun Tunnel model and a sample simulation of the 
proposed facility was modelled. A number of validation and verification exercises identified 
that the selected model was appropriately implemented within L1d3. Thus, this paper 
appropriately meets its primary objective of developing a model for a valve in L1d3, and thus, 
documenting a sample simulation of the proposed turbine test facility.   
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Figure 1: Proposed sCO2 Turbine Test Facility 
1 Introduction 
The Queensland Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence (QGECE), a research 
initiative at the University of Queensland (UQ), is in the final design phase of a supercritical 
carbon dioxide (sCO2) turbine which has the potential to revolutionise the way power is 
generated around the world. Their current project is on track to deliver the first sCO2 radial 
inflow turbine in Australia which incorporates advanced technologies allowing inlet pressures 
of up to 20MPa and speeds of 120,000RPM to produce around 100kW of power [2]. As the 
QGECE move forward to manufacturing their designs, a method for testing the performance 
characteristics of these sCO2 turbines will be imperative to their development in the future. 
An opportunity has arisen to develop a transient testing facility which will allow UQ to 
expand its horizon and lead the path to sCO2 turbomachinery development. It has been well 
documented that the performance capabilities of turbines can be characterised in the order of 
hundreds of microseconds [3]. Furthermore, transient or short duration facilities have become 
the preferred testing method for turbomachinery as they are relatively low in cost, in 
comparison to full-scale demonstrators and traditional test rigs [4]. Following professor Ray 
Stalker’s invention of the free-piston shock tunnel in 1959 [5], UQ has been at the forefront of 
tunnel developments within Australia. The test facility discussed in this paper would operate 
on a similar principle to some of the shock tunnels used for hypersonic testing within the 
university.  
A number of short duration facilities have been utilised in the testing of turbomachinery 
around the world. A literature review will present the findings of a preliminary investigation 
into these facilities. The proposed facility, pictured below, will be one of the first to have a 
working fluid of sCO2 and will operate in two modes. The first operational mode is a Ludwieg 
Tube (LT) and is one of the simplest configurations of these facilities [6]. The second mode is 
known as an Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel (ILPT). This mode combines the original Ludwieg 
Tube configuration with isentropic heating via piston compression to enable much greater 
temperatures to be reached.  
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1.1 Thesis Definition, Aims and Goals 
Before the proposed facility is built, QGECE aim to further understand its operational 
parameters. The purpose of this thesis investigation was to select an appropriate model to 
simulate flow conditions within the proposed piston driven turbine facility. The fast acting plug 
valve is a key component of the proposed facility and plays an important role in determining 
the testing time of the facility. However, L1d3, UQ’s current one dimensional compressible 
flow solver did not have the capacity to model this component. Thus, this paper discusses the 
incorporation of a valve model into L1d3 and presents an updated L1d3 code which can be 
utilised to simulate the flow characteristics of the proposed facility.  
 Aims and Goals 
The aims of this thesis investigation were to:  
 Evaluate the L1d3 solver and ascertain whether it is an appropriate simulation tool for 
the proposed facility  
 Develop a method of modelling a fast-acting plug valve  
 Integrate the fast-acting plug valve within L1d3 
 Verify and validate the valve model in L1d3 
 
Therefore, the goal of this investigation was to document a sample simulation of the proposed 
facility using the updated L1d3 solver.  
 
 Scope and Research Focus 
The primary focus of this research was enhance the CFD tool, L1d3, such that it can be utilised 
to simulate the operational specifications for a facility to be built at UQ. It should be noted that 
the operation of such a facility is complex. Therefore, the conditions evaluated in this 
investigation are only a representation of the likely conditions required for the sCO2 turbine 
testing.  All modelling considerations have been made specifically for the proposed UQ facility 
using dimensions ascertained directly from UQ.  Additionally, modelling focused specifically 
on the fast acting valve with no other valve types evaluated.  
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1.2 Thesis Structure 
 Chapter 2 introduces the background and context which surrounds the thesis 
investigation, drawing on short duration test facilities, the proposed facility and 
simulation using computational fluid dynamics  
 Chapter 3 explores the literature surrounding the two modes of operation of the facility: 
LT and ILPT, the fast-acting plug valve, an evaluation of how the operation of the 
facility can be optimised and finally, discusses the simulation tool utilised in this 
investigation.  
 Chapter 4 outlines the thesis problem and the approach. 3 stages of the thesis are 
discussed including understanding L1d3, modelling the valve and implementation in 
L1d3 
 Chapter 5 discusses stage 1 and the numerical methods behind the L1d3 program, its 
development and operation and how it has been utilised within this investigation.  
 Chapter 6 details the second stage of mathematical modelling the fast-acting plug valve  
 Chapter 7 identifies the final stage of the investigation and how the model has been 
integrated within L1d3  
 Chapter 8 discusses the findings of the investigation and and presents a verification and 
validation of the model, as well as sample of how the proposed facility would be 
modelled 
 Chapter 9 provides a discussion of the work and presents the contributions this thesis 
has made as well as recommendations for future work  
 Chapter 10 summarises the thesis investigation in a conclusion   
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2 Background & Context 
2.1 QGECE and sCO2 Turbines  
Today’s society falls short when harvesting our natural resources, with only 0.53% of the total 
global energy consumption produced via solar energy, despite it being the most abundant source 
of energy [7]. With increases in overall global energy demand and an international drive 
towards renewable energy, QGECE is working with the Australian Solar Thermal Research 
Initiative (ASTRI) to utilise sCO2 Brayton Cycles with concentrated solar thermal (CST) as a 
renewable form of energy generation. It is well documented that for high temperature energy 
sources, sCO2 cycles are more efficient that the common steam ranking cycle [7].  
The main component under investigation for the sCO2 cycle is the turbine which is utilised to 
convert thermal energy to shaft work. The working fluid properties of sCO2 are very different 
to that of steam, and therefore, variations in machine size and different turbine designs have 
been evaluated by QGECE and ASTRI. They have found that efficiencies around 85% can be 
attained for 100-200kW output powers. Whilst the ASTRI project aims to develop and test 
1MW to 10MW sCO2 turbines suitable for a closed loop Brayton cycle within a CST plant, 
their designs have been limited to 100kW turbines due to current test facility constraints. [7] 
2.2 Short Duration Facilities and Characterising Turbine Performance 
Short duration facilities, often classified as ‘wind tunnels’, are essentially long tubes with a test 
section whereby the flow of gas over an object is analysed. The gas properties can be varied in 
order to reach specific conditions within the test section located at the end of the facility. Short-
duration facilities have been utilised since the early 1980s in order to obtain data, such as time-
averaged pressure and time-resolved heat-flux on the surface of rotary components of full-scale 
turbines. They are able to successfully replicate the flow conditions, the stage pressure ratio, 
corrected speed and the wall to free-stream temperature ratio, and hence are extremely 
advantageous in experimental research surrounding characterisation of the performance of 
turbomachinery. In particular, testing is affordable in comparison to long run time facilities 
which require large amounts of power. The tunnel discussed in this paper would contain the 
sCO2 turbine and generate flow for a duration in the order of milliseconds at high speeds. Their 
low energy use makes them extremely versatile and economical [8].    
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In 1991, Halderman et al. [9] demonstrated measurements of 0.25% precision within a 95% 
confidence limit within a transient facility. Whilst other scholars have argued the legitimacy of 
these results, it is important to note that different facilities require different improvements and 
data acquisition software to obtain these results. Nonetheless, over the last 30 years, short-
duration facilities have become the clear choice for characterisation of flows to with a high 
degree of accuracy [9].  
2.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics  
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the utilisation of numerical methods and algorithms 
to analyse fluid flow. There are a vast array of applications of CFD in the engineering world as 
they provide idealised representations of fluid flow scenarios. In many instances, CFD models 
are extremely informative and are able to characterise a scenario in many ways which 
experimentation cannot. In particular, within short duration test facilities, due to the time scales 
and flow conditions, numerical analysis of transient and steady state of these facilities has 
become paramount to better examine certain attributes of flow.  
CFD is a great tool to simulate the proposed facility prior to construction, to investigate how 
shock waves may propagate within the facility, and to determine the maximum test time that 
could be obtained for a certain design. However, there are a number of limitations of CFD 
including imprecision in input data, inadequacies or oversimplifications of the mathematical 
modelling and limitations in computational power. In particular, simulating the proposed 
facility in 3D and full-scale can be computationally expensive, and flows over several metres 
could take days or even weeks to simulate. Therefore, the selection of a Lagrangian one-
dimensional solver (discussed later) is ideal, as it can produce reasonably accurate results 
without significant computational effort when compared to other solvers [10].  
The typical procedure when undertaking a CFD analysis includes:  
 Defining the problem and the flow needed to be analysed  
 Selection of a mathematical and numerical model to characterise flow 
 Generation of flow field via classification of nodes or cells 
 Discretisation in both space and time  
 Selection and implementation of an appropriate iterative solver 
 Defining parameters of the simulation 
 Post processing results 
 Verification and validation of results  
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2.4 The Proposed Facility  
The following design has been developed for the sCO2 Turbine Test Facility analysed in this 
paper. This facility aims to operate in two different modes (discussed later), and, therefore, 
simulation of both of these modes are required to ascertain the plausibility of these 
configurations. The dimensions and desirable operational parameters are seen in the following 
diagrams. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 3: Proposed Facility Diagram 
Figure 2: Proposed sCO2 Front View Diagram 
Figure 4: Detailed Valve and Surrounding Components Detailed Front 
View 
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3 Literature Review 
3.1 Ludwieg Tube 
A Ludwieg Tube is a simple configuration utilised in tunnel designs with the ability to reach 
transonic or supersonic flows, and therefore, has become a great alternative to the traditional 
blow-down wind facility. Since its invention in 1955, the Ludwieg Tube has been utilised within 
a number of facilities in order to heat and pressurise a test fluid. Essentially, the wind tunnel 
consists of unsteady expansion of fluid which results in extremely clean flow generation in 
comparison to other shock or expansion tunnels [6]. Ludwieg Tubes also present a number of 
other advantages including short startup and shutdown times, a smaller amount of fluid 
compared to other types of facilities and they do not require regulation of temperature and 
pressure during run time [11].  
The common configuration of a 
Ludwieg Tube comprises of a 
converging-diverging nozzle, 
diaphragm which is burst (or valve 
that is opened) in order to pass the 
fluid through a test section and a 
dump tank. This is illustrated in 
Figure 5, which highlights the 
unsteady expansion per time instance.  
 
When the valve is opened, an 
expansion wave is formed and travels into the main storage tube. The constant flow conditions 
behind this wave determine the conditions of the flow through the nozzle. The expansion wave 
continues along the tube and as it hits the tunnel end it reflects and runs back towards the nozzle. 
At this point, when the wave reaches the nozzle, the maximum running or test time is exceeded 
[12]. The maximum test time of these facilities is determined by the duration of uniform-flow 
between the arrival at a nozzle entry of the primary shock and the first disturbance of flow from 
the wave’s reflection [13]. This is an important parameter which simulations would aim to 
quantify.  
Figure 5: Ludwieg Tube Configuration [5] 
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3.2 Isentropic Light Piston Tunnels  
Historically, since the mid-1980s, transient test facilities for turbines have been utilised and the 
Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel (ILPT) became a common configuration [14]. The ILPT has 
many similarities to the LT, however the test gas in the storage tube is compressed to achieve 
higher temperatures and pressures. The general layout of an ILPT consists of a long 
compression tube containing a lightweight piston, a vertical oriented fast opening shutter valve, 
a radial diffuser, test section and vacuum tank, which is separated from the test section by a 
sonic throat [4]. In this configuration, the working section of the gas is sealed from the tube by 
a fast-acting shutter, which serves a similar purpose as the diaphragm or valve often found in 
the Ludwieg Tube discussed earlier. Compression begins through the movement of a piston, 
which in turn heats the test gas. The shutter is opened when the desired properties of the fluid 
are achieved and passed through to the test section. 
An example of ILPT is the von Karman Institute’s Tube Annular Cascade Facility (see Figure 
6) which has tested the performance of aeroengines and gas turbine components since 1992. It 
was built shortly after a similar facility was built at Oxford University. However, it was later 
found that these facilities were of limited use for engine development and would better serve 
for heat transfer techniques. Thus, in 1985, both facilities were converted to allow for testing 
of a full turbine stage [15]. The variation of an ILPT seen at Oxford University has produced 
accurate measurements of the effect of Mach number, Reynolds number, turbulence and blade 
curvature on the aero-thermal characteristics of turbine blade flows [4]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Configuration of the von Karman Institute’s Tube Annular Cascade 
Facility [3] 
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3.3 Design Considerations of Facilities 
 Nozzle and Subsonic Flow in the Test Section 
A converging-diverging nozzle is often utilised in conjunction with a Ludwieg Tube. For a 
transient facility of this nature, subsonic flow is desirable in the test section. The de Laval 
Nozzle allows the establishment of a steady flow within the test section. In order to achieve 
subsonic flow, a number of modelling considerations should be made to ensure that a shock or 
expansion wave does not occur such that the exit conditions result in supersonic flow [16].  
 Piston Motion and Tubing Considerations 
Chung [6] critically evaluates how the initial pressure of the reservoir is determined. He stressed 
how the piston should lose all momentum when it reaches the end of the Ludwieg tube. Thus, 
in order to achieve the optimum performance where full compression is achieved, it is important 
to realise the role of a number of parameters on the ideal movement of the test slug of gas. 
Whilst it may seem easy to find a correlation between the compression ratio and the pressure 
increase, Widodo highlights how piston motion generates repeated compression waves which 
increase the pressure within the tube [17]. The assumption that the compression process is in 
equilibrium and adiabatic often occurs for Ludwieg Tube facilities. However, by assuming the 
piston mass to be negligible, the piston would have no kinetic energy and therefore no pressure 
differential across it. It is noted that where a piston has a finite mass, the piston is likely to 
oscillate, resulting in a non-linear increase in pressure with respect to time.  
The Syracuse University has a Ludwieg Tube test facility which operates with isentropic 
compression. Magari and LaGraff [18] undertook significant research into the operating 
principle of single-stroke, compression-heated wind tunnels, and in particular, presented 
findings which require significant consideration in the development of the proposed facility. A 
phenomenon known as vortex scraping was found to be responsible for loss in run time. As the 
piston moves down the tube, gas close to the wall at a much lower temperature forms a vortex 
ahead of the piston. It is important to accurately evaluate the assumption that boundary layer 
effects, such as the gas scraped from the walls of the tube, are negligible and that isentropic 
compression is consistent throughout the entire tube. Experiments undertaken by East and 
Qasrawi have verified that compression tubes of high length-to-diameter ratios need to consider 
these deviations from typical isentropic assumptions made [18].    
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 Heating of the Tube  
Since 1978, this phenomena of vortex scraping has been compensated through non-uniform 
heating of the tube along its length. This results in a temperature gradient being introduced [18]. 
Additionally, heating of the test gas before expansion has also been utilised as a means of 
avoiding condensation and liquefaction.  
Whilst in theory heating would enable much greater temperature ratios to be reached, significant 
analysis into introduced transient thermal stresses has been undertaken. The Oxford High 
Density Tunnel, which operates as a Ludwieg Tube with Isentropic Compression Heating, 
utilised spiral-wound trace heat wires around the tube section. However, this has been replaced 
recently due to deterioration.  
Fluid thermal structural considerations were modelled in FEM software to ensure that no 
adverse implications would occur in the facility [19]. It is important to note that this facility 
operates in very different conditions for Hypersonics, and therefore, is exposed to heating for 
up to 4 times longer than the transient facility to be designed for sCO2 turbines is likely to be 
run for. Therefore, degradation of pipe material properties is not likely to be a concern for this 
facility. 
 Utilising a Diaphragm or Valve 
Shock tubes have typically isolated high and low pressure regions with the use of a diaphragm. 
When the test gas exceeds a certain pressure, the diaphragm is burst resulting in the blending 
of the low and high pressure regions, and in many instances, this is the source of the shock wave 
propagation. Whilst conventional diaphragms allow selection of the precise burst pressure, it is 
not possible to control the nature of diaphragm rupture [20]. The utilisation of the diaphragm 
has often resulted in fragments of the ruptured diaphragm contaminating the flow and therefore 
utilisation of a valve offers a number of advantages over the diaphragm. Additionally, a new 
diaphragm is required at the start of each test, which often means long set up times between 
tests. It is important to note that the instantaneous rupture of a diaphragm in the order of 0.2 
milliseconds, contrasting significantly to that of a valve which can take up to 100 times longer 
to fully open. [21] 
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3.4 Fast Acting Plug Valve  
Pneumatic or fast-acting plug valves have been utilised in a number of short duration facilities 
and shock tubes to replace the use of diaphragms and to automate the operation of these 
facilities. Muirhead and Jones first proposed such a mechanism in 1964 [22] and numerous 
facilities have since operated with fast acting valves. This component is not uncommon in 
configurations such as the LT and ILPT considered for the proposed facility. A number of 
different valve types have been utilised to isolate flows between high and low pressure regions, 
each of which establish a variety of different flows.  
For the purpose of the proposed facility at hand, a fast-acting plug valve has been selected. The 
driver gas acts upon a piston-like mechanism within the valve, known as a plug, activating the 
opening of the valve. The pressure of the 
compressed gas acts upon the light weight 
plug and therefore drives a shock wave 
downstream of the valve as it moves off at 
high speed. The sliding piston or plug can 
be seen in Figure 7, which shows the 
internal valve geometry downstream of the 
storage tube.  
 
 Design Considerations with the Valve 
The most important factor affecting the propagation of a shock is thought to be the opening 
time of the valve which is directly correlated to the driver pressure. Mejia-Alvarez et al. devised 
a number of analytical correlations for the driver gas and valve opening displacement with 
respect to time, for a piston valve, a piston with lips valve, and a sleeve valve, which are 
discussed extensively in [21]. It is important to note that these correlations work under the 
assumption that the flow is both inviscid, one-dimensional and compressible, and therefore, 
would be replicable in the L1d3 CFD software utilised and could form the first basis for 
analysing a potential model of the valve.    
 
Figure 7: Plug Valve Schematic [24] 
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 The Oxford HDT Plug Valve 
The Oxford High Density Tunnel (HDT) is a facility which produces steady high speed flows 
in a large range of Mach and Reynolds numbers for a duration of around 30ms. This facility 
operates in two modes, Ludwieg Tube or Light Isentropic Compression Heating Tunnel, and 
therefore, is fairly similar to the proposed facility. It contains a fast-acting plug valve which 
would be ideal for the facility being considered.  
An investigation at Oxford was undertaken to remodel this valve in order to better meet 
specifications of the HDT. Therefore, the flow characteristics of the valve have been 
extensively modelled in ANSYS and a number of force and area variation relations were 
obtained directly from papers by the university [23] [24]. It is important to note that these papers 
are only analytical approximations of the fluid flow within the valve, and therefore, have no 
experimental validation of their results. Thus, cross-referencing of the result with other sources 
would be imperative when utilising these correlations. The internal dimensions of the Oxford 
HDT valve is seen in the figure below.  
 
  
Figure 8: Oxford HDT Plug Valve Schematic [23] 
Figure 9: Internal Dimensions of the Oxford HDT valve 
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3.5 Quasi-One-Dimensional Modelling: L1d3  
For the purpose of this investigation, L1d3 will be utilised for the simulation of the 
entire transient-flow facility. L1d3 is a specialist simulation code for quasi-one-dimensional 
gas dynamics developed by Dr Peter Jacobs in 1998 and has been utilised vastly throughout 
UQ [1]. L1d3 is considered to be an efficient tool for accurately simulating the conditions 
pertaining to the research at hand. As a one-dimensional solver, it allows CFD calculations to 
be undertaken without extensive computational effort which would be expected when using a 
3D solver.  
A thesis undertaken by Christopher S. Craddock assessed the accuracy of the 
Lagrangian solver (L1d3) in modelling of a Small Shock Tunnel facility fitted with a contoured 
Mach 7 nozzle [25].  When comparing the simulation to experimental results, it was found that 
the simulated shock speed differed from the experimental conditions by 2.2%, which was less 
than the 2.9% experimental measurement error. Additional piston-driven shock facilities, such 
as the T-ADFA, T3, T4 and HEG [6], have also shown accuracy at reproducing the primary 
shock speeds, piston dynamics and other experimental parameters. Therefore, this modelling 
tool is considered to be ideal, for the purpose of this exercise, to find the operating conditions 
of a turbine test facility. 
The numerical modelling within the simulation code consists of a Lagrangian approach to 
modelling gas dynamics and is inbuilt with a number of engineering correlations for viscous 
effects and point-mass dynamics for piston motion [1]. The principal features of the simulation 
code are summarised below:  
 Quasi-one-dimensional Lagrangian discretisation of gas slugs for gradual variation of duct 
area by divisions of each gas slug into a set of control-masses  
 Simulates independent and dependent slugs of gas and their interaction with boundaries, 
pistons, projectiles and diaphragms  
 Second-order accuracy in both space and time regardless of the presence of a shock  
 Ability to model any single gas (defined by appropriate equations of state) or homogenous 
mixture  
 Incorporation of viscous effects from correlations of friction and heat transfer in pipe flow, 
which have been deemed appropriate for unsteady and very compressible flows   
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4 Problem Definition 
4.1 Summary of Literature 
Isentropic Light Piston Tunnels and Ludwieg Tube configurations are extensively utilised as 
short duration facilities around the world. In the application of turbomachinery flow 
characterisation, a short duration facility can be deemed an appropriate device for UQ to 
commission in order to test their sCO2 turbines. Given the similarities of both the LT and ILPT, 
it is feasible for a dual operation facility and the use of both LT and ILPT modes will enable a 
variety of different flow conditions to be produced within the facility. In terms of optimising 
the steady test time, a number of considerations will be needed to be investigated, including the 
appropriate selection of the valve for the facility and the piston used to compress the gas in 
ILPT mode.  
Whilst the fast-acting plug valve of the Oxford tunnel may be similar to the one intended to be 
used in the proposed facility, it is important to take into consideration the validity of the 
simulations performed on the Oxford HDT plug valve [23] [24], as they have no experimental 
correlation to confirm the results. Additionally, due to the differences in the size of the facilities, 
a number of adverse effects may occur as a result of scaling from one facility to another. 
Therefore, modelling accuracy is required to ensure that any effects are accounted for in the 
simulation of the proposed facility.  
The CFD code L1d3 has provided valid approximations of tunnel designs, and therefore, is an 
appropriate modelling tool for the purpose of this investigation. In particular, L1d3 provides a 
number of benefits due to its one-dimensional discretisation, which will save computational 
time and effort when modelling the proposed facility at full scale. Care should be taken with 
the selection of parameters, such as node points, number of cells within the gas slug, and other 
parameters which directly affect the convergence of solutions. A number of design 
considerations with regards to the proposed facility have been discussed. These include but are 
not limited to length-to-width ratio of the storage tube, expansion wave location,  heating of the 
tube and piston compression considerations. These considerations, coupled with the reduction 
in maximum testing time as a result of using a valve instead of a diaphragm, are important 
factors which will affect the plausibility of the proposed facility design. Therefore, appropriate 
integration of the plug valve model into L1d3 should take these factors into consideration and 
ensure that, where possible, they are being modelled accurately.   
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4.2 Problem Approach 
The literature review described in section 3 identified the way in which both LT and ILPT 
facilities operate and the necessary components in these facilities. It was identified that L1d3 
was able to model all aspects of this facility with reasonable computation time, except that of 
the fast-acting plug valve. Therefore, in order to simulate the proposed facility, a way of 
modelling a fast acting plug valve within a one-dimensional Lagrangian solver would be 
required as well as integration within the existing L1d3 solver. The following sections identify 
the approach to the problem at hand. It was decided that the thesis problem could be broken 
into 3 main stages. The first stage includes gaining a thorough understanding of the L1d3 solver, 
through replication of facilities which would operate similar to that of the proposed facility. 
The second stage is modelling the fast-acting plug valve, and the third stage involves integrating 
the model within L1d3, such that, the proposed facility can be modelled.  
4.3 Problem Stages  
 
  
Stage 3: Integration of Valve Model within L1d3
Modifying existing L1d3 source code to include the 
fast-acting plug valve model
Verification and Validation of the valve model 
within facility configurations
Stage 2: Modelling the Fast-Acting Plug Valve
Developing a model for the Oxford HDT
Scaling a model for variety of pressure and opening 
times 
Stage 1: Understanding L1d3
Documenting how L1d3 works and how it can be 
modified
Replication of two existing facilities 
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5 Stage 1: Understanding L1d3 
The L1d3 source code was developed at UQ and therefore does not have extensive 
documentation surrounding its development, use and proper implementation of its features. 
Additionally, since the source codes of L1d3 were edited for the development of a valve model, 
the following section documents the methodology of using L1d3 as well as summarises the way 
it works and the individual source files.  
5.1 Utilising L1d3  
 Installation of VMWare Workstation and L1d3 
Linux Ubuntu is the preferred operating system for utilising L1d3 simulation code. VMWare 
Workstation was installed, as a means of running Linux on a Windows 8 operating system. A 
new virtual image was established primarily for work conducted for this project.  The relevant 
codes were then downloaded from the UQ Compressible Flow CFD 3 website found at [26] 
making a clone of the repository, using the following prompts within the Linux terminal:  
$ cd $HOME 
$ hg clone https://source.eait.uq.edu.au//hg/cfcfd3 cfcfd3 
 
Firstly, these files are utilised to install the L1d3 program and other codependent cfcfd3 
packages, utilising the following commands: 
$ cd $HOME/cfcfd3/app/L1d3/build 
$ make install 
$ make clean 
$ cd ../../../lib/plot/build 
In addition to this, the following packages and their dependencies were installed on the system: 
 mercurial  
 g++ 
 m4 
 mpi-default-dev 
 mpi-default-bin 
 gfortran 
 gfortran-multilib 
 swig 
 python-dev 
 python-numpy 
 python-matplotlib 
 python-scipy 
 libreadline-dev 
 libpopt-dev 
 libncurses5-dev 
 tk 
 bwidget 
 gnuplot 
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 File Development 
A folder is created and given a unique 3-4 letter identification <Name> for ease of reference 
within the file directory /home/cfcfd3/examples/L1d3. It is to be noted that each time a 
simulation is run, files within these folders can be overwritten if not documented correctly, and 
therefore, it is important to create a new folder each time a parameter is changed, to ensure that 
the simulation results are kept intact and are not edited accidently.  
A number of directories were established and were utilised throughout all simulations to ensure 
consistency in the development of models. The following flow chart highlights the key folders, 
.py, .exe and .sh files that are utilised in simulations and their locations. Each shade represents 
direct interactions throughout the L1d3 simulation: 
 
 
 
 
 
HOME
e3bin
build-cea-lut.py thermo.inp
trans.inp
/cfpylib/gasdyn/cea2_ga
s.py
cea2.exe L1d.exe
l_script.py l_prep.exe
piston.exe mb_cont.exe
sptime.exe l_hist.exe
cfcfd3/examples/L1d3/<name>
setup_LUT.sh <name>.py
<name>_run.sh <name>_post.sh
Figure 10: File Directory Flowchart 
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 Building the Gas Profile 
The gas profile for the simulation is built utilising a shell script. Each <Name> folder contains 
a setup_LUT.sh which calls upon the build-cea-lut.py file from e3bin, and identifies a unique 
identification for a gas composition. The contents of a typical SETUP_lut.sh for generating air 
is as follows:  
build-cea-lut.py –-gas=air  
echo “We should now have a Look-Up-Table for air” 
Behind the scenes, a file named cea2_gas.py acts as the interface to the NASA cea2 executable, 
which contains gas information and properties. This code copies the dependents of cea2, 
thermo.inp and trans.inp to the working directory, and extracts the necessary information from 
cea2 and writes output files. The build-cea-lut.py file then collates all the generated output files, 
into an appropriate file type ready for use by L1d3. Typically, the file is called cea-lut-
<gas>.lua.gz, where <gas> is air in the above example. All file inputs and outputs are seen in 
Table 1.  
Table 1: Steps Involved in Building Gas Profile 
Step  Action Directory 
Content: 
Files placed in Directory Program 
doing work 
1 Identify gas type  Setup_LUT.sh Trans.inp, Thermo.inp Cea2_gas.py 
2 Extract data about gas type  e3bin/cea2.exe  Thermo.lib, Thermos.out, Trans.out, 
Trans.lib, Tmp.inp, Tmp.out 
Cea2_gas.py 
3 Compile data in working 
directory into format required  
Build-cea-lut.py cea-lut-<gas>.lua.gz  
 Building gas facility and running the L1d3 script 
One of the most important files in defining the tunnel profile is a Python script created in the 
working directory and named <Name>.py. Typically, this file takes the longest to prepare and 
contains all of the geometry specifications of the one dimensional model. This file is utilised 
by the l_script.py in the <Name>_run.sh Shell file to prepare the input parameter files for the 
l1d executable, and therefore, a convention must be adhered to when establishing the 
parameters of the facility. An in depth description of how to write certain components can be 
found in [20]. It is important to note that the simulation only performs well when the profile 
has gradual area changes.  
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Figure 11: Input and Output files created when using shell script for running L1d3 
The Python script requires definition of the following information:   
1. The number of linear segments used for the fast interpolation scheme 
2. Key points in the geometry of the facility as a function of the position in the x direction and 
the diameter or hydraulic diameter of the facility in metres. The facility assumes a circular 
cross section, and allows specification of cubic or linear transitions.  
3. Loss regions and their corresponding loss coefficients 
4. Temperature of the walls of the facility  
5. Additional details required to describe other components such as pistons and diaphragms 
6. Initial conditions of gas slugs within components and gas interactions 
7. Assembly of the gas path and components from left to right  
8. Information regarding time measurements 
9. History locations to identify specific points in the gas path 
 
The typical contents of the <home>_run.sh file is as follows:  
l_script.py –f <Name> 
l1d.exe –f Name –prep 
 
echo Beginning simulation... 
echo Console output is being caught in file <Name>.log. 
time l1d.exe –f <Name> > <Name>.log 
echo Finished simulation.  
 
date  
 
It is to be noted that simulation diagrams seen in [27] have the wrong executable documented, 
given that the L1d3 has been updated since publication. Therefore, the following chart, with 
utilisation of author comments on a test simulation code, has been made to better represent the 
input and output files created when running the <home>_run.sh script:  
  
1
• run <Name>_run.sh in terminal 
2
• l_script.py converts information from <Name>.py
• input parameter file, <Name>.Lp, starting solution file <Name>.L0 and tube description file <Name>.La is generated in 
working directory along with <Name>.dump and <Name>.event 
3
• l1d.exe begins simulation, starting at intial (t=0) solution and integrating the gas-dynamic equations in time
• the solution data <Name>.Ls, the distory data for locations <Name>.hx, and history data for gas cells <Name>.hc is 
generated in working directory
4
• Console output is caught within working directory file <Name>.log 
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 Processing Data 
A Shell script entitled <Name>_post.sh is created to process all the data and typically is used 
to generate a number of different plots. There are 3 executable files within the e3bin directory 
which can be called upon within this shell script. Sptime.exe can be used to generate a space-
time plot, mb_cont.exe can be used for contour in particular of expansion waves, l_hist.exe can 
be utilised to prepare history data from a specific location for processing and finally, piston.exe 
can be used to extract velocity data.   
For any history location the following information is collected for graphing in gnuplot:  
 Time (seconds) 
 X-position (metres)
 Density (kg/m3) 
 Velocity (m/s) 
 Specific internal Energy (J/kg) 
 Pressure (Pa) 
 Speed of sound (m/s) 
 Temperature (K) 
 Enthalpy (J/kg) 
 Pitot Pressure (Pa) 
 Wall shear stress (Pa) 
 Heat flux (W/m2)   
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5.2 Replication of Ludwieg-tube Fuel Delivery System  
The L1d3 software was utilised in 2007 by Dhanajay Y. Gangurde in a thesis entitled ‘L1d 
Simulation of Ludwieg-tube Fuel Delivery System for T4’ [28].  This was the first point of call 
for utilising L1d3, as a number of simulation and experimental results were contained within 
this report. However, only the Python script for the facility description was provided, and 
therefore, the first exercise was to develop the postscript in order to see if the results match and 
to ensure the L1d3 script was being utilised correctly. It was found that the experimental and 
simulation results aligned well. Figure 12 shows the profile of the Ludwieg Tube. The graph of 
Pressure at the Plenum (Figure 13) was found to accurately match that which was reported (see 
Appendix A). The space-time plot of the gas dynamics was also created and expansion waves 
are seen at the same points along the profile (Figure 14).  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Facility Profile – Ludwieg Tube Fuel Delivery System 
Figure 13: Pressure at the Plenum – Ludwieg Tube 
Fuel-Delivery System 
Figure 14: Space-Time plot of Ludwieg Tube 
Fuel-Delivery System 
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5.3 Replication of the Oxford Gun Tunnel 
In 2002, Buttsworth, Jacobs and Jones published their results of a ‘Simulation of Oxford 
University Gun Tunnel performance using a quasi-one-dimensional model’ [29].  This study 
was replicated based on facility information provided in the article. A Python script and Shell 
script were developed to describe the facility and to process the data (see Appendix D & E). In 
some instances, this proved to be challenging working with limited information; however, it 
allowed the nuances of the program to be understood. This tunnel featured piston compression 
as well as diaphragm ruptures and therefore bears a number of similarities to the design of the 
test facility. It is noted that a couple of simplifications including resolution and modelling of a 
double diaphragm as a single diaphragm can be attributed to the differences observed. This 
facility was considered ideal to implement a valve model and characterise the variations in 
conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 18: Oxford Gun Tunnel Facility Profile 
Figure 17: Oxford Gun Tunnel Nozzle Exit 
Stagnation Temperature 
Figure 16: Oxford Gun Tunnel Pressure 150mm from 
Barrel End 
Figure 15: Oxford Gun Tunnel Profile 
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6 Stage 2: Developing the Valve Model 
6.1 Modelling the Oxford HDT Plug Valve 
It was decided that the valve within the proposed facility would operate like that of the Oxford 
HDT plug valve, as the valve could easily be scaled from one to the other. Therefore, an 
appropriate method of modelling the mechanism was required. The most important parameter 
for analysing the flow through the valve is the area constriction, therefore, a relation was needed 
to correlate the variation in area with respect to the opening time of the valve. It was known 
that this parameter would be dependent on the pressure acting on the plug of the valve.  
 Estimating Downstream Conditions of the Storage Tube  
The following equations were solved for the Oxford HDT in LT mode, using simple wave 
phenomena and isentropic flow in a tube assumptions, as per Schrijer and Bannik [30]. This 
was done for the stagnation conditions of 13.79MPa and 500K for the 6.5m storage tube with 
a 152.4mm diameter.  
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The resulting theoretical predictions of the conditions downstream of the storage tube are seen 
in the table below, and were used for initial modelling within Python.  
Table 2: Oxford HDT Conditions Downstream of Storage Tube 
Total Pressure 11 MPa 
Total Temperature 468K 
Total Steady Run Time 75.6ms 
Mach Number 0.182 
Velocity  78.7 m/s  
Mass flow rate 97.29 kg/s  
Piston Mass 9.41kg 
 
 Modelling the motion of the valve with a second-order ODE  
The motion of the plug within the valve can be simplified to a simple equation of motion:   
𝑀𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛
𝑑2𝑥
𝑑𝑡2
= 𝐹𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) − 𝐴𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑃0(𝑡) 
This force data, in conjunction with the total pressure calculated was then utilised in a 4th order 
Runge Kutta integrator for the above equation of motion, to solve for the displacement of the 
piston with respect to time. Runge-Kutta is a numerical technical typically used to solve 
ordinary differential equations in the form of:  
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥
= 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦),       𝑦(0) = 𝑦0 
The approximate solution at each time step is updated according to the weighted estimations of 
slopes at various midpoints and is given by the formula:  
𝑦𝑖+1 = 𝑦𝑖 +
ℎ
6
(𝑘1 + 2𝑘2 + 2𝑘3 + 𝑘4) 
The table below identifies each step of the scheme and how an estimate of the integral is arrived 
by one time step, h, starting at a point of x = x0 and y(x0) [31].  
Table 3: 4th Order Runge-Kutta Intermediate Steps 
Step Equation Purpose 
𝑘1 ℎ × 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) Slope at the beginning of the time step 
𝑘2 ℎ × 𝑓 (𝑥 +
ℎ
2
,
𝑘1
2
+ 𝑦) 
Estimate of the slope as the midpoint of k1 
𝑘3 ℎ × 𝑓(𝑥 +
ℎ
2
,
𝑘2
2
+ 𝑦) 
Estimate of the slope at the midpoint of k2 
𝑘4 ℎ × 𝑓(𝑥 + ℎ, 𝑘3 + 𝑦) Estimate of the slope at end point h 
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In order to implement the Runge-Kutta algorithm, the second-order ODE was required as a 
system of first-order ODEs. This was done by developing the following state vector: 
(
𝑥1̇
?̇?2
) = (
𝑥2
𝐹(𝑥)
𝑚
) 
Where:  
𝑥1 = 𝑥 
𝑥2 = 𝑥1̇ = ?̇? 
𝑥2̇ =
𝐹(𝑥)
𝑚
 
The global error of the Second Order Runge-Kutta algorithm is to the fourth-order [31] and 
therefore, will be able to approximate the displacement of the valve to a high level of accuracy 
in this problem. A time step of 1.0-5 was utilised, as results had converged with a time step of 
1.0-4, deeming the selected time step to be appropriate.  
The following figure shows the code output, with a polynomial relation for the displacement of 
the valve, as a function of time since valve opening.  
 
Figure 19: Displacement vs Time Graph for 11MPa Pressure 
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From here, the following approximation for the minimum area around the Oxford HDT plug 
was utilised [23]:  
𝐴∗  = 𝜋√2 + 37.9𝑥 (𝑚𝑚2) 0 < 𝑥 < 20.43𝑚𝑚   
A polynomial was found to appropriately model this variation in area with respect to time, as a 
function of the opening time and maximum area of the valve.  
𝐴 =
𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥
(𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)2
𝑡2 
 
Figure 20: Area vs Time Plot for 11MPa Pressure 
Holt [23] concluded that this force data can be scaled linearly with varying stagnation pressure 
and therefore the force data could be varied with respect to pressure acting on the valve. This 
was solved within a for loop for various pressures and the opening time of the valve is seen in 
the graph below. It can be seen that the greater the pressure acting on the valve, the shorter the 
opening time.  
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Figure 21: Valve Opening Times vs Pressure 
 
A third order polynomial was then fit to the points of this function, and was found to be:  
 
𝑡 =  −2.1590901 × 10−4𝑃3 + 1.25227273 × 10−16𝑃2 − 2.80855519 × 10−9
+ 3.63299825 × 10−2 
 
Therefore, through the use of two equations, the opening time of the valve and the area variation 
with respect to time, can be calculated using the pressure acting on the valve. It is to be noted 
that extrapolation of this function would not be appropriate as it is uncertain as to whether the 
valve would still follow the same trend beyond this region.  
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6.2 Modelling the Area Variation using 1D solver  
With the internal coding of L1d3 in mind, a method for modelling the area variation of the valve 
in a one-dimensional Lagrangian solver was devised. Given that tube diameter is divided into 
n number of segments, the following three methods of varying the valve area initially were 
considered. The following diagrams assume a constant area tube where the valve is located.  
 Preliminary Model A  
In the following diagrams, the valve area location which was to be varied is identified by the 
dotted line. In this model, the node point on either side of the valve location is varied. While 
this particular model would be easy to implement, it would not be representative of the single 
point variation in area that would be expected in the valve. This is because the implementation 
of the gas slugs whilst varying the area over a n  distance would mean that it would be modelling 
a sudden contraction and expansion of gas.  
 
  
Figure 22: Preliminary Model Type 1 - area variation over time representation 
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 Preliminary Model B  
The second model concept consisted of varying the nodal point closest to the identified valve 
location. This would be a better estimation of the variation of the valve, and negate the errors 
associated with the area variation between two node points identified in preliminary model A.  
It is to be noted that often facilities within L1d3 are identified as having upto 10000 node points, 
in order to capture area changes of components like nozzles accurately. Therefore, this would 
mean that in some cases the area variation across 1 to 2 mm would be dramatic, and the 
discretisation of the gas slugs would not accurately model this variation.  
  
Figure 23: Preliminary Model Type 2 - area variation over time representation 
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 Final Model Design  
It was decided to have a model which can be varied over a specified number of points, in order 
for the area variation to be gradual and take the shape of a second-order polynomial equation. 
The following diagram expresses this area variation over time for 5 node points on either end 
of central node varying with respect to a diameter of 4 units. Due to symmetry of the model, 
seen below is the upper half of the tube. The primary purpose for modelling this way is to allow 
the user of the code to identify the distance over which the area is varying, allowing 
implementation of the valve across a number of different facility configurations without being 
restricted by the nodal points on either side of the central area variation.  
 
Figure 24: Final Model Design - area variation over time representation 
The following expression was used to represent the initial tube diameter at each point as a 
function of node points away from the central node, q for the specified number of points to vary 
on each side n:  
𝑑𝑞 =
𝑞2
𝑛2
 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥  
For each variation in time, the following equation can be used to compute the fractional change 
for each value of q and is a function of the current diameter and the variation of the midpoint:  
𝑑𝑞 = 𝑑𝑞,𝑡−1 + (𝑑𝑛=0,𝑡 − 𝑑𝑛=0,𝑡−1) × (1 −
𝑞2
𝑛2
) 
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7 Stage 3: Implementation in L1d3  
The following sections denote the working mechanisms of the L1d3 source files, how they work 
and what changes were required to be made in order to integrate the valve class into the system. 
Two main source file types are utilised: the .cxx where the defining equations for each 
component are defined, and the .hh where the variables are callable within the main code itself. 
 .cxx and .hh files 
The following .cxx files describe certain functionality of aspects within L1d3. A corresponding 
.hh file is available for all .cxx utilised internal of the main loop, excluding the post-processing 
.cxx. The main loop l1d.cxx will be discussed in 7.1.2.  
Table 4: L1d .cxx file descriptions 
File Contents 
l_adapt.cxx Locates shocks and adjusts cells by fusing or splitting accordingly 
l_bc.cxx Identifies boundary conditions associated to the slugs of gas and 
defines boundary velocities, reflections and blending of boundaries 
from cell to cell  
l_cell.cxx Defined gas slugs are divided into individual cells and gas property 
data is contained and stored eg. areas, pressures, velocity, temperatures 
and conservation of mass, momentum and energy  
L_diaph.cxx Identifies specific equations relating to the operation of the diaphragm  
L_hist.cxx A post-processing file which extracts and converts necessary data at 
the history location  
L_io.cxx Input-output file: Defines what is written to the command terminal 
throughout the simulation such as: wall clock time, simulation time and 
notable events 
L_kernel.cxx Deals with the simulation and control parameters. Gas models, 
chemical reactions and energy models are managed. 
L_piston.cxx Identifies specific equations relation to the operation of the piston  
L_post.cxx Post-processing file converting data into useable file formats. Solutions 
are read and discarded as required.  
L_rivp.cxx Defines the one-dimensional Riemann initial value problem and 
associated properties.  
L_slug.cxx Defines the motion of an entire gas slug combined of individual cells 
and the interactions between the cells  
L_tube.cxx Definition which reads the input x-location and diameter and converts 
it into the geometry of the profile 
Piston.cxx Post-processing file for producing piston related data in a useable file 
Sptime.cxx Post-processing file for producing space-time data for plotting 
l_valve.cxx  Defines the interactions relating to the valve  
makefile Code required to build the main l1d.exe from all constituents and post 
processing .exe applications  
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 The main l1d.cxx code  
The following chart identifies the processes performed within the CFD code itself. The order 
in which these steps are performed is important to understand, in order to accurately implement 
a model of the valve class.  
 
Figure 25: Main l1d.cxx Loop 
7.2 L1d3 Script Adaptations  
 l_script.py inputs 
The first stage of code development was varying the way in which users describe valve 
parameters to the main code. There were two ways in which the l_script.py file had to be 
modified. The first was adding a valve class and the second was to add a definition for 
specifying the point at which the area is to be varied.  
Valve Class 
The Valve class was developed using the diaphragm class as a reference. The objects which are 
required for this class and are written to the initial file and their purpose are seen in the table 5:   
Table 5: Valve class objects in l_script.py 
Component Type Default value Function 
x0 Float None  Define the gas slug location as an x-position in the tube 
is_open Int 0 Flag to indicate whether the valve is open (0), closed(1) or in 
the process of opening (2); 
Open_period Float 0.0 Defines the time it take for the valve to open 
Open_time Float 0.0 Time after which the valve starts to open 
poly Vector [-2.15909091e-24, 
1.25227273e-16,        
-2.80855519e-9, 
3.63299825e-2] 
Coefficients of the 3rd order polynomial to define open time 
as a function of pressure immediately upstream of the valve; 
Default value is as per valve polynomial found in section 6 
label String None A label that will appear in the parameter file  
Valve Point Definition  
Initial Parameters
• The code initialises defaults 
and defines parameters
• The tube model is generated 
using initial description at 
each defined nodal point
• The gas model data is 
extracted
• The cells are distibuted along 
each slug initially and gas 
properties are filled and 
remaining quantities are 
conserved
Main Loop
• Adjusts the cell distribution 
according to the Riemann IVP
• Set up the time step and 
prepares to take the time step
• Applies equations specific to the 
diaphragms, valves and pistons 
• Updates dynamics and predicts 
boundary conditions
• Applies corrections to predictors 
• Updates the simulation time
• Writes state file and takes 
history data
Terminate 
conditions
• program terminates if:
• Max time is exceeded
• maximum number of steps is 
exceeded
• an error causes the system to 
Bail-Out (e.g non-physical 
value obtained)
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The valve point definition function was modelled in the same way as break point is added for 
the tube geometry, and therefore, made the input parameters available within the global 
directory. The definition was called add_valve_point and its required input parameters are seen 
in the table below. Internally, a parameter, nv, is created for the number of valve points defined:  
Table 6: Valve Point Definition Variable Description 
Variable Type Function 
x_loc float x-coordinate of the valve point 
d_max float Maximum diameter of valve when fully open 
n_points int Number of points to vary diameter either side of the valve central 
node location 
 
Additional l_script.py variations  
Other items which required adapting in the l_script file included: 
 boundary_control_string: assembling a boundary-condition control string for the valve 
object [lines 809-851] 
 connect_pair: making a logical connection between a pair of components (to include the 
valve [lines 1343-1424] 
 write_parameter_file: to include the valve as an object that makes up the gas path when 
the input parameter file is written [lines 1429-1446] 
 main command window output to print number of valves within summary of 
components [line 1482] 
 Varying initial tube definition in l_tube.cxx and l_tube.hh 
The l_tube.hh file was edited making the variables nv, n_points, x_loc and d_max public, as 
per their definition in the l_script.py function definition, add_valve_point. Statements were 
implemented to import the required information into the tube definition, and a for loop was 
created for each defined valve, imposing the following:  
 Locating the integer associated with the node point to the right of the defined x-location 
of the valve, v_loc 
 Varying the diameter at v_loc to be 10-5 m 
 Varying the diameter of the node points q to n on either end of v_loc as per the relation 
found earlier  
 Updating the area from the diameter calculations  
 
 
The following figure shows how imposing an add_valve_point definition changes the initial 
tube geometry initially. On the left, is the initial definition of a portion of the HDT storage tube 
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without a valve point defined, whilst on the right, a valve point is defined at 6.8m varying 10 
points on either side. 1000 node points were used to define the 10 metre tube initially.  
 
 
If statement for  0 ,1,2  
Varying middle point  
Varying n+q, n-1 points 
Updating area and conservation  
 
 
 Creating a Valve.cxx and a Valve.hh file 
The valve.cxx and valve.hh files were created to implement the valve class components within 
the L1d3 system. Here, the diaphragm.cxx and diaphragm.hh file were used as an example for 
the format and layout that these components needed to take, given that their functionality can 
be described in a similar manner. The valve.hh file outlined all of the variables relating to the 
valve which needed to be referenced within the main l1d.cxx script, whilst the valve.cxx defined 
how the left and right hand side of the valve interacts with the gas slug initially.  
  
Figure 26: Variation of tube geometry initially when adding valve point 
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 L1d.cxx loops for 3 conditions 
The following flow chart itemises the 3 main cases which the 1ld.cxx file implements for the 
valve. This includes the closed valve case, fully open valve case and the partially open case.  
 
Figure 27: Flow Chart of the 3 Valve Conditions 
 Gas Slug Considerations for the Final Design 
After developing the physical model which captures the area variation with respect to opening 
time, it was important to ensure that the model interacts well with the way that the gas slugs 
and the tube are discretised in order to accurately capture the effect of varying the area, and 
hence, the volume that the gas is contained in. It is important to note that each cell of gas is also 
moving with respect to time, in the same way that the valve central node has a varying area 
with time. Within L1d3, the number of cells within a gas slug is in the order of 200. Therefore, 
individual cells can cover small distances and as such, a variation of volume can play a 
significant role in the overall properties within the cell. It is to be noted that the movement of a 
gas slug in the x-direction with respect to time, is an adaptive approach with a Riemann solver.  
  
• if the simulation time (sim_time) exceeds the defined opening time (open_time), then the 
valve begins opening (is_open =2). 
Valve closed (is_open = 0)
• if the valve is fully open, then the area and diameter of the valve is at its maximum for all 
node points affected by the valve definition (it is now a constant area tube)
Valve fully open (is_open = 1)
• if the open_period is not specified (or is 0.0), then the pressure of the gas slug cell 
immedietely upstream of the valve location is found and used within the 3rd order 
polynomial equation identified earlier to define the open_period
• the time step is extracted from the simulation, and is used to find the valve area at the 
central node 
• the area and diameter is updated at the central node 
•an if statement is used to calculate the variation of area and diameter at each node point 
varied on either side of the central node  as per the equation developed earlier
• the area and volume of the gas slug is updated (see below)
• the conservation of mass, momentum and energy of each cell is updated (see below)
Valve is in the process of opening  (is_open = 2)
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Consider the following geometry, where linear lines connect the defined nodal points, as 
follows:  
 
Figure 28: A schematic of Node Position over the Tube Geometry 
The gas slugs would be placed within these cells as follows, moving through with respect to 
time. The following is an idealised representation of what would be occurring: 
 
Figure 29: Schematic of Movement within the Gas Slugs 
In the L1d3 model, the volume is actually calculated as follows, using the mid point of each 
interface area:  
 
Figure 30: Volume calculations in L1d3 
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L1d3 calculates the area of a cell via a trapezoidal method which utilises the diameter and x-
location at each nodal point. The volume is then calculated finding the midpoint area, therefore, 
accuracy increases as nodal points and number of gas cells increases. Given that in the original 
development of L1d3,  there was no variation in the tube area, the individual gas cells as they 
moved along through the tube would use the x-location of the left and right side of the cell and 
interpolate the corresponding area from the tube definition. Thus, the area of the gas slug would 
need to be updated at each time step to account for variations in the area of the tube. It was 
decided that the best way to ensure that errors are not propagated between each time step was 
to find a way of quantifying the area change, in a similar manner to the way in which the original 
calculations are undertaken.  
The area change for one timestep is represented in the diagram below. This additional area, or 
expansion of the gas slug, would need to be captured within L1d3.  
 
 
Figure 31: Additional Volume to be Modelled when Valve is opened 
An if statement was implemented, which searched for any x-location midpoints which lie 
between the node points being varied on either side of the central valve node. The volume and 
area of the left and right hand side gas slug was then updated to the new area, as per the 
following diagram. The area of the gas slug takes the area of the central node until the next 
node point on either side, and each subsequent node point takes the current node area. This is 
repeated for n nodes on either side.  
 
Figure 32: Adjusted Volume Calculation 
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 Conservation of Mass, Momentum and Energy 
Given the one dimensional nature of the solver used, and the primary consideration with regards 
to the conservation of the properties within the gas cell, the main change which needed to be 
corrected for was the volume change. Therefore, the conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy can be solved as per the internal cell codes of L1d3. The following figure represents the 
typical control-mass of the Lagrangian cell. 
  
Figure 33: The Lagrangian Cell representation [1] 
Conservation of Mass 
Mass should be conserved and therefore the density of the cell can be updated as a result of the 
volume change, where a line above represents the average across the cell [1].  
𝜌𝑗 =
𝑚𝑗
𝑉𝑗
=
𝑚𝑗
𝐴?̅?(𝑥𝑗+12
− 𝑥
𝑗−
1
2
)
 
Conservation of Momentum  
The rate of change of momentum within the cell will vary as a result of changing the area of 
the gas interfaces, given that it is calculated within the L1d3 by the following expression. Fwall 
is the viscous shear force on a gas cell and Floss accounts for pressure loses due to sudden 
changes across the tube cross-section [1]:  
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝑗𝑢?̅? = [𝑃𝑗−12
𝐴
𝑗−
1
2
− 𝑃
𝑗+
1
2
𝐴
𝑗+
1
2
+ 𝑃?̅? (𝐴𝑗+12
− 𝐴
𝑗−
1
2
) − 𝐹𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ] 
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Therefore, the averaged velocity of the cell interface can be determined from dividing through 
the rate of change of momentum by the rate of change of mass. This is particularly important 
as the Lagrangian description uses the velocity at the interface to quantify the local fluid 
velocity.  
Conservation of Energy 
Since no mass is transferred from one cell to the next, the total energy of the cell is unchanged. 
However, since the velocity of the slug has been recalculated, the kinetic energy is first adjusted, 
as per the following expression which quantifies the rate of change of energy within the cell, 
where q is the heat transfer into the cell.  The variation in kinetic energy can be used to find the 
new internal energy [1].  
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝑗𝐸?̅? = [𝑃𝑗−12
𝐴
𝑗−
1
2
𝑢
𝑗−
1
2
− 𝑃
𝑗+
1
2
𝐴
𝑗+
1
2
𝑢
𝑗+
1
2
+ 𝑞?̅?] 
These conservation equations were implemented via the compute_areas and decode_conserved 
definitions for each gas slug, at each time step. This function further updates the thermal state 
of the gas, the transport coefficients and the entropy of the model. A snippet of the code has 
been extracted from the l_slug.cxx and l_cell.cxx file and is included in Appendix R.  
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8 Verification and Validation 
An investigation was undertaken to determine the validity of the valve model implemented 
within L1d3, in order to ensure that the main objective of this investigation could be met and 
L1d3 had the capabilities to accurately model the proposed sCO2 facility.  
8.1 Validating the Valve Implementation 
Sod’s tube, formulated in 1978 [1], is an analytical method utilised to determine the accuracy 
of computational fluid dynamics codes. It consists of a single diameter tube of 0.01m of 3m in 
length. Two ideal gas slugs are placed on either end of a diaphragm, placed in the centre of the 
tube. The properties of both slugs are seen in the table below:  
Table 7: Gas Properties of Slugs within Sod's Tube 
Slug 𝝆 (kg/m3) P (Pa) u (m/s) T (K) e ( J/kg K) 
0 1.0 105 0 348.4 2.5x105 
1 0.125 104 0 278.7 2.0x104 
 
Sod’s tube was implemented with a history location at 0.7m along the tube, downstream of the 
diaphragm location. Results of the Sod’s tube were compared against the original L1d3 source 
documentation and analytical solutions and this verified that altering the codes to include the 
valve had no implications on the existing working components. Secondly, the diaphragm was 
replaced with a valve which was made to open at the simulation time of 1 ms and to take 1 ms 
to open. The following space-time diagrams show the comparison of the pressure at the history 
location downstream of the diaphragm and valve location.  
 
Figure 34: Space-Time Plots for Sod's Tubes with a Diaphragm (left) and Valve (right) 
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For both cases, it can be seen that the waves are centred at the diaphragm and valve location of 
0.5m. In the diaphragm case, the waves begin to propagate instantaneously, whilst the waves 
of the valve case only begin at the opening time of 0.001. In the Sod’s tube with a diaphragm, 
as expected, a contact discontinuity and shock wave propagate to the right, whilst an expansion 
fan moves to the left. It is seen that in the valve case, the movement of the waves is no longer 
at constant rates. The following diagrams highlight the pressure variation as a result of the shock 
in the tube at the pressure location downstream of the diaphragm and valve. 
  
Whilst the diaphragm case is a sharp variation in pressure, the valve case shows a non-linear 
propogation of the wave with respect to time.This would be expected from the way the model 
imposes the opening of the valve and the simplifications made to the complex valve opening. 
 
8.2 Validating the Operation of the Valve  
The above Sod’s tube imposed an open time for the valve, and therefore, did not assess the 
function of the valve operation when the opening time is calculated from the upstream pressure 
acting on the valve. A simple case, which was a variation of the Sod’s tube was implemented 
with a high driver gas pressure to test the operation of the valve. A 0.01m diameter tube that 
was 10m in length was selected, such that it was sufficiently long that the waves did not reflect 
off the end wall whilst the valve was still opening. A driver gas pressure of 20MPa was selected, 
with 200kPa used downstream of the valve. The initial opening time was 1 ms and the L1d3 
code calculated that the valve would take 12.79ms to open. The valve was placed at 0.7m from 
the start of the tube. The following space time plots show that the valve opening created more 
complex wave patterns.  
Figure 35: Sod's Shock Tube with Diaphragm (left) and Valve (right) Pressure vs Time Plot 
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The following plots show the mass flow rate of both cases immedietely downstream of the 
selected valve or diaphragm location. As expected, the diaphragm case has a peak mass flow 
rate almost four times that of the valve case. This can be attributed to the instaneous nature of 
the diaphragm bursting, whilst the gradual area change of the valve would result in the 
difference in the mass flow rate seen for the valve case.  
 
One parameter which indicates the validity of the valve modelling is the pressure gradient over 
time. Two history locations were taken upstream and downstream of the valve or diaphragm 
location. The difference in pressure values was found and graphed in the following figure. It 
can be seen that the diaphragm has an effective instaneous pressure gradient, whilst the valve 
case has a pressure gradient which varies for the duration of the valve opening. This is as 
expected, and validates the pressures seen immedietely downstream of the valve location seen 
in Figure 35.  
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Figure 36: Space-Time Plots of a Test Case (left Diagraphm, right Valve) 
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Figure 37: Mass Flow Rate against Time (left Diaphragm, right Valve) 
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Figure 38: Pressure Gradient Graph (left - Diaphragm, right - Valve) 
  
Figure 39: Pressure Variation with Time (left - Diaphragm, right-Valve) 
8.3 Implementing a Valve in the Oxford Gun Tunnel 
The simulation of the Oxford Gun Tunnel produced in Stage 1 of the investigation was utilised 
to first test the effect of the valve in a facility. This was considered to be an appropriate validity 
test, given that the L1d3 results of this facility have been validated experimentally and all 
parameters required for the simulation were known and validated in the earlier replication. The 
following diagram shows the valve location with 5 nodal points on either side of the central 
valve node.  
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Figure 40: Facility Profile of Oxford Gun Tunnel with Valve  
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It can be seen that the implementation of the valve saw a delay in the expected responses 
observed in section 5, and also a gradual increase in pressure and temperature with time, as 
opposed to the instantaneous step change caused by the diaphragm.  
 
Figure 41: Pressure vs Time 150mm from Barrel End and Nozzle Exit Stagnation Temperature 
Space-time plots were produced for both the original facility with a diaphragm and the valve 
case. As expected, the shock in the diaphragm case travels at a continuous rate, however, the 
rate varies in the valve case. Here, more complex waves are observed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 42: Space-Time Plots of the Oxford Gun Tunnel (left - diaphragm, right – valve) 
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8.4 Sample Simulation of Proposed Facility  
In order to meet the main goal of this investigation, a sample simulation of the proposed facility 
was set up in L1d3 utilising the given specifications and area schedule in LT mode. The first 
diagram below shows the full profile of the proposed facility and the second diagram shows the 
region downstream of the storage tube with a valve implemented. It is to be noted that modelling 
has been undertaken utilising ideal carbon dioxide.  
 
Figure 43: Proposed Facility Profile 
A number of different figures are presented on the next page, and represent how L1d3 can be 
implemented to simulate the proposed facility.  
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Figure 44: Space-Time Plots of the Proposed Facility 
  
Figure 45: Pressure and Temperature Downstream of the Valve 
  
 
Figure 46: Pitot Pressure and Temperature Upstream of the Test Section 
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Figure 47: Pressure and Temperature at the End of the Test Section 
The driver pressure utilised for this simulation was 20MPa, and therefore, the valve was 
calculated to take 12.79 ms to open and was told to open at 5 ms. It can be seen that as expected, 
the test section has pressures in the vicinity of 20MPa and temperatures around 600K. The 
graphs appear to have a bit of noise and this could be attributed to the selection of CFD 
parameters within the simulation. Therefore, an investigation into all of the simulation 
parameters that affect the flow conditions should be undertaken to ensure that the facility is 
being modelled accurately in L1d3. Nonetheless, the above diagrams represent how the facility 
can now be modelled in the L1d3 package, with the inclusion of a valve, as per the main 
objective of this investigation.  
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9 Discussion of Findings 
The present study focused on the modelling of a fast-acting plug valve for implementation in a 
piston driven transient test facility. The main constraint of the development of a valve model 
was integration within the existing one-dimensional Lagrangian solver developed at UQ. The 
original solver, L1d3, was written in a way where the definition of the tube area occurs in the 
first steps of the solver and other functionalities of the solver referenced the tube area directly. 
Therefore, the initial valve node definition of a diameter  of 10-5 m is the main limitation of the 
valve model. Nonetheless, development of an appropriate valve model whilst working with the 
constraints of the existing L1d3 code has been complex.  
The model developed is capable of producing pressure and temperature variations as would be 
expected in space and time. Whilst a replication of the Oxford HDT plug valve was 
implemented, it was difficult to duplicate the working parameters of the entire facility, given 
that specific dimensions of this facility were unknown. Additionally, the papers by Pearce [24] 
and Holt [23] have no experimental basis, and the ANSYS results would be different from that 
of the one-dimensional Lagrangian solver of L1d3.  Similarly, analytical solutions are not well 
documented for a fast-acting or pneumatic valve and therefore, the validity of this investigation 
requires further assessment. A number of studies into the variation of diaphragm aperture were 
found, however, this was one of the only ways to analyse the effect of area change in a situation 
like that of the valve implementation.  
Whilst it is known that that the speed of the valve opening plays an important role in the fluid 
flow, the complexity of the fluid flow through a valve made assessing the accuracy and 
robustness of the model developed extremely difficult. From a modelling point of view, the 
following factors could have lead to simulation discrepencies:  
 Stability of time step and selected cfl condition for convergence 
 Number of node points selected for the tube geometry  
 Number of node points varied on either end of the central valve node  
 Number of cells in the gas slug  
 Clustering towards and away from the valve location  
 Modelling of boundary-layer interactions  
 Modelling without viscous effects  
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The characterisation of compression, expansion and shock waves in compressible flow has 
proved to be a challenge. However, computational fluid dynamics has pathed the way to better 
characterisation of these fluid flows. In particular, in the valve model, the number of wave 
interactions increased from that of the diaphragm case. It could be said that there is a correlation 
between the strength of the shock wave propagation and the opening time of the valve. This 
would, however, need to be modelled extensively to determine the validity of this claim. 
Another observation to be noted is that the valve model continuously produced shock waves 
with curvature, differing from a number of the diaphragm cases.  
9.1 Contributions Made by this Thesis 
Primarily, this thesis has enabled the piston driven short-duration facility, designed by the 
QGECE for the testing of sCO2 turbines, to be simulated in the L1d3 code. Through 
development of a valve model which varies a number of different parameters, analysis of a 
variety of different configurations of these facilities can be utilised. On a wider scale, a number 
of short duration facilities containing fast-acting or pneumatic valves which isolate the flow 
between the high and low pressure regions exist around the world. Given that L1d3 is a code 
utilised for modelling a number of facilities with diaphragm, this thesis will enable the 
utilisation of the code to be expanded to a number of different facilities which utilise a fast-
acting plug valve in some capacity.   
L1d3 is an indepth code which has a number of gas considerations and chemical reactions 
inbuilt to simulate gas flow to a high accuracy. However, it lacks documentation and therefore 
is not used to its capacity. This thesis also provides a detailed breakdown of the L1d3 code, 
how to use it and what its capabilities are.  Additionally, this investigation has outlined a number 
of modelling considerations when looking at pneumatic or fast-acting valves. It has identified 
a gap of knowledge that surrounds the modelling of these valve systems within short duration 
facilities, and therefore, recommendations surround further developing an understanding of 
how to characterise these components to a greater accuracy. 
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9.2 Recommendations for Future Work  
The L1d3 code was first developed over 20 years ago, and therefore, following the 
implementation of this valve model, a number of modifications to the code can be made to 
further improve it. In particular, the post-processing file l_hist.cxx should be updated such that 
L1d3 model has the capacity of recording the area at a history location. 
The sCO2 facility discussed in this paper has been simulated with the intention of demonstrating 
the L1d3 code and therefore does not explore the accuracy of the simulation. Future work into 
the investigation of the proposed facility would include simulation of both operating modes of 
the facility, LT and ILPT as well as the selection of a piston for the tube, such that the test time 
is maximised. Additionally, ideal carbon dioxide gas has been implemented, and therefore, 
detailed analysis into the effects of the supercritical gas should be undertaken prior to the 
construction of the facility. An evaluation into the accuracy of modelling supercritical fluid 
would need to be undertaken.  
Whilst the proposed facility will primarily be utilised for the development of sCO2 turbines, it 
can also be used to perform experiments on the valve. Undertaking experimental analysis of the 
flow within the valve will allow more improvements to the valve model to be made. 
Additionally, development of analytical solutions to characterise the complex flow of these 
valve types would be ideal, as valves are implemented in a number of different applications.  
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10 Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis investigation was to select an appropriate model to simulate flow 
conditions within the proposed piston driven sCO2 turbine facility. The main aims of the study 
were successfully met, and hence, a model of a fast-acting plug valve was implemented within 
the L1d3 code, and therefore, the goal of documenting a sample simulation of the proposed 
sCO2 turbine test facility was completed. However, the proposed facility still requires further 
simulation to ascertain whether or not it will meet the requirements of the QGECE.  
A three staged approach enabled the L1d3 solver to be evaluated and it was determined that this 
tool  was an appropriate simulation tool for the proposed facility. A method of modelling a fast-
acting plug valve was developed. A number of different modelling exercises were used to verify 
and validate the results of this study. This study found that the flow characteristics of the valve 
are extremely difficult to characterise due to complexity. However, the results of the modelling 
verification showed pressure and temperature values which would have been expected and 
therefore, deemed the model to be a valid first approximation of the valve operation. A number 
of recommendations have been made to ensure that this valve model is improved.  
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Appendix A: Figures from Gangurde’s Thesis [28] 
 
 
 
  
  
 
VI 
Appendix B: Ludwieg Tube Simulation Code 
# DJL.py 
#edited from ENGG7280 Thesis by Dhananjay Y. Gangurde 
#changes enabled compatibilty with latest version L1d3 
 
gdata.title = "Air in the Ludwieg-tube" 
select_gas_model(fname='cea-lut-air-ions.lua.gz') 
 
#Tube wall definition 
#The transition between constant area sections need to be smooth and 
therefore is taken as 1 diameter of the larger tube 
 
gdata.n=10000 #number of linear segments used for fast interpolation 
 
add_break_point(0.0, 0.004)     #end of End-tube 
add_break_point(0.98, 0.004)    #start of End-tube 
add_break_point(0.996, 0.0134)  #end of Ludwieg tube 
add_break_point(5.776, 0.0134)  #start of Ludwieg tube 
add_break_point(5.792, 0.0090)  #start of solenoid valve 
add_break_point(5.842, 0.0090)  #end of solenoid valve 
add_break_point(5.855, 0.011)   #start of connector-tube 
add_break_point(7.485, 0.011)   #end of connector-tube 
add_break_point(7.524, 0.0390)  #start of plenum chamber 
add_break_point(7.529, 0.0390)  #end of plenum chamber 
add_break_point(7.568, 0.0052)  #start of injector 
add_break_point(7.575, 0.0052)  #end of injector 
add_break_point(8.400, 0.0100)  #exit plane 
 
#Define loss regions 
add_loss_region(5.792, 5.842, 0.5) #minor valve loss 
 
#Creat gas-path components 
left_wall = VelocityEnd(x0=0.0, v=0.0) 
test_gas = GasSlug(p=1200.0e3, u=0.0, T=300.0, nn=400, to_end_R=1, 
cluster_strength=1.08, viscous_effects=1, hcells=1) 
interface = GasInterface(x0=5.817) 
plenum_side = GasSlug(p=103.0e3, u=0.0, T=296.0, nn=150,viscous_effects=1, 
hcells=1) 
right_wall = FreeEnd(x0=8.400) 
 
#Assembly of gas-path  
assemble_gas_path(left_wall, test_gas, interface, plenum_side, right_wall) 
 
#Set some time-stepping parameters 
gdata.dt_init = 1.0e-6 
gdata.max_time = 8.0e-2 
gdata.max_step = 50000000 #large enough to allow max_time to be reached 
gdata.cfl = 0.4 
add_dt_plot(0.0, 32.0e-5, 10.0e-6) 
 
#history data file 
add_history_loc(0.90)       #end of Ludwieg-tube 
add_history_loc(2.880)      #midway in the Ludwieg tube 
add_history_loc(5.792)      #start of solenoid valve 
add_history_loc(5.817)      #midway in the solenoid valve 
add_history_loc(5.842)      #end of solenoid valve 
add_history_loc(7.527)      #middle of the plenum 
add_history_loc(7.568)      #start of injector 
add_history_loc(7.572)      #midway in the injector 
add_history_loc(7.575)      #end of injector 
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Appendix C: Post File for Ludwieg Tube Simulation 
#DJL_post.sh 
 
# At this point, the simulation is complete and the post-processing 
# programs can be used to reformat the data for plotting. 
# 
# For example: 
# (1) A space-time plot can be generated via a  
#     contour plotting package. 
#     First, extract the pressure (on a logarithmic scale) and  
#     save it in a file (DJL_log_p.gen) suitable for  
#     the Generic contour  plotter. 
#     Then contour variable 2 (0 is x, 1 is time) to get  
#     the X-T diagram. 
 
sptime.exe -f DJL -tstop 4.0e-2 -p -log 
mb_cont.exe -fi DJL_log_p.gen -fo DJL_log_p.ps -ps \ 
            -var 2 -edge -notrueshape  
 
# (2) Flow history at specified locations can be extracted from 
#     the history file dn2.hx and plotted with GNU-Plot. 
 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 1.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 0 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 1 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 2 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 3 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 4 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 5 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 6 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 7 
l_hist.exe -f DJL -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 8.0e-2 -xloc 8 
 
 
# Recale the pressures and heat-transfer to get more convenient units. 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $6 / 1.0e6}' DJL_hx1.dat > pstag.Mpa 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $10 / 1.0e3}' DJL_hx7.dat > pitot.kpa 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $12 / -1.0e6}' DJL_hx2.dat > 
heatflux.Mwatt 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DJL_ppitot.eps" 
set title "DJL - Pressure at Plenum" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "p, kPa" 
set xtic 10 
set key top left 
plot "pitot.kpa" using 1:2 title "L1d Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DJL_pstag.eps" 
set title "Supply Pressure" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "p, MPa" 
set xtic 10 
set key top left 
plot "pstag.Mpa" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
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# Now set up a couple of files that describe the tube cross-section. 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1, $2 / 2.0}' DJL.dump > upper.profile 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1, -$2 / 2.0}' DJL.dump > lower.profile 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DJL_profile.eps" 
set title "Facility Profile" 
set xlabel "x, m" 
set ylabel "y, m" 
set xrange [0:8.4] 
set yrange [-0.1:0.1] 
plot "upper.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1, \ 
     "lower.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DJL_secondary_profile.eps" 
set title "Facility Profile" 
set xlabel "x, m" 
set ylabel "y, m" 
set xrange [7.5:8.4] 
set yrange [-0.03:0.03] 
plot "upper.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1, \ 
     "lower.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
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Appendix D: Oxford Gun Tunnel Figures [29] 
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Appendix E: Oxford Gun Tunnel Simulation Code 
# piston.py 
gdata.title = "Buttsworth - Oxford Gun Tunnel" 
 
# Define the tube walls. 
gdata.n=10000 
add_break_point(0.0, 0.361)   #left end 
add_break_point(5.257, 0.361)       #driver length 
add_break_point(5.258, 0.237)       #linear transition to constriction 
add_break_point(5.523, 0.0745)  #linear constriction (loss across 
her) 
add_break_point(5.901, 0.0745)  #end constriction 
add_break_point(5.902, 0.0963)  #barrel start 
add_break_point(14.943, 0.0963)  #barrel end 
add_break_point(14.944, 0.01905)  #nozzle start 
add_break_point(15.946, 0.211)  #nozzle exit  
add_break_point(15.947, 0.5, 1) 
add_break_point(18.0, 0.5) 
add_loss_region(5.523, 5.901, 1.4)   #KL = 1.4 heat loss coefficient 
 
 
# tube wall temperatures 
gdata.T_nominal = 321   #laboratory environment 
# add_T_patch(26.0, 27.0, 296.0)        # for example 
 
# Components that will form the internals of the machine... 
# 
piston = Piston(m=0.08, d=0.0963, xL0=5.916, xR0=5.946, v0=0.0, 
x_buffer=14.923, 
                 label="Piston") 
diaph1 = Diaphragm(x0=5.712, p_burst=2.45e6, is_burst=1, 
label="Diaphragm1") 
diaph2 = Diaphragm(x0=14.943, p_burst=81e3,label="Diaphragm2") 
 
 
# Create the gas-path components. 
create_gas_file(model="ideal gas", species=['N2', 'air'],  
                fname="gas-model.lua", lut_file="cea-lut-air-ions.lua.gz") 
species_list = select_gas_model(fname="gas-model.lua") 
print "species_list=", species_list 
 
# mass fractions list ---> [N2   air] 
 
massf_air = [0.0, 0.0, 1.0] 
massf_N2 = [0.0, 1.0, 0.0] 
massf_LUT = [1.0, 0.0, 0.0] 
 
left_wall=VelocityEnd(x0=0, v=0.0) 
driver_gas = GasSlug(p=4.9e6, u=0.0, T=321, massf=massf_air, 
                     nn=50, to_end_L=0, to_end_R=1, adiabatic_flag=0, 
hcells=1) 
interface = GasInterface(x0=4.60) 
fine_driver_gas =GasSlug(p=4.9e6, u=0.0, T=321, massf=massf_air, 
                     nn=300, to_end_L=0, to_end_R=1, adiabatic_flag=0, 
hcells=1) 
compressed_gas = GasSlug(p=162e3, u=0.0, T=300.0, massf=massf_N2, 
                         nn=50, to_end_L=0, to_end_R=1, adiabatic_flag=0, 
hcells=1) 
 
test_gas = GasSlug(p=162e3, u=0.0, T=321.0, massf=massf_N2, 
  
 
XI 
                     nn=50, to_end_L=0, to_end_R=0, cluster_strength=0.0, 
                     viscous_effects=1, adiabatic_flag=0, hcells=1) 
test_section = GasSlug(p=10e3, u=0.0, T=321.0, massf=massf_LUT, 
                           nn=50, to_end_R=0, cluster_strength=0, 
                           viscous_effects=1, adiabatic_flag=0, hcells=1) 
right_wall = FreeEnd(x0=18.0) 
 
assemble_gas_path(left_wall, driver_gas, interface, fine_driver_gas, 
diaph1, compressed_gas, piston, test_gas, diaph2, 
                  test_section, right_wall) 
 
# 
# Other simulation control parameters... 
# 
gdata.dt_init = 0.5e-6 
gdata.cfl = 0.25 
gdata.max_time = 100e-3 
gdata.max_step = 1000000000 
add_dt_plot(0.0, 10.0e-6, 10.0e-6) 
 
# Sensor locations... 
# Remember that these history locations will be numbered from 0 in the 
# history data file.  Thus, the nozzle-supply sensor with be numbered 4. 
add_history_loc(0.0)  #start of facility  
add_history_loc(2.6285) #end of driver 
add_history_loc(5.257) #contraction 
add_history_loc(5.523) #linear loss region 
add_history_loc(5.712) #diaphragm 
add_history_loc(5.901) #start of barrel 
add_history_loc(10.422) #mid barrel 
add_history_loc(14.793) #150mm upstream of barrel end 
add_history_loc(15.950) #nozzle exit 
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Appendix F: Oxford Gun Tunnel Post Script 
# DBT_post.sh 
# At this point, the simulation is complete and the post-processing 
# programs can be used to reformat the data for plotting. 
# 
# For example: 
# (1) A space-time plot can be generated via a  
#     contour plotting package. 
#     First, extract the pressure (on a logarithmic scale) and  
#     save it in a file (DBT_log_p.gen) suitable for  
#     the Generic contour  plotter. 
#     Then contour variable 2 (0 is x, 1 is time) to get  
#     the X-T diagram. 
 
sptime.exe -f DBT -tstop 100e-3 -p -log 
mb_cont.exe -fi DBT_log_p.gen -fo DBT_log_p.ps -ps \ 
            -var 2 -edge -notrueshape  
 
piston.exe -f DBT -tstop 100e-3 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "velocity.eps" 
set title "Ideal Piston Simulation: Speed vs Position" 
set xlabel "x, m" 
set ylabel "V, m/s" 
set xrange [0:18] 
set yrange [0:600.0] 
set key bottom right 
plot "DBT_p0.dat" using 2:3 title "L1d solution" with lines, \ 
     "ideal.dat" using 2:3 title "Ideal" with points 
EOF 
 
# (2) Flow history at specified locations can be extracted from 
#     the history file dn2.hx and plotted with GNU-Plot. 
 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 1.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 0 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 1 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 2 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 3 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 4 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 5 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 6 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 7 
l_hist.exe -f DBT -tstart 2.0e-3 -tstop 0.1 -xloc 8 
 
# Now set up a couple of files that describe the tube cross-section. 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1, $2 / 2.0}' DBT.dump > upper.profile 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1, -$2 / 2.0}' DBT.dump > lower.profile 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DBT_profile.eps" 
set title "Facility Profile" 
set xlabel "x, m" 
set ylabel "y, m" 
set xrange [0:18.0] 
set yrange [-0.6:0.6] 
plot "upper.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1, \ 
     "lower.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1 
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EOF 
 
 
# Rescale the pressures and heat-transfer to get more convenient units. 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $6 / 1.0e6}' DBT_hx6.dat > pstag6.Mpa 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $6 / 1.0e6}' DBT_hx7.dat > pstag7.Mpa 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $8 / 100}' DBT_hx8.dat > T8.K 
 
 
gnuplot <<EOF  
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DBT_Temperature.eps" 
set title "Nozzle Exit Stagnation Temperature" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "T0/100, K" 
set xrange [0:60] 
set yrange [4:10] 
set xtic 10 
set key top left 
plot "T8.K" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DBT_pstag6.eps" 
set title "Pressure - Location 6" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "p, MPa" 
set xtic 10 
set key top left 
plot "pstag6.Mpa" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "DBT_pstag7.eps" 
set title "Pressure - Location 7" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "p, MPa" 
set xrange [10:40] 
set xtic 10 
set key top left 
plot "pstag7.Mpa" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF  
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Appendix G: Valve Python Simulation Code 
import numpy as np 
from math import * 
import pylab as plt 
 
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d 
x_disp = [0.0, 0.00250544662309, 0.00501089324619, 0.00751633986928, 
0.0100217864924, 0.0125272331155, 0.0150326797386, 0.0200435729847, 
0.0250544662309, 0.0300653594771, 0.0400871459695, 0.050, 0.1] 
y_disp = [40588.2352941, 34950.9803922, 31519.6078431, 28088.2352941, 
28333.3333333, 34460.7843137, 38627.4509804, 40098.0392157, 41323.5294118, 
41568.627451, 41568.627451, 42058.8235294, 42000.0] 
 
 
F = interp1d(x_disp, y_disp) 
def x_dd(r): 
    "The following code is for the second order ODE utilised to represent 
piston movement" 
    x = r[0] 
    xd = r[1] 
    xdd = F(x)/m*(P/90e5) 
    xdot = np.array([xd, xdd], float) 
    return xdot 
 
def RK4(r, h): 
    "4th order Runge Kutta scheme5 to integrate second order ODE for each 
time step" 
    k1=h*x_dd(r) 
    k2=h*x_dd(r+0.5*k1) 
    k3 =h*x_dd(r+0.5*k2) 
    k4=h*x_dd(r+k3) 
    r+=(k1+2*k2*2*k3*k4)/6 
    return r 
 
def valve_area(x): 
    "Area (mm2) function calculated as a function of piston displacement" 
    f = x*1000 
    return pi*sqrt(2)*((f/2)**2+37.9*f) 
 
if __name__=='__main__': 
    x_points = [] 
    xd_points = [] 
    t_points = [] 
    f_list = [] 
    A_list = [] 
    ratio = [] 
 
     
    #Pressures = [8e6, 9e6, 10e6, 11e6, 12e6, 13e6, 14e6, 15e6, 16e6, 17e6, 
18e6, 19e6, 20e6]  
    Pressures = [1.1e7] 
    h = 0.00001      #timestep (seconds) 
    m = 9.41 
    Times = [] 
    t_points_list = [] 
    Area_lists = [] 
    x_lists = [] 
    for i in range(len(Pressures)): 
        A = 0 
        x = 0 
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        xd = 0 
        t = 0 
        while A<0.00390363: 
            t_points.append(t) 
            x_points.append(x) 
            xd_points.append(xd) 
            P = Pressures[i] 
            f = F(x)*(P/90e5) 
            f_list.append(f) 
            r = np.array([x, xd], float) 
            x, xd = RK4(r, h) 
            A_list.append(A) 
            A = valve_area(x)*10**-6 
            t+=h 
        q = np.array(A_list) 
        v = np.array(t_points) 
        xl = np.array(x_points) 
        Area_lists.append(q) 
        t_points_list.append(v) 
        x_lists.append(xl) 
        Times.append(t_points[-1]) 
        t_points.clear() 
        x_points.clear() 
        xd_points.clear() 
        f_list.clear() 
        A_list.clear() 
 
    plt.title("Valve Opening Time vs Pressures") 
    plt.plot(Pressures, Times, 'o') 
    plt.xlabel("Pressures (Pa)") 
    plt.ylabel("Opening Time (s)") 
    z = np.polyfit(Pressures, Times, 3) 
    p = np.poly1d(z) 
    plt.plot(Pressures, p(Pressures)) 
    print(z) 
    plt.show() 
     
    plt.title("Area vs Time") 
    for i in range(len(Pressures)): 
        plt.plot(t_points_list[i], Area_lists[i], label = 'Simulated 
Results') 
        plt.xlabel("time (s)") 
        plt.ylabel("Area (m^2)") 
        y = 0.00390363/Times[i]**2*t_points_list[i]**2 
        plt.plot(t_points_list[i], y, label = 'Curvefit') 
        plt.legend(loc = 'best') 
    plt.show() 
 
    plt.title("Displacement vs Time") 
    for i in range(len(Pressures)): 
        plt.plot(t_points_list[i], x_lists[i]) 
        plt.ylabel ("Displacement (m)") 
        plt.xlabel ("Time (s)") 
    plt.show() 
  
  
 
XVI 
Appendix H: Proposed Facility Simulation Code 
gdata.title = "CO2" 
 
#Creating Lookup Table for CO2 
select_gas_model(model="ideal gas", species=['air']) 
 
#Tube wall definition 
gdata.n=4842 # 1mm segments for tube definition 
 
add_break_point(-4.0, 0.1836, 1)        #start of LT 
add_break_point(-0.01, 0.1836)         #end of LT  
add_break_point(0.0, 0.05,1)           
add_valve_point(0.1, 0.05, 10) 
#add_break_point(0.125, 0.05,1) 
#add_break_point(0.140, 0.08,1) 
#add_break_point(0.140, 0.110,1) 
#add_break_point(0.165, 0.110, 1) 
#add_break_point(0.190, 0.08,1) 
#add_break_point(0.370, 0.08,1) 
#add_break_point(0.415, 0.0925,1) 
add_break_point(0.430, 0.05,1) 
add_break_point(0.470, 0.054,1) 
add_break_point(0.627, 0.054,1) 
add_break_point(0.672, 0.039,1) 
add_break_point(0.842, 0.039,1) 
add_break_point(0.845, 0.015) 
 
#Creat gas-path components 
left_wall = VelocityEnd(x0=-4.0, v=0.0) 
test_gas = GasSlug(p=20e6, u=0.0, T=598.0, nn=200, to_end_R=1, 
cluster_strength=1.01) 
valve = Valve(x0=0.1, is_open = 0.0, open_time = 0.005, open_period = 0.0, 
label="valve") 
#interface = GasInterface(x0=0.1) 
#diaph = Diaphragm(x0= 0.1, is_burst = 1.0, p_burst = 10e6) 
upstream_gas = GasSlug(p=101325.0, u=0.0, T=298, nn=200, to_end_L=1, 
cluster_strength = 1.01) 
right_wall = FreeEnd(x0=15.0) 
assemble_gas_path(left_wall, test_gas, valve, upstream_gas,  right_wall) 
 
#Set some time-stepping parameters 
gdata.dt_init = 1.0e-9 
gdata.max_time = 0.1 
gdata.cfl = 0.2 
gdata.max_step = 50000000 #large enough to allow max_time to be reached 
add_dt_plot(0.0, 0.2e-3, 20.0e-6) 
 
 
#history data file 
add_history_loc(0.0)  
add_history_loc(0.125) 
add_history_loc(0.190) 
add_history_loc(0.280) 
add_history_loc(0.55) 
add_history_loc(0.627) 
add_history_loc(0.840) 
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Appendix I: Proposed Facility Post Script 
#(1) Space-Time Plots 
sptime.exe -f sco2-facility -tstop 0.03 -p -log -maxsol 10000 
mb_cont.exe -fi sco2-facility_log_p.gen -fo sco2-facility_log_p.ps \ 
            -var 2 -edge -notrueshape -xrange 0.0 1.0 0.25 \ 
            -yrange 0.005 0.015 5.0e-3 -colour 
             
 
# (2) Flow history  
l_hist.exe -f sco2-facility -tstart 0.0 -tstop 30.0e-3 -xloc 0 
l_hist.exe -f sco2-facility -tstart 0.0 -tstop 30.0e-3 -xloc 1 
l_hist.exe -f sco2-facility -tstart 0.0 -tstop 30.0e-3 -xloc 2 
l_hist.exe -f sco2-facility -tstart 0.0 -tstop 30.0e-3 -xloc 3 
l_hist.exe -f sco2-facility -tstart 0.0 -tstop 30.0e-3 -xloc 4 
l_hist.exe -f sco2-facility -tstart 0.0 -tstop 30.0e-3 -xloc 5 
 
 
# Recale the pressures and temperatures to get more convenient units. 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $6 / 1.0e6}' sco2-facility_hx5.dat > 
pstag.Mpa 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $10 / 1.0e6}' sco2-facility_hx4.dat > 
pitot.kpa 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $6/ 1.0e6 }' sco2-facility_hx1.dat > 
pstag1.Mpa 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $8 }' sco2-facility_hx1.dat > T1.K 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $8 }' sco2-facility_hx4.dat > T4.K 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0, $8 }' sco2-facility_hx5.dat > T5.K 
 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
# was file ppitot.gnu 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "sco2-facility_ppitot.eps" 
set title "Pitot Pressure - Upstream of Test Section" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "p, MPa" 
set xrange [0.0:30] 
#set xtic 1.0 
set key top left 
plot "pitot.kpa" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "sco2-facility_T1.eps" 
set title "Temperature - Downstream of Valve" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "T, K" 
#set xtic 1.0 
set key top left 
plot "T1.K" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "sco2-facility_T2.eps" 
set title "Temperature - Upstream of Test Section" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "T, K" 
#set xtic 1.0 
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set key top left 
plot "T4.K" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "sco2-facility_T3.eps" 
set title "Temperature - End of Test Section" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "T, K" 
#set xtic 1.0 
set key top left 
plot "T5.K" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF  
# was file heat_trans.gnu 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "pressure_end.eps" 
set title "Pressure - Downstream of Valve" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "p, MPa" 
#set xtic 1.0 
set key top left 
plot "pstag1.Mpa" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "sco2-facility_pstag.eps" 
set title "Pressure - End of the Test Section" 
set xlabel "t, ms" 
set ylabel "p, MPa" 
#set xtic 1.0 
set key top left 
plot "pstag.Mpa" using 1:2 title "Simulation" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
# Now set up a couple of files that describe the tube cross-section. 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1, $2 / 2.0}' sco2-facility.dump > upper.profile 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1, -$2 / 2.0}' sco2-facility.dump > lower.profile 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "sco2-facility_tube.eps" 
set title "Proposed Facility Profile" 
set xlabel "x, m" 
set ylabel "y, m" 
set xrange [-4.0: 1.0] 
set ytic 0.04 
plot "upper.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1, \ 
     "lower.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "sco2-facility_tube_2.eps" 
set title "Proposed Facility Profile: Downstream of Storage Tube " 
set xlabel "x, m" 
set ylabel "y, m" 
set xrange [-0.1: 1] 
plot "upper.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1, \ 
     "lower.profile" using 1:2 title "" with lines linestyle 1 
  
 
XIX 
Appendix J: Valve Test Simulation Code 
# valve.py 
gdata.title = "Ideal piston and gas slug, 06-Jul-05" 
 
# Accept defaults for air giving R=287.1, gamma=1.4 
select_gas_model(model='ideal gas', species=['air']) 
 
# Define the tube walls. 
add_break_point(0.0, 0.01) 
add_valve_point(0.7, 0.01, 4) 
add_break_point(10.0, 0.01) 
 
 
gdata.n = 1000  # not too many pieces of tube wall 
 
# Create the gas-path. 
# Although the gdata name is special, the other variables 
# created below are determined by the user for their convenience. 
left_end = VelocityEnd(x0=0.0, v=0.0) 
n_gas_cells = 50 
driver_gas = GasSlug(p=20.0e6, u=0.0, T=298.0, nn=n_gas_cells, 
                     to_end_R=1, cluster_strength=1.01) 
valve = Valve(x0 = 0.70, is_open = 0.0, open_time = 0.001, open_period = 
0.0)  
#interface = GasInterface(x0=0.7) 
driven_gas = GasSlug(p=200e3, u=0.0, T=298.0, nn=n_gas_cells, to_end_L = 1, 
cluster_strength = 1.01) 
free_end = FreeEnd(x0=50.0) 
assemble_gas_path(left_end, driver_gas, valve, driven_gas, free_end) 
 
# Set some time-stepping parameters 
gdata.dt_init = 1.0e-6 
gdata.max_time = 10.0e-2 
gdata.max_step = 5000000000 
gdata.cfl = 0.8 
add_dt_plot(0.0, 0.2e-3, 20.0e-5) 
add_history_loc(0.6) 
add_history_loc(0.71) 
add_history_loc(0.75) 
add_history_loc(1.0) 
add_history_loc(7.5)  
  
 
XX 
Appendix K: Valve Test Post Script 
#! /bin/sh 
# run_and_plot_valve_sim.sh 
 
 
echo  
echo Beginning simulation... 
echo Console output is being caught in file valve.log. 
time l1d.exe -f valve > valve.log 
echo Finished simulation. 
echo  
 
 
sptime.exe -f valve -tstop 10.0e-2 -p -log 
mb_cont.exe -fi valve_log_p.gen -fo valve_log_p.ps -ps \ 
            -var 2 -edge -notrueshape -xrange 0.0 10.0 1.0 \ 
            -yrange 0.0 2.0e-2 1.0e-2 -colour 
 
 
# (3) Flow history at a specified location can be extracted from 
#     the history file piston.hx and plotted with GNU-Plot. 
#     Since one history location was specified in the parameter file, 
#     the only available history location has an index of 0 and its 
#     data will be written to the file piston_hx0.dat. 
 
l_hist.exe -f valve -tstart 0.0 -tstop 20.0e-2 -xloc 0 
l_hist.exe -f valve -tstart 0.0 -tstop 20.0e-2 -xloc 1 
l_hist.exe -f valve -tstart 0.0 -tstop 20.0e-2 -xloc 2 
l_hist.exe -f valve -tstart 0.0 -tstop 20.0e-2 -xloc 3 
 
 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0,$3*$4}' valve_hx0.dat > mdot0.dat 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0,$3 * $4}' valve_hx1.dat > mdot1.dat 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0,$3 * $4}' valve_hx2.dat > mdot2.dat 
awk '$1 != "#" {print $1 * 1000.0,$3 * $4}' valve_hx3.dat > mdot3.dat 
 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "pressure_valve_0.eps" 
set title "Test Valve" 
set xlabel "t, s" 
set ylabel "p, Pa" 
set xrange [0:0.02] 
set key top right 
plot "valve_hx0.dat" using 1:6 title "End wall" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "pressure_valve_1.eps" 
set title "Test Valve" 
set xlabel "t, s" 
set ylabel "p, Pa" 
set xrange [0:0.02] 
set xtic 0.010 
set key top right 
plot "valve_hx1.dat" using 1:6 title "End wall" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
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gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "pressure_valve_2.eps" 
set title "Test Valve" 
set xlabel "t, s" 
set ylabel "p, Pa" 
set xrange [0:0.02] 
set xtic 0.010 
set key top right 
plot "valve_hx2.dat" using 1:6 title "End wall" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "pressure_valve_3.eps" 
set title "Test Valve" 
set xlabel "t, s" 
set ylabel "p, Pa" 
set xrange [0:0.02] 
set xtic 0.010 
set key top right 
plot "valve_hx3.dat" using 1:6 title "End wall" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF 
 
gnuplot <<EOF 
set term postscript eps 20 
set output "pressure_valve_4.eps" 
set title "Test Valve" 
set xlabel "t, s" 
set ylabel "p, Pa" 
set xrange [0:0.02] 
set xtic 0.010 
set key top right 
plot "valve_hx4.dat" using 1:6 title "End wall" with lines linestyle 1 
EOF
  
 
Appendix L: L_script.py  
#! /usr/bin/env python 
""" 
Python program to write the input parameter file for L1d3. 
 
It is intended for the user to define their particular facility and 
flow in terms of the data objects defined in this module.  As part of 
its initialization, this program will execute a user-specified job 
file that contains, in Python, the user's script that defines both 
facility geometry and gas-path details. 
 
Usage:: 
 
    $ l_script.py -f <job> 
 
The simulation control data is then organised via the classes: 
GlobalData, GasSlug, Piston and Diaphragm.  These classes 
provide places to store the configuration information and their 
function/method names appear as commands in the user's 
job description file. 
 
When setting up a new simulation, first define the tube as a set 
of (x,d) break-points and identify regions of head-loss and 
regions where the wall-temperature varies from the nominal value. 
Create the GasSlugs, Pistons, and Diaphragms that will make up the 
gas path.  Note that places where two GasSlugs join will need a 
GasInterface to be defined.  Once all of the components have been 
created, assemble the gas path and then set any of the time-stepping 
parameters for which you want values other than the default. 
 
Here is an example script for the Sod shock-tube problem:: 
 
    # sod.py 
    gdata.title = 'Sods ideal shock tube, 06-Jul-05' 
    select_gas_model(model='ideal gas', species=['air']) 
     
    Define the tube walls. 
    add_break_point(0.0, 0.01) 
    add_break_point(3.0, 0.01) 
  
    # Create the gas-path. 
    left_wall = VelocityEnd(x0=0.0, v=0.0) 
    driver_gas = GasSlug(p=100.0e3, u=0.0, T=348.4, nn=100, 
                         to_end_R=1, cluster_strength=1.1, 
                         hcells=0) 
    interface = GasInterface(x0=0.5) 
    driven_gas = GasSlug(p=10.0e3, u=0.0, T=278.7, nn=100, 
                         hcells=0) 
    right_wall = VelocityEnd(x0=1.0, v=0.0) 
    assemble_gas_path(left_wall, driver_gas, interface, driven_gas, right_wall) 
     
    # Set some time-stepping parameters 
    gdata.dt_init = 1.0e-7 
    gdata.max_time = 0.6e-3 
    gdata.max_step = 5000 
    add_dt_plot(0.0, 10.0e-6, 5.0e-6) 
    add_history_loc(0.7) 
 
This script should define the gas path:: 
 
  .       |+----- driver-gas -----+|+----- driven-gas -----+| 
  .       |                        |                        | 
  .       |                        |                        | 
  .   left-wall                interface               right-wall 
     
and can be invoked with the command:: 
 
    $ l_script.py -f sod 
 
Upon getting to the end of the user's script, this program should then 
write a complete simulation parameter file (sod.Lp) in the INI format.   
Because this program (l_script) just gathers the data 
in order to write the input parameter file, the old documentation for that 
file is still (somewhat) relevant despite a few small name changes. 
 
Note that Python is very picky about whitespace.  If you cut and paste the 
example from above, make sure that the lines start in the first column and 
that indentation is consistent with Python's syntax rules. 
 
Globally-defined object 
----------------------- 
 
* gdata: Contains the GlobalData information describing the simulation. 
  Note that there is one such variable set up by the main program and 
  the user's script should directly set the attributes of this variable 
  to adjust settings for the simulation. 
 
.. Author: P.Jacobs 
 
.. Versions:  
   June 2005 
   24-Jul-2006 Ported to Rowan's new C++ chemistry. 
   Mar-May 2010 More reworking for L1d3 and  
                the latest-greatest thermochemistry 
   Sep-Oct-2012 Much cleaning up and Sphinx docs. 
""" 
 
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
import sys 
import os 
sys.path.append(os.path.expandvars("$HOME/e3bin")) # installation directory 
sys.path.append("") # so that we can find user's scripts in current directory 
from getopt import getopt 
from gaspy import * 
 
shortOptions = "hf:" 
longOptions = ["help", "job="] 
 
def printUsage(): 
    print "" 
  
 
    print "Usage: scriptit.py" + \ 
          " [--help | -h]" + \ 
          " [--job=<jobName> | -f <jobName>]" 
    print "" 
    return 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# This is where we store the core data for the simulation. 
 
class GlobalData(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the tube and simulation control parameters. 
 
    The user's script should not create one of these 
    but should specify the simulation parameters by 
    altering the attributes of the global object "gdata" 
    that already exists by the time the user's script executes. 
     
    The following attributes are available: 
 
    * case_id: (int) Specifies a special case that has custom C-code 
      in the main simulation. See l1d.h for possible values. 
      Use a value of 0 for a generic simulation; this is the usual case. 
      This is not much used in the current code. 
 
    * title: Short title string for embedding in the parameter and solution 
files. 
     
    * gas_name: the name of the thermo-chemical model 
      (which, in turn, determines the number of species). 
 
    * reacting_flag: If set to 1, Rowan's finite-rate chemistry will 
      be active.  (Default is 0) 
 
    * dt_init: (float) The size of the time-step that will be used for the 
      first few simulation steps. 
      After a few steps, the cfl condition takes over the determination 
      of a suitable time-step. 
 
    * max_time: (float) The simulation will stop if it reaches this time. 
      It is most usual to use this critereon to stop the simulation. 
 
    * max_step: The simulation will be stopped if it reaches 
      this number of steps. 
      This is mostly used to catch the problem of the calculation taking 
      a very long time (measured by one's patience), possibly because 
      the time-step size has decreased to an extremely small value. 
 
    * cfl: (float) Largest allowable CFL number. 
      The time step is adjusted to ensure that this value is not exceeded 
      in any particular cell. 
      A typical value of 0.25 seems to work well for simulations with 
      sudden events such as diaphragm bursting, while a value as high as 
      0.5 should be considered only for well-behaved flows. 
 
    * t_order: (int)  
      1=Euler time-stepping. This is generally cheap and nasty. 
      2=predictor-corrector time-stepping, nominally second order. 
      This is the default setting. 
      It is, however, twice as CPU intensive as Euler time-stepping. 
 
    * x_order: (int)  
      1=use cell averages without high-order reconstruction. 
      Use this only if the second-order calculation is showing problems. 
      2=use limited reconstruction (nominally second order). 
      This is the default selection.  
 
    * dt_plot_list: (list of tuples)  
      Specifies the frequency of writing complete solutions 
      (for later plotting, maybe) and also for the writing of data at 
      history locations. 
      It may be convenient to have different frequencies of writing such 
      output at different stages of the simulation. 
      For example, free-piston driven shock tunnels have a fairly long 
      period during which the piston travels the length of the compression 
      tube and then a relatively short period, following diaphragm rupture, 
      when all the interesting things happen. 
      It is good to have low-frequency output during most of the compression 
      process and higher-frequency output starting just before diaphragm 
      rupture. 
      Arranging good values may require some trial and error. 
      Add entries to this list via the add_dt_plot function. 
 
    * xd_list: List of break-point tuples defining the tube wall. 
      Add elements to the list via the function add_break_point. 
       
    * v_list: List of valve-point tuples defining the tube wall.  
      Add elements to the list via the function add_valve_point. 
 
    * n: (int) The number of small segments that will be used to describe 
      the tube's area distribution internal to the simulation. 
      To enable a fast lookup process for the area calculation, 
      the area variation between equally-spaced x-positions is taken 
      to be linear. 
      The default value is 4000 and probably won't need to be changed 
      except for geometries with rapidly changing cross-sections. 
 
    * T_nominal: (float) The nominal wall temperature (in degrees K) 
      in the absence of a patch of differing temperature. 
 
    * T_patch_list: (list of tuples) 
      Regions of the tube wall that have temperature different to the  
      nominal value can be specified via the function add_T_patch. 
 
    * loss_region_list: (list of tuples) 
      List of head-loss regions, usually associated 
      with sudden changes in tube cross-section and diaphragm stations. 
      Add regions via the function add_loss_region. 
 
    * hloc_list: (list of floats) 
      List of x-coordinates for the history locations. 
      Add entries via the function add_history_loc. 
    """ 
    count = 0 
 
    # We want to prevent the user's script from introducing new attributes 
    # via typographical errors. 
    __slots__ = 'param_file', 'title', 'case_id', 'gas_model_file', 'gmodel', \ 
  
 
                'reaction_scheme_file', 'reacting_flag', \ 
                'dt_init', 'cfl', 'dt_plot_list', \ 
                'max_time', 'max_step', \ 
                'x_order', 't_order', 'thermal_damping', \ 
                'T_nominal', 'T_patch_list', 'loss_region_list', \ 
                'xd_list', 'n', 'hloc_list', 'v_list' 
     
    def __init__(self): 
        """Accepts user-specified data and sets defaults. Make one only.""" 
        if GlobalData.count >= 1: 
            raise Exception, "Already have a GlobalData object defined." 
         
        self.param_file = "simulation.Lp" 
        self.title = "Another L1d3 Simulation." 
        self.case_id = 0 
        self.gas_model_file = "gas-model.lua" 
        self.gmodel = None 
        self.reaction_scheme_file = "None" 
        self.reacting_flag = 0 
        self.dt_init = 1.0e-6 
        self.cfl = 0.5 
        # If dt_plot_list is still an empty list when we write 
        # the parameter file, just use the max_time value for 
        # both dt_plot and dt_his.  Fill in later. 
        self.dt_plot_list = [] 
        self.max_time = 1.0e-3 
        self.max_step = 10 
        self.x_order = 2 
        self.t_order = 2 
        self.thermal_damping = 0 
        # Tube definition is a list of (x,diameter) tuples 
        # defining the break-points of the tube wall. 
        # The transition_flag with a value of 1 
        # indicates linear transitions from break-point i to point i+1. 
        # The alternative is a cubic transition (I think). 
        self.xd_list = [] 
        self.v_list = [] 
        self.n = 4000 
        # Wall temperature is specified as a nominal value with 
        # patches of other temperatures. 
        self.T_nominal = 300.0  # Nominal tube-wall temperature in Kelvin 
        self.T_patch_list = [] 
        # Head-losses are also spread over finite-length patches. 
        self.loss_region_list = [] 
        # History locations are collected in a list. 
        self.hloc_list = [] 
        # 
        GlobalData.count += 1 
        return 
 
    def write_to_ini_file(self, fp, nslug, npiston, ndiaphragm, nvalve): 
        """ 
        Writes the configuration data to the specified file in .ini format. 
        """ 
        fp.write("[global_data]\n") 
        fp.write("    title = %s\n" % self.title) 
        fp.write("    case_id = %d\n" % self.case_id) 
        fp.write("    gas_model_file = %s\n" % self.gas_model_file) 
        fp.write("    reaction_scheme_file = %s\n" % self.reaction_scheme_file) 
        fp.write("    reacting_flag = %d\n" % self.reacting_flag) 
        fp.write("    max_time = %e\n" % self.max_time) 
        fp.write("    max_step = %d\n" % self.max_step) 
        fp.write("    dt_init = %e\n" % self.dt_init) 
        fp.write("    cfl = %e\n" % self.cfl) 
        fp.write("    x_order = %d\n" % self.x_order) 
        fp.write("    t_order = %d\n" % self.t_order) 
        fp.write("    thermal_damping = %e\n" % self.thermal_damping) 
        # 
        if len(gdata.dt_plot_list) == 0: 
            # Since the user did not specify any, default to the end. 
            self.add_dt_plot(0.0, gdata.max_time, gdata.max_time) 
        n_dt_plot = len(self.dt_plot_list) 
        fp.write("    n_dt_plot = %d\n" % n_dt_plot) 
        fp.write("    t_change ="); 
        for i in range(n_dt_plot): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.dt_plot_list[i][0]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    dt_plot ="); 
        for i in range(n_dt_plot): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.dt_plot_list[i][1]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    dt_his ="); 
        for i in range(n_dt_plot): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.dt_plot_list[i][2]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        # 
        n_hloc = len(gdata.hloc_list) 
        fp.write("    hloc_n = %d\n" % n_hloc) 
        fp.write("    hloc_x =") 
        for i in range(n_hloc): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.hloc_list[i]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        # 
        fp.write("    tube_n = %d\n" % gdata.n) 
        nseg = len(gdata.xd_list) - 1 
        fp.write("    tube_nseg = %d\n" % nseg) 
        fp.write("    tube_xb =") 
        for i in range(nseg+1): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.xd_list[i][0]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    tube_d =") 
        for i in range(nseg+1): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.xd_list[i][1]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    tube_linear =") 
        for i in range(nseg+1): 
            fp.write(" %d" % gdata.xd_list[i][2]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        # 
        nv = len(gdata.v_list);  
        fp.write("    nv = %d\n" % nv) 
        fp.write("    x_loc =") 
        for i in range(nv): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.v_list[i][0]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    d_max =") 
        for i in range(nv): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.v_list[i][1]) 
  
 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    n_points =") 
        for i in range(nv): 
            fp.write(" %d" % gdata.v_list[i][2]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        # 
        nKL = len(gdata.loss_region_list) 
        fp.write("    KL_n = %d\n" % nKL) 
        fp.write("    KL_xL =") 
        for i in range(nKL): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.loss_region_list[i][0]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    KL_xR =") 
        for i in range(nKL): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.loss_region_list[i][1]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    KL_K =") 
        for i in range(nKL): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.loss_region_list[i][2]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        # 
        fp.write("    T_nominal = %e\n" % gdata.T_nominal) 
        nT = len(gdata.T_patch_list) 
        fp.write("    Tpatch_n = %d\n" % nT) 
        fp.write("    Tpatch_xL =") 
        for i in range(nT): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.T_patch_list[i][0]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    Tpatch_xR =") 
        for i in range(nT): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.T_patch_list[i][1]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        fp.write("    Tpatch_T =") 
        for i in range(nT): 
            fp.write(" %e" % gdata.T_patch_list[i][2]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        # 
        fp.write("    nslug = %d\n" % nslug) 
        fp.write("    npiston = %d\n" % npiston) 
        fp.write("    ndiaphragm = %d\n" % ndiaphragm) 
        fp.write("    nvalve = %d\n" %nvalve) 
        return 
     
# We will create just one GlobalData object that the user can alter. 
gdata = GlobalData() 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# copied the following couple of functions from e3prep.py  
# (and modified them slightly) 
 
def select_gas_model(model=None, species=None, fname=None): 
    """ 
    Selects a gas model for the simulation. 
 
    :param model: (string) name of the gas model as shown in the list below. 
    :param species: list of species names (strings). 
                    Note that you could also provide a dictionary  
                    with species names as keys and mass-fraction values 
                    (and the mass-fractions will be ignored). 
    :param fname: (string) name of the gas-model file. 
    :returns: a list of species names 
 
    The new gas models are configured by stand-alone files. 
    This function initialises a gas model for present use 
    in the preparation program (ie. sets it in kernel code) 
    and stores the name for later user at simulation time. 
 
    If you already have a gas-model.lua file already set up, 
    give its name as fname. 
     
    If you have not already set up the gas-model.lua file, 
    this function is provided as a simple but limited means to do so. 
 
    Look-up-table (LUT) gas models and LUT_plus_composite cannot be 
    created directly with this function. 
    If you want a single LUT gas model, just set up the LUT table  
    file externally and supply the name of that file as fname. 
    If you want a LUT-plus-composite gas model, set up the LUT table 
    externally and then set up the rest of the composite gas model 
    using create_gas_file() directly, then select the gas model 
    by specifying the gas file name when calling this function. 
    The create_gas_file() function has the capability of prepending 
    the LUT gas species to the composite gas species list. 
    """ 
    if fname is None: 
        # Help the user to set up the gas-model file. 
        fname = "gas-model.lua" 
        if model == None: 
            print "select_gas_model():" 
            print "    A gas 'model' or 'fname' must be specified." 
            print "    Bailing out!" 
            sys.exit(1) 
        if species == None: 
            print "select_gas_model():" 
            print "    When setting up a gas model, a list of species must be 
specified." 
            print "    Bailing out!" 
            sys.exit(1) 
        create_gas_file(model, species, fname) 
    # At this point, the gas model file exists as required. 
    gdata.gmodel = create_gas_model(fname) 
    gdata.gas_model_file = fname 
    nsp = gdata.gmodel.get_number_of_species() 
    return [ gdata.gmodel.species_name(isp) for isp in range(nsp) ] 
 
def set_reaction_scheme(fname, reacting_flag=1): 
    """ 
    Sets the reaction update model and specifies a reacting simulation. 
 
    This function sets the name of the input file for the reaction update. 
    It also sets the reacting flag.  Note that the user may later reset 
    that flag, possibly to turn off reactions for a particular simulation. 
 
    :param fname: (string) name of the file containing the reactions scheme 
    :param reacting_flag: (int) =1 to activate the reaction scheme; 
       =0 frozen flow. 
    """ 
    gdata.reacting_flag = reacting_flag 
  
 
    gdata.reaction_scheme_file = fname 
    return 
 
# We want to keep the old name, for a while. 
set_reaction_update = set_reaction_scheme 
 
# -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# The following functions are to provide convenient ways of setting 
# some of the GlobalData elements. 
 
def add_dt_plot(t_change, dt_plot, dt_his): 
    """ 
    Add a dt tuple to the dt_plot tuple list in GlobalData. 
 
    :param t_change: (float) The time, in seconds,  
        at which this dt_plot and dt_his should take effect. 
    :param dt_plot: (float) Time interval between writing whole solutions 
        for later plotting. 
    :param dt_his: (float) Time interval between writing data to history file. 
    :returns: the new length of the list 
    """ 
    global gdata 
    if len(gdata.dt_plot_list) > 0: 
        # Check that we are adding points monotonically in x. 
        if t_change > gdata.dt_plot_list[-1][0]: 
            gdata.dt_plot_list.append((t_change, dt_plot, dt_his)) 
        else: 
            print "Warning: did not add dt_plot tuple (", \ 
                  t_change, dt_plot, dt_his, ")." 
    else: 
        gdata.dt_plot_list.append((t_change, dt_plot, dt_his)) 
    return len(gdata.dt_plot_list) 
 
 
def add_break_point(x, d, transition_flag=0): 
    """ 
    Add a break-point tuple to the tube-diameter description 
    contained in GlobalData. 
 
    The tube is described as a set of (x,d)-coordinate pairs that 
    define break points in the profile of the tube wall. 
 
    :param x: (float) x-coordinate, in metres, of the break point 
    :param d: (float) diameter, in metres, of the tube wall at the break-point. 
    :param transition_flag: (int) Indicates the variation in diameter between 
       this break-point and the next. 1=linear, 0=Hermite-cubic. 
    :returns: Number of break points defined so far. 
    """ 
    global gdata 
    if len(gdata.xd_list) > 0: 
        # Check that we are adding points monotonically in x. 
        if x > gdata.xd_list[-1][0]: 
            gdata.xd_list.append((x, d, transition_flag)) 
        else: 
            print "Warning: did not add new break-point (", x, d, ")." 
    else: 
        gdata.xd_list.append((x, d, transition_flag)) 
    return len(gdata.xd_list) 
     
def add_valve_point(x_loc, d_max, n_points): 
    """ 
    Adds a point for valve area variation 
     
    :param x_loc: (float) x-coordinate, in metres, of the valve point  
    :param d_max: (float) maximum diameter, in metres, of the tube wall at the 
valve-point. 
    :param n_points: (int) indicates the number of points on either end of the 
valve point to vary. 
    : returns: Number of valve points defined so far.  
    """ 
    global gdata 
    if len(gdata.v_list) > 0: 
        # Check that we are adding points monotonically in x. 
        if x_loc > gdata.v_list[-1][0]: 
            gdata.v_list.append((x_loc, d_max, n_points)) 
        else: 
            print "Warning: did not add new break-point (", x_loc, d_max, ")." 
    else: 
        gdata.v_list.append((x_loc, d_max, n_points)) 
    return len(gdata.v_list) 
 
 
def add_loss_region(xL, xR, K): 
    """ 
    Add a head-loss region to the tube description in L{GlobalData}. 
 
    There is a momentum-sink term much like the so-called minor-loss terms 
    in the fluid mechanics text books. 
    The effect of the loss is spread over a finite region so that the cells 
    are gradually affected as they pass through the region 
 
    :param xL: (float) Left-end location, in metres, of the loss region. 
    :param xR: (float) Right-end location, in metres, of the loss region. 
    :param K: (float) Head-loss coefficient.  A value of 0.25 seems to be good 
for a 
        reasonably smooth contraction such as the T4 main diaphragm station. 
    :returns: Number of loss regions defined so far. 
    """ 
    if xR < xL: 
        # Keep x-values in increasing order 
        xL, xR = xR, xL 
    if abs(xR - xL) < 1.0e-3: 
        print "Warning: loss region is very short: (", xL, xR, ")" 
    gdata.loss_region_list.append((xL, xR, K)) 
    return len(gdata.loss_region_list) 
 
 
def add_T_patch(xL, xR, T): 
    """ 
    Add a temperature patch for a region where the wall temperature 
    is different from the nominal value. 
 
    :param xL: (float) Left-end location, in metres, of the loss region. 
    :param xR: (float) Right-end location, in metres, of the loss region. 
    :param T: (float) Wall temperature in degrees K. 
    :returns: Number of temperature patches defined so far. 
    """ 
    if xR < xL: 
  
 
        # Keep x-values in increasing order 
        xL, xR = xR, xL 
    if abs(xR - xL) < 1.0e-3: 
        print "Warning: temperature patch is very short: (", xL, xR, ")" 
    gdata.T_patch_list.append((xL, xR, T)) 
    return len(gdata.T_patch_list) 
 
 
def add_history_loc(x): 
    """ 
    Add a location to the history-location list in L{GlobalData}. 
 
    :param x: (float) x-coordinate, in metres, of the sample point. 
    :returns: Number of sample points defined so far. 
    """ 
    if isinstance(x, list): 
        gdata.hloc_list.extend(x) 
    else: 
        gdata.hloc_list.append(float(x)) 
    return len(gdata.hloc_list) 
 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# The following classes define the objects that will be assembled into 
# the gas path. 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
class GasSlug(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the gas properties and discretisation for each gas slug. 
 
    The user may create more than one gas slug to describe the initial 
    gas properties throughout the facility. 
     
    Note that a slug needs to have appropriate end-conditions. 
    This is achieved by creating end-condition objects such as 
    FreeEnd and VelocityEnd objects and then assembling  
    the gas-path via a call to the function assemble_gas_path. 
    """ 
   
    # We will accumulate references to defined objects. 
    slugList = [] 
 
    __slots__ = 'gas', 'u', 'indx', 'label', 'xL', 'xR', \ 
                'bcL', 'bcR', 'bcL_which_end', 'bcR_which_end', \ 
                'nn', 'to_end_L', 'to_end_R', 'cluster_strength', \ 
                'viscous_effects', 'adiabatic_flag', 'hcells', \ 
                'nnmax', 'adaptive', 'dxmin', 'dxmax' 
         
    def __init__(self, 
                 p = 100.0e3, 
                 u = 0.0, 
                 T = [300.0,], 
                 massf = [1.0,], 
                 label="", 
                 nn = 10, 
                 to_end_L=0, 
                 to_end_R=0, 
                 cluster_strength=0.0, 
                 viscous_effects=0, # several options, see Lp-file 
documentation 
                 adiabatic_flag=0, 
                 hcells=[], 
                 nnmax=None, # parameters for adaptive discretization 
                 adaptive=0, 
                 dxmin=0.01, 
                 dxmax=0.05 
                 ): 
        """ 
        Creates a gas slug with user-specified properties. 
 
        Most parameters have default properties so that only the user 
        needs to override the ones that they wish to set differently. 
 
        Note that the locations of the ends of the slug are communicated 
        through end-condition objects that are attached during assembly 
        of the gas path. 
         
        :param p: (float) Pressure in Pa. 
        :param u: (float) Velocity in m/s. 
        :param T: (float or list of floats) Temperature in degrees K. 
        :param massf: Mass fractions supplied as a list of floats  
            or a dictionary of species names and floats.  
            The number of mass fraction values should match the number  
            of species expected by the selected gas model. 
        :param label: Optional (string) label for the gas slug. 
        :param nn: (int) Number of cells within the gas slug. 
        :param to_end_L: (int) Flag to indicate that cells should  
            be clustered to the left end. 
        :param to_end_R: (int) Flag to indicate that cells should 
            be clustered to the right end. 
        :param cluster_strength: (float) As this value approaches 1.0 from 
above, 
            the clustering gets stronger. 
            A value of zero indicates no clustering. 
        :param viscous_effects: (int) A nonzero value activates the viscous 
effects. 
            0 = inviscid equations only; 
            1 = include viscous source terms F_wall, loss, q, 
            friction factor for pipe flow; 
            2 = use Con Doolan's laminar mass-loss model if the mass within 
            a cell is greater than MINIMUM_MASS as set in l1d.hh; 
            3 = use Con Doolan's turbulent mass-loss model if the mass within 
            a cell is greater than MINIMUM_MASS as set in l1d.hh; 
            4 = include viscous source terms F_wall, loss, q, 
            friction factor for flat plate; 
            5 = use David Buttsworth's mass-loss model with 
            pipe-flow friction factor; 
            6 = use David Buttsworth's mass-loss model with 
            flat-plate friction factor; 
            7 = include viscous source terms F_wall, loss, q, 
            friction factor for pipe flow; half heat flux. 
        :param adiabatic_flag: (int) Flag to indicate that there should 
            be no heat transfer at the tube wall. 
        :param hcells: Either the index (int) of a single cell or  
            a list of indices of cells for which the data are  
            to be written every dt_his seconds, as set by add_dt_plot. 
            Note that cells are indexed from 0 to nn-1. 
  
 
        :param nnmax: (int) Maximum number of cells that can be carried in 
            the adaptive discretization. 
        :param adaptive: (int) Flag to indicate that adaptive discretization 
            is to be used (=1). 
        :param dxmin: (float) Minimum cell size, below which a cell will be 
            fused into its neighbour. 
        :param dxmax: (float) Maximum cell size, above which a cell will be 
            split into 2. 
        """ 
        self.indx = len(GasSlug.slugList) # next available index 
        if gdata.gmodel == None: 
            print "ERROR: The gas model has not yet been set." 
            print "       A gas model should be set by calling" 
            print "       set_type_of_gas(...) before declaring a GasSlug." 
            print "       If unsure, read the documentation." 
            sys.exit(-1) 
        # Gas data related values 
        self.gas = Gas_data(gdata.gmodel) 
        nsp = gdata.gmodel.get_number_of_species() 
        nmodes = gdata.gmodel.get_number_of_modes() 
        self.gas.p = p 
        if type(massf) is dict: 
            set_massf(self.gas, gdata.gmodel, massf) 
        else: 
            # Assume that it is a full list. 
            sum_mf = sum(massf) 
            if abs(sum_mf - 1.0) > 1.0e-5: 
                print "Warning: mass fractions sum to %g" % (sum_mf,) 
            for isp in range(nsp): self.gas.massf[isp] = massf[isp] 
        if type(T) is float: 
            T = [T,] * nmodes 
        if type(T) is int: 
            T = [float(T),] * nmodes 
        for imode in range(nmodes): self.gas.T[imode] = T[imode] 
        gdata.gmodel.eval_thermo_state_pT(self.gas) 
        gdata.gmodel.eval_transport_coefficients(self.gas) 
        self.u = u 
        self.label = label 
        # 
        self.nn = nn 
        self.to_end_L = to_end_L 
        self.to_end_R = to_end_R 
        self.cluster_strength = cluster_strength 
        # 
        # The adaptive functions have not been working well, 
        # so we'll usually set some dummy values. 
        if nnmax == None: 
            self.nnmax = nn 
        else: 
            self.nnmax = nnmax 
        self.adaptive = adaptive 
        self.dxmin = dxmin 
        self.dxmax = dxmax 
        # 
        self.viscous_effects = viscous_effects 
        self.adiabatic_flag = adiabatic_flag 
        if isinstance(hcells,int): 
            self.hcells=[hcells,] 
        elif isinstance(hcells,list): 
            self.hcells=hcells 
        else: 
            print "Warning: hcells reset to empty list." 
            hcells = [] 
        # 
        # Boundary object at each end of the slug will be 
        # attached later when the gas-path is assembled. 
        self.bcL = None 
        self.bcR = None 
        # The spatial limits of the gas slug are determined from 
        # the boundary-condition object. 
        self.xL = None 
        self.xR = None 
        # We also want to know which end of the other object we 
        # are attached to. 
        self.bcL_which_end = 'R' 
        self.bcR_which_end = 'L' 
        # 
        GasSlug.slugList.append(self) 
        return 
 
    def write_to_ini_file(self, fp): 
        """ 
        Writes the flow state information to the specified file. 
        """ 
        fp.write("[slug-%d]\n" % self.indx) 
        fp.write("    label = %s\n" % self.label) 
        fp.write("    nn = %d\n" % self.nn) 
        fp.write("    cluster_to_end_L = %d\n" % self.to_end_L) 
        fp.write("    cluster_to_end_R = %d\n" % self.to_end_R) 
        fp.write("    cluster_strength = %e\n" % self.cluster_strength) 
        fp.write("    nnmax = %d\n" % self.nnmax) 
        fp.write("    adaptive = %d\n" % self.adaptive) 
        fp.write("    dxmin = %e\n" % self.dxmin) 
        fp.write("    dxmax = %e\n" % self.dxmax) 
        fp.write("    viscous_effects = %d\n" % self.viscous_effects) 
        fp.write("    adiabatic_flag = %d\n" % self.adiabatic_flag) 
        # 
        fp.write("    BC_L = %s\n" % boundary_control_string(self.bcL, 
self.bcL_which_end)) 
        fp.write("    BC_R = %s\n" % boundary_control_string(self.bcR, 
self.bcR_which_end)) 
        # 
        hncell = len(self.hcells) 
        fp.write("    hncell = %d\n" % hncell) 
        fp.write("    hxcell =") 
        for i in range(hncell): 
            fp.write(" %d" % self.hcells[i]) 
        fp.write("\n") 
        # 
        fp.write("    initial_xL = %e\n" % self.xL) 
        fp.write("    initial_xR = %e\n" % self.xR) 
        fp.write("    initial_p = %e\n" % self.gas.p) 
        fp.write("    initial_u = %e\n" % self.u) 
        fp.write("    initial_T = %e\n" % self.gas.T[0]) 
        nsp = gdata.gmodel.get_number_of_species() 
        fp.write("    massf =") 
        for i in range(nsp): 
            fp.write(" %e" % (self.gas.massf[i])) 
  
 
        fp.write("\n") 
        return 
 
def boundary_control_string(other_object, other_object_which_end): 
    """ 
    Assembles a boundary-condition control string for the supplied object. 
 
    Helper function for the GasSlug class. 
    """ 
    if isinstance(other_object, FreeEnd): 
        bcs = "F  free-end" 
    elif isinstance(other_object, VelocityEnd): 
        bcs = "V %e  specified-velocity-end: velocity" % other_object.v 
    elif isinstance(other_object, Piston): 
        bcs = "P %d  piston: piston-id" % other_object.indx 
    elif isinstance(other_object, GasSlug): 
        bcs = "S %d %s  slug: slug-id, slug-end-id" % \ 
              (other_object.indx, other_object_which_end) 
    elif isinstance(other_object, Diaphragm): 
        # We need to get the details of the slug attached to 
        # the other side of the diaphragm. 
        if other_object_which_end == 'L': 
            slug_id = other_object.slugR.indx 
            slug_end_id = other_object.slugR_which_end 
        elif other_object_which_end == 'R': 
            slug_id = other_object.slugL.indx 
            slug_end_id = other_object.slugL_which_end 
        else: 
            raise Exception, "boundary_control_string() is confused" 
        bcs = "SD %d %s %d  diaphragm+slug: slug-id, slug-end-id, diaphragm-id" 
% \ 
              (slug_id, slug_end_id, other_object.indx) 
    elif isinstance(other_object, Valve): 
        # We need to get the details of the slug attached to 
        # the other side of the Valve. 
        if other_object_which_end == 'L': 
            slug_id = other_object.slugR.indx 
            slug_end_id = other_object.slugR_which_end 
        elif other_object_which_end == 'R': 
            slug_id = other_object.slugL.indx 
            slug_end_id = other_object.slugL_which_end 
        else: 
            raise Exception, "boundary_control_string() is confused" 
        bcs = "SV %d %s %d  valve+slug: slug-id, slug-end-id, valve-id" % \ 
              (slug_id, slug_end_id, other_object.indx) 
 
    return bcs 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
class Piston(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the information for a piston. 
 
    * The left- and right-end positions of the piston are 
      also used to locate the ends of adjoining GasSlugs. 
    * The basic piston model has inertia but no friction. 
      To make accurate simulations of a particular facility, 
      it is usually important to have some account of 
      the friction caused by gas-seals and guide-rings that 
      may be present on the piston. 
    * The f_decay parameter is used to model secondary diaphragms  
      in expansion tubes as pistons which lose their mass over time. 
    """ 
 
    __slots__ = 'indx', 'label', \ 
                'm', 'd', 'L', 'xL0', 'xR0', 'x0', 'v0', \ 
                'front_seal_f', 'front_seal_area', \ 
                'back_seal_f', 'back_seal_area', \ 
                'p_restrain', 'is_restrain', 'with_brakes', 'brakes_on', \ 
                'x_buffer', 'hit_buffer', \ 
                'slugL', 'slugL_which_end', \ 
                'slugR', 'slugR_which_end', \ 
                'f_decay', 'mass_limit' 
    pistonList = [] 
     
    def __init__(self, m, d, xL0, xR0, v0, 
                 front_seal_f=0.0, front_seal_area=0.0, 
                 back_seal_f=0.0, back_seal_area=0.0, 
                 p_restrain=0.0, is_restrain=0,     
                 with_brakes=0, brakes_on=0,       
                 x_buffer=10.e6, hit_buffer = 0, label="", f_decay=0.0, 
                 mass_limit = 0.0 
                 ): 
        """ 
        Create a piston with specified properties. 
             
        :param m: (float) Mass in kg. 
        :param d: (float) Face diameter, metres. 
        :param xL0: (float) Initial position of left-end, metres. 
            The initial position of the piston centroid is set 
            midway between xL0 and xR0 while piston length is the 
            difference (xR0 - xL0). 
        :param xR0: (float) Initial position of right-end, metres. 
        :param v0: (float) Initial velocity (of the centroid), m/s. 
        :param front_seal_f: (float) friction coefficient. 
            Typical value might be 0.2. 
        :param front_seal_area: (float) Seal area over which the front-side  
            pressure acts. 
            This is the effective area over which the compressed gas pressed 
the  
            front-side seal against the tube wall. 
            Friction force is this area multiplied by downstream-pressure by 
            friction coefficient. 
        :param back_seal_f: (float) friction coefficient.  
            A typical value might be 0.2. 
        :param back_seal_area: (float) Seal area over which the back-side  
            pressure acts. 
            Friction force is this area multiplied by downstream-pressure by 
            friction coefficient.  This is for gun tunnel pistons that have 
            flexible skirts that are pressed onto the tube wall by the pushing 
gas. 
        :param p_restrain: (float) Pressure at which restraint will release. 
            Some machines, such as two-stage light-gas guns, will 
            hold the projectile in place with some form of mechanical 
            restraint until the pressure behind the piston reaches 
            a critical value.  The piston is then allowed to slide. 
        :param is_restrain: (int) Status flag for restraint. 
  
 
            0=free-to-move, 1=restrained, 2=predefined trajectory read from 
external file 
        :param with_brakes: (int) Flag to indicate the presence of brakes. 
            0=no-brakes, 1=piston-does-have-brakes. 
            Such brakes, as on the T4 shock tunnel, allow forward 
            motion of the piston but prevent backward motion by 
            locking the piston against the tube wall. 
        :param brakes_on: (int) Flag to indicate the state of the brakes. 
            0=off, 1=on. 
        :param x_buffer: (float) Position of the stopping buffer in metres. 
            This is the location of the piston centroid at which the piston 
            would strike the buffer (or brake, in HEG terminology). 
            Note that it is different to the location of the front of 
            the piston at strike. 
        :param hit_buffer: (int) Flag to indicate state of buffer interaction. 
            A value of 0 indicates that the piston has not (yet) hit the 
            buffer. 
            A value of 1 indicates that it has. 
            Details of the time and velocity of the strike are recorded in 
            the event file. 
        :param label: (string) A bit of text for corresponding line in the Lp 
file. 
        :param f_decay: (float) dm/dt = m * f_decay, thus a pseudo- time-
constant 
            for diaphragm mass decay.  
        :param mass_limit: (float) Mass limit for decaying diaphragm 
        """ 
        self.indx = len(Piston.pistonList) # next available index 
        if len(label) > 0: 
            self.label = label 
        else: 
            # Construct a simple label. 
            self.label = 'piston-' + str(self.indx) 
        self.m = m 
        self.d = d 
        if xR0 < xL0: 
            # We would like the x-values to be increasing to the right 
            # but we really don't care if the piston length is zero. 
            xL0, xR0 = xR0, xL0 
        self.xL0 = xL0 
        self.xR0 = xR0 
        self.L = xR0 - xL0 
        self.x0 = 0.5*(xL0 + xR0) 
        self.v0 = v0 
        self.front_seal_f = front_seal_f 
        self.front_seal_area = front_seal_area 
        self.back_seal_f = back_seal_f 
        self.back_seal_area = back_seal_area 
        self.p_restrain = p_restrain 
        self.is_restrain = is_restrain 
        self.with_brakes = with_brakes 
        self.brakes_on = brakes_on 
        self.x_buffer = x_buffer 
        self.hit_buffer = hit_buffer 
        self.f_decay = f_decay 
        self.mass_limit = mass_limit 
        # 
        # The following will be assigned during assembly. 
        self.slugL = None 
        self.slugL_which_end = 'R' 
        self.slugR = None 
        self.slugR_which_end = 'L' 
        # 
        Piston.pistonList.append(self) 
        return 
 
    def write_to_ini_file(self, fp): 
        """ 
        Writes the piston information to the specified file. 
        """ 
        fp.write("[piston-%d]\n" % self.indx) 
        fp.write("    label = %s\n" % self.label) 
        fp.write("    front_seal_f = %e\n" % self.front_seal_f) 
        fp.write("    front_seal_area = %e\n" % self.front_seal_area) 
        fp.write("    back_seal_f = %e\n" % self.back_seal_f) 
        fp.write("    back_seal_area = %e\n" % self.back_seal_area) 
        fp.write("    mass = %e\n" % self.m) 
        fp.write("    diameter = %e\n" % self.d) 
        fp.write("    length = %e\n" % self.L) 
        fp.write("    p_restrain = %e\n" % self.p_restrain) 
        fp.write("    is_restrain = %d\n" % self.is_restrain) 
        fp.write("    x_buffer = %e\n" % self.x_buffer) 
        fp.write("    hit_buffer = %d\n" % self.hit_buffer) 
        fp.write("    with_brakes = %d\n" % self.with_brakes) 
        fp.write("    brakes_on = %d\n" % self.brakes_on) 
        if self.slugL != None: 
            indx = self.slugL.indx 
        else: 
            indx = -1 
        fp.write("    left-slug-id = %d\n" % indx) 
        fp.write("    left-slug-end-id = %s\n" % self.slugL_which_end) 
        if self.slugR != None: 
            indx = self.slugR.indx 
        else: 
            indx = -1 
        fp.write("    right-slug-id = %d\n" % indx) 
        fp.write("    right-slug-end-id = %s\n" % self.slugR_which_end) 
        fp.write("    x0 = %e\n" % self.x0) 
        fp.write("    v0 = %e\n" % self.v0) 
        fp.write("    f_decay = %e\n" % self.f_decay) 
        fp.write("    mass_limit = %e\n" % self.mass_limit) 
        return 
     
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
class Diaphragm(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the information for a diaphragm which controls the 
    interaction of two GasSlugs. 
    """ 
 
    __slots__ = 'indx', 'x0', 'p_burst', 'is_burst', \ 
                'slugL', 'slugR', \ 
                'slugL_which_end', 'slugR_which_end', \ 
                'dt_hold', 'dt_blend', 'dx_blend', \ 
                'RSP_dt', \ 
                'dxL', 'dxR', 'label' 
    diaphragmList = [] 
  
 
     
    def __init__(self, 
                 x0, p_burst, is_burst=0, dt_hold=0.0, 
                 dt_blend=0.0, dx_blend=0.0, RSP_dt=0.0,  
                 dxL=0.0, dxR=0.0, label=""): 
        """ 
        Creates a diaphragm with specified properties. 
 
        The connections to GasSlugs are made later via the function 
        assemble_gas_path. 
 
        :param x0: (float) x-position in the tube, metres. 
            This value is used to determine the end-points of the GasSlugs. 
        :param p_burst: (float) Pressure, in Pa, at which rupture is triggered. 
        :param is_burst: (int) Flag to indicate the state of diaphragm. 
            A value of 0 indicates that the diaphragm is intact while 
            a value of 1 indicates that the diaphragm is ruptured and the 
            GasSlugs are interacting. 
        :param dt_hold: (float) Time delay, in seconds, from rupture trigger 
            to actual rupture. 
        :param dt_blend: (float) Time delay, in seconds, from rupture to a 
            blend event. 
            This models the mixing of the two gas slugs some time after 
            rupture of the diaphragm. 
            Blending events are seldom used so this is usually set to 0.0. 
        :param dx_blend: (float) Distance, in metres, over which blending 
occurs. 
            Set to 0.0 to have no effective blending. 
        :param dxL: (float) The distance over which p is averaged on left of 
            the diaphragm.  The pressure difference between the left- 
            and right-sided of the diaphragm is used to trigger rupture. 
            The default value of 0.0 will cause the pressure in the 
            gas cell immediately adjacent to the diaphragm to be used. 
        :param dxR: (float) The distance, in metres, over which p is averaged 
            on right-side of the diaphragm. 
        :param label: A (string) label that will appear in the parameter file 
            for this diaphragm. 
        """ 
        self.indx = len(Diaphragm.diaphragmList) # next available index 
        if len(label) > 0: 
            self.label = label 
        else: 
            self.label = "diaphragm-" + str(self.indx) 
        self.x0 = x0 
        self.p_burst = p_burst 
        self.is_burst = is_burst 
        self.dt_hold = dt_hold + RSP_dt 
        self.dt_blend = dt_blend 
        self.dx_blend = dx_blend 
        self.RSP_dt = RSP_dt 
        self.dxL = dxL 
        self.dxR = dxR 
        # 
        # The following will be assigned in assembly. 
        self.slugL = None 
        self.slugL_which_end = 'R' 
        self.slugR = None 
        self.slugR_which_end = 'L' 
        # 
        Diaphragm.diaphragmList.append(self) 
        return 
 
    def write_to_ini_file(self, fp): 
        """ 
        Writes the diaphragm information to the specified file. 
        """ 
        fp.write("[diaphragm-%d]\n" % self.indx) 
        fp.write("    label = %s\n" % self.label) 
        fp.write("    is_burst = %d\n" % self.is_burst) 
        fp.write("    p_burst = %e\n" % self.p_burst) 
        fp.write("    dt_hold = %e\n" % self.dt_hold) 
        fp.write("    dt_blend = %e\n" % self.dt_blend) 
        fp.write("    dx_blend = %e\n" % self.dx_blend) 
        fp.write("    RSP_dt = %e\n" % self.RSP_dt) 
        if self.slugL != None: 
            indx = self.slugL.indx 
        else: 
            indx = -1 
        fp.write("    left-slug-id = %d\n" % indx) 
        fp.write("    left-slug-end-id = %s\n" % self.slugL_which_end) 
        fp.write("    dxL = %e\n" % self.dxL) 
        if self.slugR != None: 
            indx = self.slugR.indx 
        else: 
            indx = -1 
        fp.write("    right-slug-id = %d\n" % indx) 
        fp.write("    right-slug-end-id = %s\n" % self.slugR_which_end) 
        fp.write("    dxR = %e\n" % self.dxR) 
        return 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
class Valve(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the information for a valve which controls the 
    interaction of two GasSlugs. 
    """ 
 
    __slots__ = 'indx', 'x0', 'is_open', 'open_period', 'open_time', \ 
                'slugL', 'slugR', \ 
                'slugL_which_end', 'slugR_which_end', \ 
                'label', 'poly0', 'poly1', 'poly2', 'poly3' 
    valveList = [] 
     
    def __init__(self, 
                 x0, is_open=0, open_period=0.0, open_time=0.0, poly = [-
2.1590901e-24, 1.25227273e-16, -2.80855519e-9, 3.63299825e-2], label=""): 
        """ 
        Creates a valve with specified properties. 
 
        The connections to GasSlugs are made later via the function 
        assemble_gas_path. 
 
        :param x0: (float) x-position in the tube, metres. 
            This value is used to determine the end-points of the GasSlugs. 
        :param is_open: (int) Flag to indicate the state of valve. 
            A value of 0 indicates that the valve is closed 
            A value of 1 indicates that the valve is fully open 
            A value of 2 indicates that the valve is in process of opening         
  
 
        :param open_period: (float) Time it takes for valve to open. 
        :param poly: 3rd order polynomial equation to define open time as a 
function of pressure immedietely upstream of the valve 
        :param open_time: (float) Time after which the valve starts to open  
        :param label: A (string) label that will appear in the parameter file 
            for this diaphragm. 
        """ 
        self.indx = len(Valve.valveList) # next available index 
        if len(label) > 0: 
            self.label = label 
        else: 
            self.label = "valve-" + str(self.indx) 
        self.x0 = x0 
        self.is_open = is_open 
        self.open_period = open_period 
        self.poly0 = poly[0] 
        self.poly1 = poly[1] 
        self.poly2 = poly[2] 
        self.poly3 = poly[3] 
        self.open_time = open_time     
        # The following will be assigned in assembly. 
        self.slugL = None 
        self.slugR_which_end = 'L' 
        self.slugR = None 
        self.slugL_which_end = 'R' 
        # 
        Valve.valveList.append(self) 
        return 
 
    def write_to_ini_file(self, fp): 
        """ 
        Writes the valve information to the specified file. 
        """ 
        fp.write("[valve-%d]\n" % self.indx) 
        fp.write("    label = %s\n" % self.label) 
        fp.write("    is_open = %d\n" % self.is_open) 
        fp.write("    open_period = %e\n" % self.open_period) 
        fp.write("    open_time = %e\n" % self.open_time) 
        fp.write("    poly0 = %e \n" % self.poly0) 
        fp.write("    poly1 = %e \n" % self.poly1) 
        fp.write("    poly2 = %e \n" % self.poly2) 
        fp.write("    poly3 = %e \n" % self.poly3) 
        if self.slugL != None: 
            indx = self.slugL.indx 
        else: 
            indx = -1 
        fp.write("    left-slug-id = %d\n" % indx) 
        fp.write("    left-slug-end-id = %s\n" % self.slugL_which_end) 
        #fp.write("    dxL = %e\n" % self.dxL) 
        if self.slugR != None: 
            indx = self.slugR.indx 
        else: 
            indx = -1 
        fp.write("    right-slug-id = %d\n" % indx) 
        fp.write("    right-slug-end-id = %s\n" % self.slugR_which_end) 
        #fp.write("    dxR = %e\n" % self.dxR) 
        return   
     
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
class GasInterface(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the information for an interface between two slugs. 
 
    The primary use of this class is to locate the ends of 
    the connected GasSlugs. 
    Implicitly, the logical connections are also made via the 
    function assemble_gas_path. 
    """ 
 
    __slots__ = 'x0', 'slugL', 'slugL_which_end', \ 
                'slugR', 'slugR_which_end' 
    interfaceList = [] 
     
    def __init__(self, x0): 
        """ 
        Creates as interface between two L{GasSlug}s at specified location. 
 
        :param x0: (float) Initial position, in metres. 
        """ 
        self.x0 = x0 
        self.slugL = None 
        self.slugL_which_end = 'R' 
        self.slugR = None 
        self.slugR_which_end = 'L' 
        GasInterface.interfaceList.append(self) 
        return 
     
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
class FreeEnd(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the information for a free-end condition. 
    """ 
 
    __slots__ = 'x0' 
    freeEndList = [] 
     
    def __init__(self, x0): 
        """ 
        Creates a GasSlug end-condition with a specified location. 
 
        :param x0: (float) Initial position, in metres. 
        """ 
        self.x0 = x0 
        FreeEnd.freeEndList.append(self) 
        return 
 
# -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
class VelocityEnd(object): 
    """ 
    Contains the information for a fixed-velocity end condition 
    for a GasSlug. 
    """ 
 
    __slots__ = 'x0', 'v' 
    velocityEndList = [] 
  
 
     
    def __init__(self, x0, v=0.0): 
        """ 
        Creates a GasSlug end-condition with a specified location 
        and velocity. 
 
        :param x0: (float) Initial position, in metres. 
        :param v: (float) Velocity, in m/s, of the end-point of the GasSlug. 
        """ 
        self.x0 = x0 
        self.v = v 
        VelocityEnd.velocityEndList.append(self) 
        return 
 
# -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
def assemble_gas_path(*components): 
    """ 
    Assembles a gas path by making the logical connections between 
    adjacent components. 
 
    The components are assembled left-to-right, 
    as they are supplied to this function. 
 
    :param components: An arbitrary number of arguments representing 
        individual components or lists of components. 
        Each component may be a GasSlug, Piston, or any 
        other gas-path object, however, it doesn't always make sense 
        to connect arbitrary components. 
        For example, connecting a GasSlug to a Piston is reasonable 
        but connecting a Piston to a Diaphragm without an intervening 
        GasSlug does not make sense in the context of this simulation 
        program. 
    """ 
    print "Assemble gas path:" 
    clist = [] 
    for c in components: 
        if isinstance(c,tuple) or isinstance(c,list): 
            clist.extend(c) 
        else: 
            clist.append(c) 
    for i in range(len(clist)-1): 
        connect_pair(clist[i], clist[i+1]) 
    # 
    # We now need to go through the component list and, 
    # for any GasInterface components, we need to connect 
    # the slugs on either side.  Once this is done, 
    # the GasInterface objects have done their job. 
    for i in range(len(clist)): 
        if isinstance(clist[i], GasInterface): 
            connect_slugs(clist[i-1], clist[i+1]) 
    return 
 
def connect_slugs(cL, cR): 
    """ 
    Make the logical connection between a pair of gas slugs. 
     
    :param cL: is left slug 
    :param cR: is right slug 
 
    Usually called by assemble_gas_path. 
    """ 
    print "connect_slugs()" 
    if isinstance(cL, GasSlug) and isinstance(cR, GasSlug): 
        print "   Info: make slug <--> slug connection" 
        cL.bcR = cR 
        cL.bcR_which_end = 'L' 
        cR.bcL = cL 
        cR.bcL_which_end = 'R' 
    else: 
        raise Exception, "Error: Both objects must be GasSlugs." 
    return 
 
def connect_pair(cL, cR): 
    """ 
    Make the logical connection between a pair of components. 
     
    :param cL: is left object 
    :param cR: is right object 
 
    Usually called by assemble_gas_path. 
    """ 
    print "connect_pair()" 
    print "    left component", cL 
    print "    right component", cR 
 
    if isinstance(cL,VelocityEnd) and isinstance(cR, GasSlug): 
        cR.bcL = cL 
        cR.xL = cL.x0 
        print "    velocity-end <--> gas-slug is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,FreeEnd) and isinstance(cR, GasSlug): 
        cR.bcL = cL 
        cR.xL = cL.x0 
        print "    free-end <--> gas-slug is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,GasInterface) and isinstance(cR, GasSlug): 
        cR.bcL = cL 
        cR.xL = cL.x0 
        print "    gas-interface <--> gas-slug is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,Piston) and isinstance(cR, GasSlug): 
        cL.slugR = cR 
        cL.slugR_which_end = 'L' 
        cR.bcL = cL 
        cR.bcL_which_end = 'R' 
        cR.xL = cL.xR0 
        print "    piston <--> gas-slug is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,Diaphragm) and isinstance(cR, GasSlug): 
        cL.slugR = cR 
        cL.slugR_which_end = 'L' 
        cR.bcL = cL 
        cR.bcL_which_end = 'R' 
        cR.xL = cL.x0 
        print "    diaphragm <--> gas-slug is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,Valve) and isinstance(cR, GasSlug): 
        cL.slugR = cR 
        cL.slugR_which_end = 'L' 
        cR.bcL = cL 
        cR.bcL_which_end = 'R' 
        cR.xL = cL.x0 
        print "    valve <--> gas-slug is done" 
  
 
    elif isinstance(cL,GasSlug) and isinstance(cR, VelocityEnd): 
        cL.bcR = cR 
        cL.xR = cR.x0 
        print "    gas-slug <--> velocity-end is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,GasSlug) and isinstance(cR, FreeEnd): 
        cL.bcR = cR 
        cL.xR = cR.x0 
        print "    gas-slug <--> free-end is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,GasSlug) and isinstance(cR, GasInterface): 
        cL.bcR = cR 
        cL.xR = cR.x0 
        print "    gas-slug <--> gas-interface is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,GasSlug) and isinstance(cR, Piston): 
        cL.bcR = cR 
        cL.bcR_which_end = 'L' 
        cL.xR = cR.xL0 
        cR.slugL = cL 
        cR.slugL_which_end = 'R' 
        print "    gas-slug <--> piston is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL,GasSlug) and isinstance(cR, Diaphragm): 
        cL.bcR = cR 
        cL.bcR_which_end = 'L' 
        cL.xR = cR.x0 
        cR.slugL = cL 
        cR.slugL_which_end = 'R' 
        print "    gas-slug <--> diaphragm is done" 
    elif isinstance(cL, GasSlug) and isinstance(cR, Valve): 
        cL.bcR = cR 
        cL.bcR_which_end = 'L' 
        cL.xR = cR.x0 
        cR.slugL = cL 
        cR.slugL_which_end = 'R' 
        print " gas-slug <--> valve is done"  
    else: 
        raise Exception, "    Invalid pair to connect." 
    return 
# -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
def write_parameter_file(): 
    """ 
    Writes the traditional (ugly) input-parameter file 
    from the data that is stored in the GlobalData object and 
    the other lists of objects that make up the gas-path. 
    """ 
    global gdata 
    print "Begin write parameter file." 
    fp = open(gdata.param_file, "w") 
    gdata.write_to_ini_file(fp, len(GasSlug.slugList), 
                            len(Piston.pistonList), 
                            len(Diaphragm.diaphragmList), len(Valve.valveList)) 
    for p in Piston.pistonList: p.write_to_ini_file(fp) 
    for d in Diaphragm.diaphragmList: d.write_to_ini_file(fp) 
    for v in Valve.valveList: v.write_to_ini_file(fp) 
    for s in GasSlug.slugList: s.write_to_ini_file(fp) 
    print "End write parameter file." 
    return 
# -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    print "Begin l_script.py..." 
 
    userOptions = getopt(sys.argv[1:], shortOptions, longOptions) 
    uoDict = dict(userOptions[0]) 
    if len(userOptions[0]) == 0 or \ 
           uoDict.has_key("--help") or \ 
           uoDict.has_key("-h"): 
        printUsage() 
    else: 
        if uoDict.has_key("--job"): 
            jobName = uoDict.get("--job", "test") 
        elif uoDict.has_key("-f"): 
            jobName = uoDict.get("-f", "test") 
        else: 
            jobName = "test" 
        rootName, ext = os.path.splitext(jobName) 
        if os.path.exists(jobName): 
            jobFileName = jobName 
        else: 
            jobFileName = rootName + ".py" 
        print "Job file: %s" % jobFileName 
        gdata.param_file = rootName + ".Lp" 
 
        # The user-specified input comes in the form of Python code. 
        # In a parallel calculation, all processes should see the same setup. 
        execfile(jobFileName) 
        print "Summary of components:" 
        print "    gas slugs         :", len(GasSlug.slugList) 
        print "    pistons           :", len(Piston.pistonList) 
        print "    diaphragms        :", len(Diaphragm.diaphragmList) 
        print "    valves            :", len(Valve.valveList) 
        print "    free-ends         :", len(FreeEnd.freeEndList) 
        print "    velocity-ends     :", len(VelocityEnd.velocityEndList) 
        print "    gas-gas interfaces:", len(GasInterface.interfaceList) 
        if len(GasSlug.slugList) < 1: 
            print "Warning: no gas slugs defined; this is unusual." 
        write_parameter_file() 
    print "Done." 
    sys.exit(0) 
  
  
 
Appendix M: l_tube.cxx  
// l_tube.cxx 
// Refactored from l1d code 25-Sep-2012 
 
#include <vector> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "../../../lib/util/source/useful.h" 
#include "../../../lib/util/source/config_parser.hh" 
#include "l_tube.hh" 
 
TubeModel::TubeModel(std::string config_file_name, int echo_input) 
{ 
    ConfigParser dict = ConfigParser(config_file_name); 
    /* 
     * Tube parameters:  
     * n : number of steps for internal discretization (say 10000) 
     * nseg : number of tube segments in the user description 
     * xb[0],    Diamb[0],    linear[0] 
     * ... 
     * xb[nseg], Diamb[nseg], linear[nseg] 
     */ 
    dict.parse_int("global_data", "tube_n", n, 10000); 
    dict.parse_int("global_data", "tube_nseg", nseg, 1); 
    std::vector<double> vdbl_default; 
    vdbl_default.resize(nseg+1); 
    for ( size_t i = 0; i < vdbl_default.size(); ++i ) vdbl_default[i] = 0.0; 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "tube_xb", xb, vdbl_default); 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "tube_d", Diamb, vdbl_default); 
    std::vector<int> vint_default; 
     
    vint_default.resize(nseg+1); 
    for ( size_t i = 0; i < vint_default.size(); ++i ) vint_default[i] = 0; 
    dict.parse_vector_of_ints("global_data", "tube_linear", linear, 
vint_default); 
    if (echo_input == 2) { 
 cout << "    tube_n = " << n << endl; 
 cout << "    tube_nseg = " << nseg << endl; 
 cout << "    tube_xb ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nseg+1; ++i ) cout << " " << xb[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    tube_d ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nseg+1; ++i ) cout << " " << Diamb[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    tube_linear ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nseg+1; ++i ) cout << " " << linear[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
    } 
 
 
 
 
 
    // Now, read the valve locations 
    dict.parse_int("global_data", "nv", nv, 0); 
    vdbl_default.resize(nv+1); 
    for ( size_t i = 0; i < vdbl_default.size(); ++i ) vdbl_default[i] = 0.0; 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "x_loc", x_loc, vdbl_default); 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "d_max", d_max, vdbl_default); 
    vint_default.resize(nv+1); 
    for ( size_t i = 0; i < vint_default.size(); ++i ) vint_default[i] = 0; 
    dict.parse_vector_of_ints("global_data", "n_points", n_points, 
vint_default); 
     
    if (echo_input == 2) { 
     
 cout << "    nv = " << nv << endl; 
 cout << "    x_loc ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nv; ++i ) cout << " " << x_loc[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    d_max ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nv; ++i ) cout << " " << d_max[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    n_points ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nv; ++i ) cout << " " << n_points[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
    } 
    // Now, read the loss-factor patches. 
    dict.parse_int("global_data", "KL_n", nKL, 0); 
    vdbl_default.resize(nKL); 
    for ( size_t i = 0; i < vdbl_default.size(); ++i ) vdbl_default[i] = 0.0; 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "KL_xL", xbeginK, 
vdbl_default); 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "KL_xR", xendK, vdbl_default); 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "KL_K", K, vdbl_default); 
    if (echo_input == 1) { 
 cout << "    KL_nseg = " << nKL << endl; 
 cout << "    KL_xL ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nKL; ++i ) cout << " " << xbeginK[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    KL_xR ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nKL; ++i ) cout << " " << xendK[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    KL_K ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nKL; ++i ) cout << " " << K[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
    } 
    // Now, read the wall-temperature patches. 
    dict.parse_double("global_data", "T_nominal", Tnominal, 300.0); 
    dict.parse_int("global_data", "Tpatch_n", nT, 0); 
    vdbl_default.resize(nT); 
    for ( size_t i = 0; i < vdbl_default.size(); ++i ) vdbl_default[i] = 0.0; 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "Tpatch_xL", xbeginT, 
vdbl_default); 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "Tpatch_xR", xendT, 
vdbl_default); 
    for ( size_t i = 0; i < vdbl_default.size(); ++i ) vdbl_default[i] = 300.0; 
    dict.parse_vector_of_doubles("global_data", "Tpatch_T", Tlocal, 
vdbl_default); 
    if (echo_input == 2) { 
 cout << "    T_nominal = " << Tnominal << endl; 
 cout << "    Tpatch_n = " << nT << endl; 
 cout << "    Tpatch_xL ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nT; ++i ) cout << " " << xbeginT[i]; 
  
 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    Tpatch_xR ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nT; ++i ) cout << " " << xendT[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "    Tpatch_T ="; 
 for ( int i = 0; i < nT; ++i ) cout << " " << Tlocal[i]; 
 cout << endl; 
    } 
    printf("Set tube area specification\n"); 
   
    double myPI = 4.0*atan(1.0); 
    diam.resize(n); 
    area.resize(n); 
    T_Wall.resize(n); 
    K_over_L.resize(n); 
    x1 = xb[0]; 
    x2 = xb[nseg]; 
    dx = (xb[nseg] - xb[0]) / n; 
    for ( int ix = 0; ix < n; ++ix ) { 
        double real_x = x1 + dx * ix; 
 // Locate the appropriate tube segment and interpolate area. 
 // Start the search from the left and stop when the xb[iseg] 
 // exceeds the given x-location. 
 int iseg = 0; 
        int found_segment = 0; 
        for ( iseg = 0; iseg <= nseg; ++iseg ) { 
            if (real_x < xb[iseg]) { 
                found_segment = 1; 
                /* on leaving this loop, iseg indicates the segment */ 
                break; 
            }  
        } // end for iseg... 
 
        if ( iseg == 0 ) { 
            /* We are upstream of the tube. */ 
            diam[ix] = Diamb[iseg]; 
        } else if (found_segment == 0) { 
            /* We are downstream of the tube. */ 
            diam[ix] = Diamb[nseg]; 
        } else { 
            /* We are between xb[iseg-1] and xb[iseg]. */ 
            if (linear[iseg - 1] == 1) { 
                /* Linear interpolation */ 
                double xx = (real_x - xb[iseg-1]) / (xb[iseg] - xb[iseg-1]); 
                diam[ix] = Diamb[iseg-1] * (1.0 - xx) + Diamb[iseg] * xx; 
            } else { 
                /* Cubic interpolation to give dArea/dx == 0 at ends */ 
                double xx = (real_x - xb[iseg - 1]) / (xb[iseg] - xb[iseg-1]); 
                double alpha2 = 3.0 * (Diamb[iseg] - Diamb[iseg-1]); 
                double alpha3 = -2.0 / 3.0 * alpha2; 
                diam[ix] = Diamb[iseg - 1] + (alpha2 + alpha3 * xx) * xx * xx; 
            }   /* end if */ 
        }   /* end if */ 
        area[ix] = myPI * 0.25 * diam[ix] * diam[ix]; 
            
        /* 
         * Pipe-fitting loss coefficients: 
         * Most of the tube is "smooth", so assume zero, then 
         * search the loss patches to see if we are within one. 
         */ 
        double K_over_L_value = 0.0; 
        for ( int iseg = 0; iseg < nKL; ++iseg ) { 
            if (real_x >= xbeginK[iseg] && real_x <= xendK[iseg]) { 
                K_over_L_value = K[iseg] / (xendK[iseg] - xbeginK[iseg]); 
            } 
        } /* end for iseg */ 
        K_over_L[ix] = K_over_L_value; 
 
        /* 
         * Local variations of wall temperature: 
         * Assume a nominal temperature then 
         * search the loss patches to see if we are within one. 
         */ 
        double T_Wall_value = Tnominal; 
        for ( int iseg = 0; iseg < nT; ++iseg ) { 
            if (real_x >= xbeginT[iseg] && real_x <= xendT[iseg]) { 
                T_Wall_value = Tlocal[iseg]; 
            } 
        } /* end for iseg */ 
        T_Wall[ix] = T_Wall_value; 
    } /* end for ix... */ 
        for ( int i = 0; i < nv; ++i ) { 
            int v_loc = (x_loc[i]-xb[0])/dx +1 ; 
            cout << " vloc " << v_loc << endl; 
            diam[v_loc] = 0.00001;  
         
            for (int q = 1; q < n_points[i]+1; ++q) { 
                double p = n_points[i]; 
                double f = 1.0/(p*p); 
                cout << " % = " << (q*q*f) << endl; 
                diam[v_loc-q] = (q*q*f)*d_max[i];  
                diam[v_loc+q] = (q*q*f)*d_max[i]; 
                area[v_loc-q] = 0.25*myPI*diam[v_loc-q]*diam[v_loc-q]; 
                area[v_loc+q] = 0.25*myPI*diam[v_loc+q]*diam[v_loc+q]; 
                 
                } 
        if (echo_input == 2) { 
     cout << " diam = " << diam[v_loc] << endl; 
     cout << " area = " << diam[v_loc] << endl;   
     } 
    //printf ("\n the location of a valve is at %lf, \n", x_loc[0]); 
    } 
} 
 
 
TubeModel::~TubeModel() 
{ 
    // FIX-ME should clean up the vectors, 
    // however, it probably doesn't matter because we only ever make one of 
these. 
} 
 
 
int TubeModel::read_area(std::string file_name) 
// Read the Area(x) specification from a file. 
{ 
    FILE* gf = fopen(file_name.c_str(), "r"); 
    if ( !gf ) { 
  
 
        printf("\nCould not open %s; BAILING OUT\n", file_name.c_str()); 
        return FAILURE; 
    }  
#   define NCHAR 320 
    char line[NCHAR]; 
    if (fgets(line, NCHAR, gf) == NULL) { 
        printf("Empty area specification file.\n"); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
    sscanf(line, "%d", &(n)); 
    if (fgets(line, NCHAR, gf) == NULL) { 
        printf("Empty area specification file.\n"); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
    sscanf(line, "%lf %lf", &(x1), &(dx)); 
    diam.resize(n); 
    area.resize(n); 
    T_Wall.resize(n); 
    K_over_L.resize(n); 
    for ( int ix = 0; ix < n; ++ix ) { 
        if (fgets(line, NCHAR, gf) == NULL) { 
            printf("Premature end of area file, tube segment[%d]\n", ix); 
            return FAILURE; 
        } 
        sscanf(line, "%lf %lf %lf %lf", &(diam[ix]), &(area[ix]), 
&(T_Wall[ix]), &(K_over_L[ix])); 
    } // end for ix... 
#   undef NCHAR 
    if ( gf ) fclose(gf); 
    return SUCCESS; 
} // end read_area() 
 
 
int TubeModel::write_area(std::string file_name) 
// Write the area(x) specification out to a file. 
{ 
    printf("Write area file.\n"); 
    FILE* gf = fopen(file_name.c_str(), "w"); 
    if ( !gf ) { 
        printf("\nCould not open %s\n", file_name.c_str()); 
        return FAILURE; 
    }  
    fprintf(gf, "%d\n", n); 
    fprintf(gf, "%e %e\n", x1, dx); 
    for ( int ix = 0; ix < n; ++ix ) { 
        fprintf(gf, "%e %e %e %e\n", diam[ix], area[ix], T_Wall[ix], 
K_over_L[ix]); 
    }  
    if ( gf ) fclose(gf); 
    return SUCCESS; 
} // end write_area() 
 
 
int TubeModel::write_dump_file(std::string file_name) 
{ 
    printf("Writing dump file for diameter, area, L_over_L, T_wall...\n"); 
    FILE* dumpf = fopen(file_name.c_str(), "w"); 
    if ( !dumpf ) { 
        printf("\nCould not open %s\n", file_name.c_str()); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
    fprintf(dumpf, "# x  diam  area  K_over_L  T_Wall\n"); 
    for ( int ix = 0; ix < n; ++ix ) { 
        double xx = dx * ix + x1; 
        fprintf(dumpf, "%e %e %e %e %e\n", xx, diam[ix], area[ix], 
K_over_L[ix], T_Wall[ix]); 
    } 
    if ( dumpf ) fclose(dumpf); 
    return SUCCESS; 
} // end write_dump_file() 
 
  
  
 
Appendix N: l_tube.hh 
// l_tube.hh 
// Tube Area Specification 
 
#ifndef L_TUBE_HH 
#define L_TUBE_HH 
 
#include <vector> 
#include <string> 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
class TubeModel { 
public: 
    // This first part of the data is used internally.  
    int n;                        // Number of x-stations 
    double x1;                    // Starting point 
    double dx;                    // x-spacing between stations 
    double x2;                     // End point 
    std::vector<double> diam;     // Effective diameter 
    std::vector<double> area;     // Area at each station 
    std::vector<double> T_Wall;   // Wall temperature 
    std::vector<double> K_over_L; // Loss coefficient at each 
                                  // station (div by length) 
 
    // This second part of the data is for the new user input. 
    // Each segment of tube i=1..nseg is between xb[i-1] and xb[i] 
    // and has area varying from diameters Diamb[i-1] to Diamb[i]. 
    // If linear[i-1] == 1 then the variation in diameter is linear. 
    // Otherwise a cubic polynomial is used to give ddiam/dx == 0 
    // at the end points. 
    int nseg; 
    std::vector<int>linear; 
    std::vector<double> xb; 
    std::vector<double> Diamb; 
     
    int nv; 
    std::vector<int>n_points; 
    std::vector<double> x_loc; 
    std::vector<double> d_max; 
 
    // Loss coefficients are selectively applied to patches of the tube. 
    int nKL; 
    std::vector<double> xbeginK; 
    std::vector<double> xendK; 
    std::vector<double> K; 
 
    // Wall temperature patches. 
    int nT; 
    std::vector<double> xbeginT; 
    std::vector<double> xendT; 
    std::vector<double> Tlocal; 
    double Tnominal; 
 
    TubeModel(std::string config_file_name, int echo_input=0); 
    ~TubeModel(); 
    int read_area(std::string file_name); 
    int write_area(std::string file_name); 
    int write_dump_file(std::string file_name); 
}; // end of class tube_data 
 
#endif 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
Appendix O: valve.cxx  
// l_valve.cxx 
 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <sstream> 
#include "../../../lib/util/source/useful.h" 
#include "../../../lib/util/source/config_parser.hh" 
#include "l_valve.hh" 
#include "l1d.hh" 
 
ValveData::ValveData(int indx, std::string config_file_name, int echo_input) 
{ 
    ConfigParser dict = ConfigParser(config_file_name); 
    std::stringstream tag; 
    tag << indx; 
    std::string section = "valve-" + tag.str(); 
    if (echo_input == 2) cout << "Reading valve "  
         << indx << " parameters..." << endl; 
 
    dict.parse_int(section, "is_open", is_open, 0); 
    dict.parse_double(section, "open_period", open_period, 0.0); 
    dict.parse_double(section, "open_time", open_time, 0.0); 
    dict.parse_double(section, "poly0", poly0, 0.0); 
    dict.parse_double(section, "poly1", poly1, 0.0); 
    dict.parse_double(section, "poly2", poly2, 0.0); 
    dict.parse_double(section, "poly3", poly3, 0.0); 
     
    if (echo_input == 2) { 
 cout << "    is_open = " << is_open << endl; 
 cout << "    open_period = " << open_period << endl; 
 cout << "    open_time = " << open_time << endl; 
 cout << "    poly0 = " << poly0 << endl;  
 cout << "    poly1 = " << poly1 << endl; 
 cout << "    poly2 = " << poly2 << endl;  
 cout << "    poly3 = " << poly3 << endl;  
    } 
    // By default, the valve is unconnected. 
    left_slug_id = -1; 
    left_slug_end_id = -1; 
    dict.parse_int(section, "left-slug-id", left_slug_id, -1); 
    std::string label; 
    dict.parse_string(section, "left-slug-end-id", label, ""); 
    if (label[0] == 'L' || label[0] == 'l' || label[0] == '0') 
        left_slug_end_id = LEFT; 
    if (label[0] == 'R' || label[0] == 'r' || label[0] == '1') 
        left_slug_end_id = RIGHT; 
    dict.parse_double(section, "dxL", left_slug_dx, 0.0); 
    if (echo_input == 2) { 
 cout << "    left-slug-id = " << left_slug_id << endl; 
 cout << "    left-slug-end-id = " << left_slug_end_id << endl; 
 cout << "    dxL = " << left_slug_dx << endl; 
    } 
    right_slug_id = -1; 
    right_slug_end_id = -1; 
    dict.parse_int(section, "right-slug-id", right_slug_id, -1); 
    dict.parse_string(section, "right-slug-end-id", label, ""); 
    if (label[0] == 'L' || label[0] == 'l' || label[0] == '0') 
        right_slug_end_id = LEFT; 
    if (label[0] == 'R' || label[0] == 'r' || label[0] == '1') 
        right_slug_end_id = RIGHT; 
    dict.parse_double(section, "dxR", right_slug_dx, 0.0); 
    if (echo_input == 2) { 
 cout << "    right-slug-id = " << right_slug_id << endl; 
 cout << "    right-slug-end-id = " << right_slug_end_id << endl; 
 cout << "    dxR = " << right_slug_dx << endl; 
    } 
} 
 
ValveData::ValveData(const ValveData& vd) 
{ 
    sim_time = vd.sim_time; 
    is_open = vd.is_open;  
    open_period = vd.open_period; 
    open_time = vd.open_time; 
    poly0 = vd.poly0;  
    poly1 = vd.poly1; 
    poly2 = vd.poly2;  
    poly3 = vd.poly3;   
    left_slug_id = vd.left_slug_id; 
    right_slug_id = vd.right_slug_id; 
    left_slug_end_id = vd.left_slug_end_id; 
    right_slug_end_id = vd.right_slug_end_id; 
    left_slug_dx = vd.left_slug_dx; 
    right_slug_dx = vd.right_slug_dx; 
} // end ValveData copy constructor 
 
 
ValveData::~ValveData() 
{ 
    // nothing to do 
} 
 
 
int ValveData::read_state(FILE* infile) 
// Read the valve state from an already open file. 
{ 
#   define NCHAR 320 
    char line[NCHAR]; 
    int nread; 
    if (fgets(line, NCHAR, infile) == NULL) { 
        printf("Empty solution file.\n"); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
    nread = sscanf(line, "%lf", &sim_time); 
    if ( nread != 1 ) { 
 printf( "read_valve_solution(): didn't correctly read sim_time\n" ); 
        printf( "from line:\n%s\n", line ); 
 return FAILURE ; 
    } 
    if (fgets(line, NCHAR, infile) == NULL) { 
        printf("Empty solution file.\n"); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
  
 
    nread = sscanf(line, "%d %e %e", &is_open, &open_period, &open_time); 
    if ( nread != 3 ) { 
 printf( "read_valve_solution(): " ); 
 printf( "didn't correctly read is_open, open_period, open_time \n" ); 
        printf( "from line:\n%s\n", line ); 
 return FAILURE; 
    } 
    return SUCCESS; 
 
#   undef NCHAR 
} 
 
 
int ValveData::write_state(FILE* outfile) 
// Write the valve state to an already open file. 
{ 
    fprintf(outfile, "%e  # begin valve data: sim_time\n", sim_time); 
    fprintf(outfile, "%d %e %e # is_open, open_period, open_time \n",  
     is_open, open_period, open_time); 
    fflush(outfile); 
    return SUCCESS; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix P: l_valve.hh 
// l_valve.hh 
// Valve house-keeping. 
 
#ifndef L_VALVE_HH 
#define L_VALVE_HH 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
// Valves are used to control the interaction of the gas-slugs. 
class ValveData { 
public: 
    double sim_time;        /* current simulation time */ 
    // Status information. 
    int is_open;         /* 1=open, 0=closed, 2=opening     */ 
    //double P_open;        /*  pressure that valve opens in Pa    */ 
    double open_period;     /* time it takes for valev to open */ 
    double open_time;       /* time afer which valve starts to open */ 
    double poly0; 
    double poly1;  
    double poly2;  
    double poly3;  
    //int already_blended;    /* 1=indicates that the slugs have been blended  
 //         after valve opens   */ 
    //double blend_dx;        /* distance over which slug data is blended */ 
    //double blend_delay;     /* time after valve opening that blending is 
applied */ 
 
    // Neighbour information. 
    int left_slug_id, right_slug_id; 
    int left_slug_end_id, right_slug_end_id; 
    double left_slug_dx, right_slug_dx; 
    // Neighbouring gas slug identifiers. 
    // xxxx-slug_id    : number of the adjoining gas slug 
    // xxxx-slug_end_id: LEFT or RIGHT end adjoins 
    // xxxx-slug_dx    : the sampling distance for gas pressure 
 
    ValveData(int indx, std::string config_file_name, int echo_input=0); 
    ValveData(const ValveData& vd); 
    ~ValveData(); 
    int read_state(FILE* infile); 
    int write_state(FILE* outfile); 
}; // end class ValveData 
 
 
#endif 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Appendix Q: l1d.cxx  
/** \file l1d.cxx 
 * \ingroup l1d3 
 * \brief Lagrangian 1-Dimensional Code -- Main Program. 
 * 
 * This is the main module for the Lagrangian quasi-one-dimensional  
 * flow solver.  The program considers the dynamics of several gas 
 * slugs, each consisting of a number of adjacent Lagrangian cells. 
 * 
 * The gas-dynamics is based on a control-mass formulation which tracks 
 * interface positions of the gas cells.  The pressure and velocity  
 * at each interface is computed via a local Riemann problem. 
 * Time-stepping is performed by a second-order explicit (predictor- 
 * corrector) scheme.   
 *  
 * Piston dynamics is coupled to the gas dynamics by using the piston  
 * velocity as a boundary condition to the gas slugs and then using  
 * the computed gas pressure as the forcing term in the piston  
 * dynamics.   
 *  
 * Diaphragms are implemented as flags which allow changes to the  
 * boundary conditions on the gas slugs. 
 *  
 * Running the code... 
 * 
 * The code reads initialization data from a parameter file and 
 * an initial solution from an input-solution-file.   
 * This solution may have been prepared by l_prep or by a previous run. 
 * The solution is advanced in time until a specified number of time 
 * steps are taken or until a specified simulation time is reached. 
 * Solutions are written to an output-solution-file periodically and  
 * upon termination. 
 * 
 * \version 1.0  - 02-Dec-91, basic code skeleton 
 * \version 17.0 - 04-Jun-00, Adaptivity added. 
 * 
 * \author PA Jacobs 
 * \author David Buttsworth  (USQ)  
 * \author Tony Gardner      (UQ and DLR) 
 * \author Vincent Wheatley  (UQ, Caltech, Adelaide and back to UQ). 
 * \author Rowan Gollan      (UQ) 
 */ 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
#include <vector> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include "../../../lib/util/source/useful.h" 
#include "../../../lib/util/source/config_parser.hh" 
extern "C" { 
#   include "../../../lib/nm/source/roberts.h" 
} 
#include "l_kernel.hh" 
#include "l1d.hh" 
#include "l_diaph.hh" 
#include "l_piston.hh" 
#include "l_tube.hh" 
#include "l_slug.hh" 
#include "l_adapt.hh" 
#include "l_bc.hh" 
#include "l_io.hh" 
#include "l_rivp.hh" 
#include "l_cell.hh" 
#include "l_bc.hh" 
#include "l_valve.hh" 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
    int js, jp, jd;                    /* slug, piston, diaphragm, valve index 
*/ 
    std::vector<GasSlug> A;            /* several gas slugs        */ 
    std::vector<PistonData> Pist;      /* room for several pistons */ 
    std::vector<DiaphragmData> Diaph;  /* diaphragms            */ 
    DiaphragmData *dp; 
    int step, print_count;             /* global iteration count     */ 
    int adjust_end_cell_count; 
    double filter_start_time;          /* start end-cell adjustment after this 
time */ 
    int halt_now;                      /* flag for premature halt    */ 
    double tplot;                      /* time to write next soln    */ 
    double thistory;                   /* time to write next sample  */ 
    int cfl_count;                     /* check CFL occasionally     */ 
    double cfl_max = 0.0;              /* current CFL maximum        */ 
    double cfl_tiny;                   /* smallest cfl so far        */ 
    double time_tiny;                  /* time at which it occurred  */ 
    time_t start, now;                 /* wall-clock timer           */ 
    int adaptive_count;                /* adapt cells occasionally   */ 
    int newly_adapted; 
    double max_piston_V[10]; 
    int max_piston_V_past[10]; 
    char base_file_name[132]; 
    FILE *infile,                    /* beginning flow state         */ 
        *outfile,                    /* computed solution            */ 
        *hisfile1,                   /* single cell history          */ 
        *hisfile2;                   /* x-location  history          */ 
    int left_slug, right_slug, end_id; 
    int left_slug_end, right_slug_end; 
    double pressure, left_p, right_p, end_dx; 
    int bc, piston_id, other_slug; 
    int echo_input; 
    int prepare_only; 
    int i, command_line_error; 
    int attempt_number, step_failed, bad_cells; 
    char msg_string[256]; 
     
    /* Valve Specific Additions */ 
    std::vector<ValveData> Valve; 
  
 
    int jv; 
    ValveData *vd; 
    double dt;  
    TubeModel *td; 
    std::vector<LCell> Cell; 
    /* end extra valve definitions */ 
     
    printf("\n------------------------------"); 
    printf("\nLagrangian 1D flow simulation."); 
    printf("\n------------------------------"); 
    printf("\n\n"); 
 
    // Initialise and set defaults. 
    cfl_tiny = 1.0; /* Smallest CFL so far    */ 
    time_tiny = 1.0e6; 
    strcpy(base_file_name, "default"); 
    echo_input = 2; /* by default, don't echo input */ 
    print_count = 50; /* Print status occasionally */ 
    cfl_count = 5;  /* Check CFL occasionally    */ 
    adaptive_count = 5; /* Adapt cells occasionally  */ 
    adjust_end_cell_count = 50; /* Relax the properties in the end cells */ 
    filter_start_time = -1.0; /* But don't do it unless instructed to do so. */ 
    prepare_only = 0; // By default, run a simulation. 
 
    // Decode command line arguments. 
    command_line_error = 0; 
    if (argc < 2) { 
 command_line_error = 1; 
 goto usage; 
    } 
    i = 1; 
    while (i < argc) { 
        // Process the next command-line argument. 
        if (strcmp(argv[i], "-f") == 0) { 
            /* Set the base file name */ 
            i++; 
            if (i >= argc) { 
                command_line_error = 1; 
                goto usage; 
            } 
            strncpy(base_file_name, argv[i], 131); 
            i++; 
            printf("Setting base_file_name = %s\n", base_file_name); 
        } else if (strcmp(argv[i], "-echo") == 0) { 
            echo_input = 1; 
            i++; 
            printf("Will echo input parameters...\n"); 
        } else if (strcmp(argv[i], "-prep") == 0) { 
     prepare_only = 1; 
            i++; 
            printf("Will prepare initial solution files only.\n"); 
        } else if (strcmp(argv[i], "-print_count") == 0) { 
            /* Set the interval between writing log text. */ 
            i++; 
            if (i >= argc) { 
                command_line_error = 1; 
                goto usage; 
            } 
            sscanf(argv[i], "%d", &print_count); 
            i++; 
            printf("Setting print_count = %d\n", print_count); 
        } else if (strcmp(argv[i], "-cfl_count") == 0) { 
            /* Set the interval between checking cfl limit. */ 
            i++; 
            if (i >= argc) { 
                command_line_error = 1; 
                goto usage; 
            } 
            sscanf(argv[i], "%d", &cfl_count); 
            i++; 
            printf("Setting cfl_count = %d\n", cfl_count); 
        } else if (strcmp(argv[i], "-adaptive_count") == 0) { 
            /* Set the interval between adapting cells. */ 
            i++; 
            if (i >= argc) { 
                command_line_error = 1; 
                goto usage; 
            } 
            sscanf(argv[i], "%d", &adaptive_count); 
            i++; 
            printf("Setting adaptive_count = %d\n", adaptive_count); 
        } else if (strcmp(argv[i], "-filter_start_time") == 0) { 
            /* Set the time at which the end-cell adjustment can happen. */ 
            i++; 
            if (i >= argc) { 
                command_line_error = 1; 
                goto usage; 
            } 
            sscanf(argv[i], "%lf", &filter_start_time); 
            i++; 
            printf("Setting filter_start_time = %g\n", filter_start_time); 
        } else if (strcmp(argv[i], "-help") == 0) { 
            command_line_error = 1; 
            printf("Printing usage message...\n\n"); 
            goto usage; 
        } else { 
            printf("Unknown option: %s\n", argv[i]); 
            command_line_error = 1; 
            goto usage; 
        } 
    } // end while 
 
    // If the command line arguments are incorrect, 
    // write some advice to the console then finish. 
    usage: 
    if (command_line_error == 1) { 
        printf("Command-line options: (defaults are shown in parentheses)\n"); 
        printf("-f <base_file_name>       (default)\n"); 
        printf("-print_count <n>          (%d)\n", print_count); 
        printf("-cfl_count <n>            (%d)\n", cfl_count); 
        printf("-adaptive_count <n>       (%d)\n", adaptive_count); 
        printf("-filter_start_time <t>    (%f) negative == None\n", 
filter_start_time); 
        printf("-echo                     (no echo)\n"); 
        printf("-prep                     (run)\n"); 
        printf("-help          (print this message)\n"); 
        exit(1); 
    } // end if command_line_error 
  
 
 
    // Build the file names. 
    string pname = string(base_file_name) + ".Lp"; 
    string iname = string(base_file_name) + ".L0"; 
    string aname = string(base_file_name) + ".La"; 
    string oname = string(base_file_name) + ".Ls"; 
    string hname1 = string(base_file_name) + ".hc"; 
    string hname2 = string(base_file_name) + ".hx"; 
    string efname = string(base_file_name) + ".event"; 
    string dname = string(base_file_name) + ".dump"; 
    string valve = string(base_file_name) + ".valve"; 
 
    // Pick up the problem description data from the parameter (INI) file. 
    SimulationData SD = SimulationData(pname, echo_input); 
    SD.sim_time = 0.0;  /* Global simulation time */ 
    TubeModel tube = TubeModel(pname, echo_input); 
    for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) { 
        Pist.push_back(PistonData(jp, SD.dt_init, pname, echo_input)); 
        Pist[jp].sim_time = 0.0; 
    } 
    for (jd = 0; jd < SD.ndiaphragm; ++jd) { 
        Diaph.push_back(DiaphragmData(jd, pname, echo_input)); 
        Diaph[jd].sim_time = 0.0; 
    } 
    for (jv = 0; jv < SD.nvalve; ++jv) { 
        Valve.push_back(ValveData(jv, pname, echo_input)); 
        Valve[jv].sim_time = 0.0; 
    } 
    SD.hncell = 0; 
    for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
        A.push_back(GasSlug(js, SD, pname, echo_input)); 
        SD.hncell += A[js].hncell; 
        A[js].sim_time = 0.0; 
    } 
    Gas_model *gmodel = get_gas_model_ptr(); 
    int nsp = gmodel->get_number_of_species(); 
    int nmodes = gmodel->get_number_of_modes(); 
 
    if ( prepare_only ) { 
 double x[11000];  
 // Not that we have made a guess for the required size;  
 // we should use a std::vector but x is used in the call  
 // to distribute_points(). 
 double beta1, beta2; 
 printf("Prepare initial solution files only.\n"); 
 printf("Set up gas slugs.\n"); 
 for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
     /* 
      * Distribute the gas cells along the gas slug. 
      * Modified to suit sm_3d stretching functions. 
      */ 
     if ( A[js].cluster_to_end_1 == 1 ) { 
  beta1 = A[js].cluster_strength; 
     } else { 
  beta1 = 0.0; 
     } 
     if ( A[js].cluster_to_end_2 == 1 ) { 
  beta2 = A[js].cluster_strength; 
     } else { 
  beta2 = 0.0; 
     } 
     // FIX-ME: one day, it will be good to use a vector for x 
     // such that its size can be adjested as needed. 
     distribute_points(A[js].xbegin, A[js].xend, A[js].nnx, x, beta1, 
beta2);  
     int i = 0; 
     for ( int ix = A[js].ixmin-1; ix <= A[js].ixmax; ++ix) { 
  A[js].Cell[ix].x = x[i]; 
  ++i; 
     } 
     A[js].compute_areas(&tube); 
     A[js].fill_data(); 
     A[js].encode_conserved(); 
     /*  
      * The following line should fill in all of the  
      * extra variables. 
      */ 
     if ( A[js].decode_conserved() != 0 ) { 
  printf( "Failure decoding conserved quantities for 
slug[%d].\n", js ); 
  exit( -1 ); 
     } 
 }   /* end for js... */ 
 tube.write_area(aname); 
 tube.write_dump_file(dname); 
 printf("Write starting solution file.\n"); 
 if ((outfile = fopen(iname.c_str(), "w")) == NULL) { 
     printf("\nCould not open %s; BAILING OUT\n", oname.c_str()); 
     return FAILURE; 
 } 
 for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) Pist[jp].write_state(outfile); 
 for (jd = 0; jd < SD.ndiaphragm; ++jd) Diaph[jd].write_state(outfile); 
 for (jv = 0; jv < SD.nvalve; ++jv) Valve[jv].write_state(outfile); 
 for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) A[js].write_state(outfile); 
 if (outfile != NULL) fclose(outfile); 
 return SUCCESS; 
    } 
 
    // Pick up the initial data that was previously generated. 
    if ((infile = fopen(iname.c_str(), "r")) == NULL) { 
        printf("\nCould not open %s; BAILING OUT\n", iname.c_str()); 
        exit(1); 
    } 
    for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) Pist[jp].read_state(infile); 
    for (jd = 0; jd < SD.ndiaphragm; ++jd) Diaph[jd].read_state(infile); 
    for (jv = 0; jv < SD.nvalve; ++jv) Valve[jv].read_state(infile); 
    for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
        A[js].read_state(infile); 
        A[js].compute_areas(&tube); 
        A[js].encode_conserved(); 
        // Fill in all of the extra variables. 
        if ( A[js].decode_conserved() != 0 ) { 
     printf( "Failure decoding conserved quantities for slug[%d].\n", 
js ); 
     printf( "This occured just after reading starting solution.\n" ); 
     exit(-1); 
        } 
 A[js].set_chemistry_timestep(-1.0); 
  
 
 A[js].set_thermal_timestep(-1.0); 
    } // end for js... 
    if ( infile != NULL ) fclose(infile);  
 
    SD.sim_time = A[0].sim_time; // Pick up the old time. 
    tplot = SD.sim_time + SD.get_dt_plot(); 
    thistory = SD.sim_time + SD.get_dt_history(); 
    SD.dt_global = SD.dt_init; 
    for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
        A[js].dt = SD.dt_global; 
        A[js].cfl_target = SD.CFL; 
    } 
 
    // Open output files to catch flow and history data. 
    if ((outfile = fopen(oname.c_str(), "w")) == NULL) { 
        printf("\nCould not open %s; BAILING OUT\n", oname.c_str()); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
    if ((hisfile1 = fopen(hname1.c_str(), "w")) == NULL) { 
        printf("\nCould not open %s; BAILING OUT\n", hname1.c_str()); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
    if ((hisfile2 = fopen(hname2.c_str(), "w")) == NULL) { 
        printf("\nCould not open %s; BAILING OUT\n", hname2.c_str()); 
        return FAILURE; 
    } 
 
    newly_adapted = 0; 
    step = 0;   /* Global Iteration Count    */ 
    halt_now = 0;   /* no other reason to stop   */ 
    for ( jp=0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp ) { 
        max_piston_V[jp] = Pist[jp].V; 
        max_piston_V_past[jp] = 0; 
    } 
 
    //----------------------------------- 
    printf("\nBeginning MAIN LOOP...\n"); 
    //----------------------------------- 
    set_up_workspace_for_apply_rivp(); 
    start = time(NULL); // start of wallclock timing 
    fflush(stdout); 
    sprintf( msg_string, "\nStart time stepping... " ); 
    strcat( msg_string, "\n" ); 
    log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
 
    while (SD.sim_time <= SD.max_time && step <= SD.max_step && halt_now == 0) 
{ 
 
 // -------------------------------- 
 // 0. Adjust the cell distribution. 
 // -------------------------------- 
        if (step > 0 && (step / adaptive_count) * adaptive_count == step) { 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                if (A[js].adaptive > ADAPT_NONE) { 
                    L_adapt_cells(&(A[js])); 
                    newly_adapted = 1; 
                } 
     } // end for js... 
        } 
 
 // -------------------------------- 
        // 1. Set the size of the time step. 
        // -------------------------------- 
        if (step == 0 || 
            (step / cfl_count) * cfl_count == step || newly_adapted == 1) { 
            // Check the CFL number and determine an allowable time-step. 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) A[js].check_cfl(); 
            SD.dt_allow = A[0].dt_allow; 
            cfl_max = A[0].cfl_max; 
            if (SD.nslug > 1) { 
                for (js = 1; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                    if (A[js].dt_allow < SD.dt_allow) SD.dt_allow = 
A[js].dt_allow; 
                    if (A[js].cfl_max > cfl_max) cfl_max = A[js].cfl_max; 
                } // end for 
            } // end if nslug > 1 
 
            if (step < 3) { 
                // Use initial time step. 
                SD.dt_global = SD.dt_init; 
            } else { 
                // Adjust time step. 
                if (SD.dt_allow > SD.dt_global) { 
                    // cautious increase 
                    SD.dt_global += 0.5 * (SD.dt_allow - SD.dt_global); 
                } else { 
                    // rapid decrease 
                    SD.dt_global = SD.dt_allow; 
                } 
            } // end if step < 3 
 
            // Propagate the time step to each piston and slug. 
            for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) Pist[jp].dt = SD.dt_global; 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) A[js].dt = SD.dt_global; 
        } // end if step... 
 
        for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
            if ((step > 5) && (A[js].cfl_max < cfl_tiny)) { 
                // Record the worst CFL. 
                cfl_tiny = A[js].cfl_max; 
                time_tiny = SD.sim_time; 
            } 
            if (A[js].cfl_max > 100.0) { 
                // If the CFL has gone crazy, bail out safely. 
                printf("\n\n---------------------------\n"); 
                printf("Slug %d, CFL = %e: Bailing out!\n", js, 
                       A[js].cfl_max); 
                halt_now = 1; 
                goto BailOut; 
            } 
        } // end for js...  
 
        // -------------------------------- 
 // 2. Prepare to take the time step. 
 // -------------------------------- 
        if ((step / print_count) * print_count == step) { 
            // Print the current time-stepping, piston and peak pressures.   
            now = time(NULL); 
  
 
            printf("\n"); 
            printf("-------- Wall-Clock seconds = %d --------\n", 
                   (int)(now - start) ); 
            print_simulation_status(stdout, NULL, step, SD, A, Diaph, Pist, 
Valve,  
        cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny); 
            fflush(stdout); // make it appear now 
        } 
 
        if ((step / adjust_end_cell_count) * adjust_end_cell_count == step && 
     filter_start_time >= 0.0 && SD.sim_time > filter_start_time) { 
     // Occasionally, relax the gas properties in the end cells 
     // towards the values in their immediate neighbours in the 
     // same slug. 
     // This will, hopefully, eliminate the glitches seen in the 
     // beginning test gas in Ben's expansion tube simulations. 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
  A[js].adjust_end_cells(); 
     } 
 } 
 
 // --------------------------- 
 // 3A. Deal with the diaphragms. 
 // --------------------------- 
 // This amounts to rupturing (so-far unruptured) diaphragms 
 // when the specified pressure difference is exceeded. 
        for (jd = 0; jd < SD.ndiaphragm; ++jd) { 
     dp = &( Diaph[jd] ); 
        
            if ( dp->is_burst == 0 ) { 
                // Check only unruptured diaphragms for burst conditions.  
 
                // Pressure of the left-side of the diaphragm. 
                js = dp->left_slug_id; 
                if (js >= 0) { 
                    end_id = dp->left_slug_end_id; 
                    end_dx = dp->left_slug_dx; 
                    left_p = A[js].end_pressure(end_id, end_dx); 
                } else { 
                    left_p = 0.0; 
                } 
 
                // Pressure of the right-side of the diaphragm. 
                js = dp->right_slug_id; 
                if (js >= 0) { 
                    end_id = dp->right_slug_end_id; 
                    end_dx = dp->right_slug_dx; 
                    right_p = A[js].end_pressure(end_id, end_dx); 
                } else { 
                    right_p = 0.0; 
                } 
 
                // Check for excess pressure as the trigger for rupture. 
                if ((fabs(left_p - right_p) >= dp->P_burst) 
                    && dp->trigger_time < 0.0) { 
                    dp->trigger_time = SD.sim_time; 
                    sprintf( msg_string, 
                             "\nEvent: diaphragm[%d] trigger at t= %e\n", 
                             jd, SD.sim_time ); 
                    log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
      print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, 
A, Diaph, Pist, Valve,  
         cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny); 
                } 
 
                // Wait the hold time before rupturing diaphragm. 
                if ( dp->trigger_time >= 0.0 &&  
       (SD.sim_time - dp->trigger_time) > dp->hold_period ) { 
                    dp->is_burst = 1; 
                    sprintf( msg_string, "\nEvent: diaphragm[%d] rupture at t= 
%e\n", 
                             jd, SD.sim_time ); 
                    log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
      print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, 
A, Diaph, Pist, Valve,  
         cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny); 
                } // end if dp->trigger_time >= 0.0 &&... 
            } else { 
  // For ruptured diaphragms, check to see if we should blend 
  // the gas-slug data after a period of time. 
 
  if ( dp->blend_delay > 0.0 && !(dp->already_blended) && 
       SD.sim_time > (dp->trigger_time + dp->hold_period +  
        dp->blend_delay) ) { 
      L_blend_slug_ends( &(A[dp->left_slug_id]), dp-
>left_slug_end_id, 
           &(A[dp->right_slug_id]), dp-
>right_slug_end_id, 
           dp->blend_dx ); 
      A[dp->left_slug_id].compute_areas(&tube); 
      A[dp->left_slug_id].encode_conserved(); 
      A[dp->right_slug_id].compute_areas(&tube); 
      A[dp->right_slug_id].encode_conserved(); 
      dp->already_blended = 1; 
                    sprintf( msg_string, 
                             "\nEvent: blend slugs [%d] and [%d] at t= %e\n", 
                             dp->left_slug_id, dp->right_slug_id, SD.sim_time 
); 
                    log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
      print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, 
A, Diaph, Pist, Valve,  
      cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny ); 
  } 
            } // end if dp->is_burst == 0 ... else ... 
        } // end for jd...  
 
 // --------------------------- 
 // 3B. Deal with the valves. 
 // --------------------------- 
      
         
 // This amounts to rupturing (so-far unruptured) diaphragms 
 // when the specified pressure difference is exceeded. 
        for (jv = 0; jv < SD.nvalve; ++jv) {      
        
     vd = &( Valve[jv] ); 
        dt = (SD.sim_time - vd->open_time); 
        td = &( tube); 
  
 
 
        double pi = 4.0*atan(1.0); 
             
            if ( vd->is_open == 0 ) {  
                if ( SD.sim_time > vd->open_time) { 
                    // Time has exceed open_time --> open valve    
                    vd->is_open = 2;        
                    }  
            } 
 
            if ( vd->is_open == 1 ) { 
               for (int i = 0; i < td->nv; ++i) {                   
                    double a_max = 0.25*pi*td->d_max[i]*td->d_max[i]; 
                    int v_loc = (td->x_loc[i]-td->xb[0])/td->dx + 1;  
                    td->area[v_loc] = a_max;  
                    td->diam[v_loc] = sqrt((4*a_max)/pi); 
                     
                    for ( int q = 1; q < td->n_points[i]; ++q) { 
                    td->area[v_loc+q] = a_max; 
                    td->area[v_loc-q] = a_max;  
                    td->area[v_loc+q] = td->d_max[i]; 
                    td->area[v_loc-q] = td->d_max[i];  
                    } 
               } 
            } 
 
            if ( vd->is_open == 2 ) { 
                js = vd->left_slug_id; 
                if (js >= 0) { 
                   end_id = vd->left_slug_end_id; 
                   end_dx = vd->left_slug_dx;   
                   left_p = A[js].end_pressure(end_id, end_dx); 
                   //printf("\n Pressure: p= %e, time = %e\n", left_p, 
SD.sim_time); 
                   if (vd->open_period == 0.0) { 
                       vd->open_period = vd->poly0*left_p*left_p*left_p+vd-
>poly1*left_p*left_p+vd->poly2*left_p+vd->poly3; 
                       printf("\n open_period: t = %e\n", vd->open_period); 
                        } 
                   else { 
                        //printf("\n open_period: t = %e\n", vd->open_period); 
                   } 
                } 
                for (int i = 0; i < td->nv; ++i) {                   
                    double a_max = 0.25*pi*td->d_max[i]*td->d_max[i]; 
                    int v_loc = (td->x_loc[i]-td->xb[0])/td->dx + 1;   
                    double a_new = a_max/(vd->open_period*vd-
>open_period)*dt*dt;  
                    double d_new = sqrt((4*a_new)/pi); 
                    sprintf( msg_string, 
                         "\n %e %e %e", 
                         SD.sim_time, td->diam[v_loc], td->area[v_loc]); 
                    log_event( valve.c_str(), msg_string ); 
                    double a_old = td->area[v_loc]; 
                    double d_old = td->diam[v_loc]; 
                    td->area[v_loc] = a_new; 
                    td->diam[v_loc] = d_new; 
                    int q;  
                    for ( q = 1; q < td->n_points[i]; ++q) { 
                        double p = td->n_points[i]; 
                        double f = 1.0/(p*p); 
                        double d_current = td->diam[v_loc-q]; 
                        td->diam[v_loc-q] = d_current + (d_new-d_old)*(1-
q*q*f); 
                        td->diam[v_loc+q] = d_current + (d_new-d_old)*(1-
q*q*f); 
                        td->area[v_loc-q] = 0.25*pi*td->diam[v_loc-q]*td-
>diam[v_loc-q]; 
                        td->area[v_loc+q] = 0.25*pi*td->diam[v_loc+q]*td-
>diam[v_loc+q]; 
                             
                        for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) {                         
                            for ( int ix = A[js].ixmin; ix <= A[js].ixmax; ++ix 
) { 
                                int xloc = A[js].Cell[ix].xmid; 
                                if  (xloc >= td->dx*(v_loc-q) && xloc <= td-
>dx*(v_loc-q-1)) { 
                                A[js].Cell[ix].area = td->area[v_loc-q-1];  
                                printf("\n a = %e, x = %e, ix = %d \n", 
A[js].Cell[ix].area, A[js].Cell[ix].x, ix); 
                                A[js].Cell[ix].volume = 
0.5*(A[js].Cell[ix].area + A[js].Cell[ix-1].area) * (A[js].Cell[ix].x - 
A[js].Cell[ix-1].x); 
                                A[js].Cell[ix].xmid = 0.5*(A[js].Cell[ix].x + 
A[js].Cell[ix-1].x); 
                                 
                                } 
                                if (xloc <= td->dx*(v_loc+q-1) && xloc >= td-
>dx*(v_loc+q)) { 
                                A[js].Cell[ix].area = td->area[v_loc+q-1]; 
                                A[js].Cell[ix].volume = 
0.5*(A[js].Cell[ix].area + A[js].Cell[ix-1].area) * (A[js].Cell[ix].x - 
A[js].Cell[ix-1].x); 
                                A[js].Cell[ix].xmid = 0.5*(A[js].Cell[ix].x + 
A[js].Cell[ix-1].x); 
                                printf("\n a = %e, x = %e \n", 
A[js].Cell[ix].area, A[js].Cell[ix].x);  
                                } 
                            } 
                        A[js].compute_areas(&tube); 
                        A[js].decode_conserved(); 
                        } 
                   } 
                } 
          
                if (SD.sim_time > (vd->open_time+vd->open_period)) { 
                    vd->is_open = 1; 
                     
                } 
          } 
 
        } // end for jv...  
 
 // ---------------------- 
 // 4. Update the dynamics  
 // ---------------------- 
        for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) Pist[jp].record_state();  
        for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
  
 
            A[js].record_state(); 
        } 
 
        attempt_number = 0; 
        do { 
            ++attempt_number; 
            step_failed = 0; 
 
     // 4a. Predictor Stage. 
     // Boundary conditions for the gas slugs. 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                // Deal with left end condition first.  
                bc = A[js].left_bc_type; 
                if (bc == FREE_END) { 
                    L_bc_left_free(&(A[js])); 
                } else if (bc == SOLID_BOUNDARY) { 
                    // The appropriate velocity (possibly zero) was set 
earlier. 
                    L_bc_left_velocity(&(A[js]), A[js].left_ustar); 
                } else if (bc == PISTON) { 
                    piston_id = A[js].left_piston_id; 
                    L_bc_left_velocity(&(A[js]), Pist[piston_id].V); 
                } else if (bc == SLUG) { 
                    // This is double handling but is OK. 
                    other_slug = A[js].left_slug_id; 
                    L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[other_slug]), &(A[js])); 
                } else if (bc == SLUG_DIAPHRAGM) { 
                    jd = A[js].left_diaphragm_id; 
                    if (Diaph[jd].is_burst == 0) { 
                        L_bc_left_reflect(&(A[js])); 
      } else { 
        // This is double handling but is OK.  
        other_slug = A[js].left_slug_id; 
        L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[other_slug]), &(A[js])); 
      } 
  }else if (bc == SLUG_VALVE) { 
      jv = A[js].left_valve_id; 
      if (Valve[jv].is_open == 0) { 
         L_bc_left_reflect(&(A[js])); 
      } else {  
        other_slug = A[js].left_slug_id; 
        L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[other_slug]), &(A[js])); 
      } 
                } else { 
                    printf("L1d: slug[%d] invalid left BC %d\n", js, bc); 
  }// end if bc...  
      
  // Deal with right end condition second.  
                bc = A[js].right_bc_type; 
                if (bc == FREE_END) { 
                    L_bc_right_free(&(A[js])); 
                } else if (bc == SOLID_BOUNDARY) { 
                    // The appropriate velocity (possibly zero) was set 
earlier. 
                    L_bc_right_velocity(&(A[js]), A[js].right_ustar); 
                } else if (bc == PISTON) { 
                    piston_id = A[js].right_piston_id; 
                    L_bc_right_velocity(&(A[js]), Pist[piston_id].V); 
                } else if (bc == SLUG) { 
                    // This is double handling but is OK. 
                    other_slug = A[js].right_slug_id; 
                    L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[js]), &(A[other_slug])); 
                }else if (bc == SLUG_DIAPHRAGM) { 
                    jd = A[js].right_diaphragm_id; 
                    if (Diaph[jd].is_burst == 0) { 
                        L_bc_right_reflect(&(A[js])); 
                    } else { 
                        // This is double handling but is OK. 
                        other_slug = A[js].right_slug_id; 
                        L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[js]), &(A[other_slug])); 
              } 
          }else if (bc == SLUG_VALVE) { 
              jv = A[js].right_valve_id; 
              if (Valve[jv].is_open == 0) { 
                  L_bc_right_reflect(&(A[js])); 
              } else { 
                  other_slug = A[js].right_slug_id; 
                  L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[js]), 
&(A[other_slug])); 
              }  
                } else { 
                    printf("L1d: slug[%d] invalid right BC %d\n", js, bc); 
      }// end if bc, for right end... 
     }// end for js... 
 
            // 4b. Gas-dynamic predictor step 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                A[js].apply_rivp(); 
                A[js].source_vector(); 
                A[js].axial_heat_flux(SD.k); 
                A[js].time_derivatives(0); 
                A[js].predictor_step(); 
                A[js].compute_areas(&tube); 
                if ( A[js].decode_conserved() != 0 ) { 
      printf( "decode_conserved() failed at predictor step\n" 
); 
      printf( "   for slug[%d], attempt=%d, time-step=%d\n",  
       js, attempt_number, step ); 
  } 
            } // end for 
 
            // 4c. Boundary conditions for the pistons. 
            for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) { 
                left_slug = Pist[jp].left_slug_id; 
                left_slug_end = Pist[jp].left_slug_end_id; 
                if (left_slug >= 0) { 
                    // Apply gas-slug pressure to left (back) face. 
                    if (left_slug_end == RIGHT) { 
                        pressure = A[left_slug].right_pstar; 
                    } else { 
                        pressure = A[left_slug].left_pstar; 
                    } 
                } else { 
                    // There is no gas slug against this face. 
                    pressure = 0.0; 
                } 
                Pist[jp].Pb = pressure; 
 
  
 
                right_slug = Pist[jp].right_slug_id; 
                right_slug_end = Pist[jp].right_slug_end_id; 
                if (right_slug >= 0) { 
                    // Apply gas-slug pressure to right (front) face. 
                    if (right_slug_end == RIGHT) { 
                        pressure = A[right_slug].right_pstar; 
                    } else { 
                        pressure = A[right_slug].left_pstar; 
                    } 
                } else { 
                    // There is no gas slug against this face. 
                    pressure = 0.0; 
                } 
                Pist[jp].Pf = pressure; 
            } // end for jp... 
 
            // 4d. Piston-dynamic predictor step 
            for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) { 
                Pist[jp].time_derivatives(0, SD.sim_time); 
                Pist[jp].predictor_step(); 
            } 
 
     // ------------------- 
     // 4e. Corrector Stage  
     // ------------------- 
            if (SD.Torder == 2) { 
  // Apply boundary conditions to the gas slugs. 
  // Leave the diaphragms as they were for the predictor 
  // stage.  
                for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                    // Deal with left end condition first.  
                    bc = A[js].left_bc_type; 
                    if (bc == FREE_END) { 
                        L_bc_left_free(&(A[js])); 
                    } else if (bc == SOLID_BOUNDARY) { 
                        // The appropriate velocity (possibly zero) was set 
earlier. 
                        L_bc_left_velocity(&(A[js]), A[js].left_ustar); 
                    } else if (bc == PISTON) { 
                        piston_id = A[js].left_piston_id; 
                        L_bc_left_velocity(&(A[js]), Pist[piston_id].V); 
                    } else if (bc == SLUG) { 
                        // This is double handling but is OK. 
                        other_slug = A[js].left_slug_id; 
                        L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[other_slug]), &(A[js])); 
                    } else if (bc == SLUG_DIAPHRAGM) { 
                        jd = A[js].left_diaphragm_id; 
                        if (Diaph[jd].is_burst == 0) { 
                            L_bc_left_reflect(&(A[js])); 
                        } else { 
                            // This is double handling but is OK. 
                            other_slug = A[js].left_slug_id; 
                            L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[other_slug]), &(A[js])); 
                        } 
      } else if (bc == SLUG_VALVE) { 
          jv = A[js].left_valve_id; 
          if (Valve[jv].is_open == 0) { 
      L_bc_left_reflect(&(A[js])); 
   } else { 
     other_slug = A[js].left_slug_id; 
     L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[other_slug]), &(A[js])); 
   } 
    
                    } else { 
                        printf("L1d: slug[%d] invalid left BC %d\n", js, bc); 
                    } // end if bc... 
 
                    // Deal with right end condition second.  
                    bc = A[js].right_bc_type; 
                    if (bc == FREE_END) { 
                        L_bc_right_free(&(A[js])); 
                    } else if (bc == SOLID_BOUNDARY) { 
                        // The appropriate velocity (possibly zero) was set 
earlier. 
                        L_bc_right_velocity(&(A[js]), A[js].right_ustar); 
                    } else if (bc == PISTON) { 
                        piston_id = A[js].right_piston_id; 
                        L_bc_right_velocity(&(A[js]), Pist[piston_id].V); 
                    } else if (bc == SLUG) { 
                        // This is double handling but is OK. 
                        other_slug = A[js].right_slug_id; 
                        L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[js]), &(A[other_slug])); 
                    } else if (bc == SLUG_DIAPHRAGM) { 
                        jd = A[js].right_diaphragm_id; 
                        if (Diaph[jd].is_burst == 0) { 
                            L_bc_right_reflect(&(A[js])); 
                        } else { 
                            // This is double handling but is OK. 
                            other_slug = A[js].right_slug_id; 
                            L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[js]), &(A[other_slug])); 
   } 
      } else if (bc == SLUG_VALVE) { 
          jv = A[js].right_valve_id; 
          if (Valve[jv].is_open == 0) { 
      L_bc_right_reflect(&(A[js])); 
   } else { 
     other_slug = A[js].right_slug_id; 
     L_exchange_bc_data(&(A[js]), &(A[other_slug])); 
   } 
 
                    } else { 
                        printf("L1d: slug[%d] invalid right BC %d\n", js, bc); 
                    } // end if bc, for right end... 
                } // end for js... 
 
                // 4f. Gas-dynamic corrector step 
                for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                    A[js].apply_rivp(); 
                    A[js].source_vector(); 
                    A[js].axial_heat_flux(SD.k); 
                    A[js].time_derivatives(1); 
                    A[js].corrector_step(); 
                    A[js].compute_areas(&tube); 
      if ( A[js].decode_conserved() != 0 ) { 
   printf( "decode_conserved() failed at corrector 
step\n" ); 
   printf( "   for slug[%d], attempt=%d, time-
step=%d\n",  
  
 
    js, attempt_number, step ); 
      } 
                } 
 
                // 4g. Boundary conditions for the pistons. 
                for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) { 
                    left_slug = Pist[jp].left_slug_id; 
                    left_slug_end = Pist[jp].left_slug_end_id; 
                    if (left_slug >= 0) { 
                        // Apply gas-slug pressure to left (back) face. 
                        if (left_slug_end == RIGHT) { 
                            pressure = A[left_slug].right_pstar; 
                        } else { 
                            pressure = A[left_slug].left_pstar; 
                        } 
                    } else { 
                        // There is no gas slug against this face. 
                        pressure = 0.0; 
                    } 
                    Pist[jp].Pb = pressure; 
 
                    right_slug = Pist[jp].right_slug_id; 
                    right_slug_end = Pist[jp].right_slug_end_id; 
                    if (right_slug >= 0) { 
                        // Apply gas-slug pressure to right (front) face. 
                        if (right_slug_end == RIGHT) { 
                            pressure = A[right_slug].right_pstar; 
                        } else { 
                            pressure = A[right_slug].left_pstar; 
                        } 
                    } else { 
                        // There is no gas slug against this face. 
                        pressure = 0.0; 
                    } 
                    Pist[jp].Pf = pressure; 
                } // end for jp... 
 
                // 4h. Piston-dynamic corrector step 
                for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) { 
                    Pist[jp].time_derivatives(1, SD.sim_time); 
                    Pist[jp].corrector_step(); 
                } 
            } // end of corrector step. 
 
     // Now, with fixed volume and total energy in each cell, 
     // update the chemical species using Rowan's finite-rate 
     // chemistry module. 
     if ( SD.fr_chem == 1 ) { 
  for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
      A[js].chemical_increment(SD.dt_global); 
  } 
     } 
 
            // Check for bad cells.  
            bad_cells = 0; 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                bad_cells += A[js].check_cells(js); 
            } 
            step_failed = (bad_cells > 0); 
 
     // If the attempt has failed, reduce the  
     // time step for the next attempt at the 
     // current step. 
            if ( step_failed == 1 ) { 
                // The reduction factor is somewhat arbitrary. 
                SD.dt_global *= 0.2; 
                printf("WARNING: time-step attempt %d failed at t=%g\n", 
                       attempt_number, SD.sim_time); 
                printf("Reducing to dt=%g\n", SD.dt_global); 
 
                // Propagate the time step to each piston and slug. 
                for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) 
                    Pist[jp].dt = SD.dt_global; 
                for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) 
                    A[js].dt = SD.dt_global; 
 
                // Restore the state which existed before the attempt. 
                for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) Pist[jp].restore_state(); 
 
                for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) { 
                    A[js].restore_state(); 
                    A[js].compute_areas(&tube); 
                    if ( A[js].decode_conserved() != 0 ) { 
   printf("decode_conserved() failed while trying\n"); 
   printf("   to restore original state for slug[%d]\n", 
js); 
   printf("   at time-step=%d\n", step ); 
      } 
                } // end for js... 
            } // end if step_failed == 1... 
        } while ( attempt_number < 3 && step_failed == 1 ); 
 
        if ( step_failed == 1 ) { 
            printf("\n"); 
            printf("Time step failed at t = %g.\n", SD.sim_time); 
            break; // leave the main time-stepping loop. 
        } 
 
        // At this point in the main time-stepping loop,  
 // the time step should have been successful so 
 // we update the time-step number, etc. 
        ++step; 
        SD.sim_time += SD.dt_global; 
        for ( jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp ) { 
            Pist[jp].sim_time = SD.sim_time; 
        } 
        for ( jd = 0; jd < SD.ndiaphragm; ++jd ) { 
            Diaph[jd].sim_time = SD.sim_time; 
        } 
 for (jv = 0; jv < SD.nvalve; ++jv ) { 
     Valve[jv].sim_time = SD.sim_time; 
 } 
        for ( js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js ) { 
            A[js].sim_time = SD.sim_time; 
        } 
 
        // -------------------------------------------- 
 // 5. Intermediate solution data to be written?  
  
 
 // -------------------------------------------- 
 // 5a. Full flow along tube, diaphragm and piston states 
        if ( SD.sim_time >= tplot ) { 
            tplot += SD.get_dt_plot(); 
            for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) Pist[jp].write_state(outfile); 
            for (jd = 0; jd < SD.ndiaphragm; ++jd) 
Diaph[jd].write_state(outfile); 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) A[js].write_state(outfile); 
     for (jv = 0; jv < SD.nvalve; ++jv) A[jv].write_state(outfile); 
        } 
 // 5b. Selected history points. 
        if ( SD.sim_time >= thistory ) { 
            thistory += SD.get_dt_history(); 
            fprintf(hisfile1, "%e %d %d %d # sim_time, hncell, nsp, nmodes\n",  
      SD.sim_time, SD.hncell, nsp, nmodes); 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) 
                L_write_cell_history(A[js], hisfile1); 
            fprintf(hisfile2, "%e %d %d %d  # sim_time, hnloc, nsp, nmodes\n",  
      SD.sim_time, SD.hnloc, nsp, nmodes); 
            for (js = 0; js < SD.hnloc; ++js) 
                L_write_x_history(SD.hxloc[js], A, hisfile2); 
        } 
 
 // ------------------------- 
        // 6. Piston special events. 
 // ------------------------- 
        for ( jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp ) { 
            if ( Pist[jp].V_old * Pist[jp].V < 0.0 ) { 
                sprintf( msg_string, 
                         "\nEvent: piston[%d] reversal at t= %e x= %e\n", 
                         jp, SD.sim_time, Pist[jp].x ); 
                log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
  print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, A, 
Diaph, Pist, Valve, 
     cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny); 
                // After reversal, look for new maximum. 
                max_piston_V[jp] = 0.0; 
                max_piston_V_past[jp] = 0; 
            } // end if piston reversal 
 
            if ( Pist[jp].brakes_on_old == 0 && Pist[jp].brakes_on == 1 ) { 
                sprintf( msg_string, 
                         "\nEvent: piston[%d] brakes on at t= %e x= %e\n", 
                         jp, SD.sim_time, Pist[jp].x ); 
                log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
  print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, A, 
Diaph, Pist,Valve,  
         cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny ); 
            } // end if piston brake applied 
 
            if ( Pist[jp].is_restrain_old == 1 && Pist[jp].is_restrain == 0 ) { 
                sprintf( msg_string, 
                         "\nEvent: piston[%d] released at t= %e x= %e\n", 
                         jp, SD.sim_time, Pist[jp].x ); 
                log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
  print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, A, 
Diaph, Pist, Valve,  
         cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny ); 
            } // end if piston released 
 
            if ( fabs(Pist[jp].V) > max_piston_V[jp] ) { 
                max_piston_V[jp] = fabs(Pist[jp].V); 
            } 
            if ( fabs(Pist[jp].V) < (max_piston_V[jp] - 1.0e-6) && 
max_piston_V_past[jp] == 0 ) { 
                max_piston_V_past[jp] = 1; 
                sprintf( msg_string,  
                         "\nEvent: piston[%d] peak speed at t= %e V= %e\n", 
                         jp, SD.sim_time, Pist[jp].V ); 
                log_event( efname.c_str(), msg_string ); 
  print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, A, 
Diaph, Pist, Valve,  
         cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny ); 
            } // end if piston max speed 
        } // end for jp... 
 
 // 7. Loop termination criteria: 
 //    (1) reaching a maximum simulation time 
 //    (2) reaching a maximum number of steps 
 //    (3) finding that the "halt" file exists in the working directory 
 //        This provides a semi-interactive way to terminate the  
 //        simulation and save the data. 
 //    Criteria 1 & 2 are tested at the top of the loop. 
        if (access("l1d.halt", F_OK) == 0) { 
            halt_now = 1; 
            printf("Simulation stopped: Halt file exists.\n"); 
        } 
 
        newly_adapted = 0; 
 } // end while (i.e. time step / iteration) 
 
    // ---------- 
    // Conclusion 
    // ---------- 
    BailOut: 
    log_event( efname.c_str(), (const char *)"\nEnd time stepping.\n" ); 
    print_simulation_status(NULL, efname.c_str(), step, SD, A, Diaph, Pist, 
Valve,  
       cfl_max, cfl_tiny, time_tiny ); 
    printf("\nTotal number of steps = %d\n", step); 
 
    for (jp = 0; jp < SD.npiston; ++jp) Pist[jp].write_state(outfile); 
    for (jd = 0; jd < SD.ndiaphragm; ++jd) Diaph[jd].write_state(outfile); 
    for (jv = 0; jv < SD.nvalve; ++jv) Valve[jv].write_state(outfile);  
    for (js = 0; js < SD.nslug; ++js) A[js].write_state(outfile); 
     
    if (outfile != NULL) fclose(outfile); 
    if (hisfile1 != NULL) fclose(hisfile1); 
    if (hisfile2 != NULL) fclose(hisfile2); 
 
    dispose_workspace_for_apply_rivp(); 
    Pist.clear(); 
    Diaph.clear(); 
    Valve.clear(); 
    A.clear(); 
    return SUCCESS; 
    } // end function main() 
 
  
 
Appendix R: l_slug.cxx & l_cell.cxx Extract 
int LCell::decode_conserved() 
// Compute the primary variables from the conserved quantities. 
{ 
    Gas_model *gmodel = get_gas_model_ptr(); 
    gas->rho = mass / volume; 
    u = moment / mass; 
    double ke = 0.5*u*u; 
    double e_non_translation = accumulate(gas->e.begin()+1, gas->e.end(), 0.0); 
    // Translational energy is them just what remains after we remove the 
others. 
    gas->e[0] = Energy/mass - ke - e_non_translation; 
    if ( gas->rho <= 0.0 || mass <= 0.0 || fabs(u) > 1.0e5 ) { 
 printf("LCell_decode_conserved: Bad value for density, mass or 
velocity\n"); 
 printf("    rho=%g, mass=%g, u=%g in cell\n", gas->rho, mass, u); 
 printf("    xmid=%g, x.right=%g\n", xmid, x ); 
 printf("    mass=%g, velocity=%g, volume=%g\n", mass, u, volume ); 
 printf("    momemtum=%g, total Energy=%g e[0]=%g\n", moment, Energy, 
gas->e[0] ); 
 gas->print_values(); 
 exit(BAD_CELLS_ERROR); 
    } 
    // Fill out the other thermo variables 
    gmodel->eval_thermo_state_rhoe(*(gas)); 
    gmodel->eval_transport_coefficients(*(gas)); 
    // c->entropy = gmodel->mixture_entropy(*(c->gas));  
    // FIX-ME -- would like the generic call to entropy to work 
    // Entropy referenced to 1 atm and 300K */ 
    double gam = gmodel->gamma(*(gas)); 
    entropy = gmodel->Cv(*(gas)) * log(pow(gas->T[0]/300.0, gam) * 
           pow(gas->p/101.3e3, (1.0-gam))); 
    return SUCCESS; 
} // end decode_conserved() 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
int GasSlug::compute_areas(TubeModel *tube) 
// Compute the tube cross-section area, local loss coefficient 
// and specified wall temperature as a function of position. 
// Also, compute the cell mid-points. 
{ 
    for ( int ix = ixmin - 1; ix <= ixmax; ++ix ) { 
        // Compute appropriate interval. 
        int im1 = (int) ((Cell[ix].x - tube->x1) / tube->dx); 
        int i = im1 + 1; 
        // Now interpolate the area. 
        if ( i <= 0 ) { 
            Cell[ix].area = tube->area[0]; 
        } else if ( i >= tube->n ) { 
            Cell[ix].area = tube->area[tube->n - 1]; 
        } else { 
            double alpha = (Cell[ix].x - tube->x1 - im1 * tube->dx) / tube->dx; 
            Cell[ix].area = tube->area[im1] * (1.0 - alpha) + tube->area[i] * 
alpha; 
        } 
    } 
    // Compute cell volumes and cell midpoints  
    // from the current interface areas and positions. 
    for ( int ix = ixmin; ix <= ixmax; ++ix ) { 
        Cell[ix].volume = 0.5*(Cell[ix].area + Cell[ix-1].area) 
            * (Cell[ix].x - Cell[ix-1].x); 
        Cell[ix].xmid = 0.5*(Cell[ix].x + Cell[ix-1].x); 
    } 
    // Interpolate the Loss coefficients and specified wall temperatures 
    // at the cell midpoints. 
    for ( int ix = ixmin; ix <= ixmax; ++ix ) { 
 // Compute appropriate interval. 
        int im1 = (int) ((Cell[ix].xmid - tube->x1) / tube->dx); 
        int i = im1 + 1; 
 // Now interpolate the loss coefficient. 
        if ( i <= 0 ) { 
            Cell[ix].K_over_L = tube->K_over_L[0]; 
            Cell[ix].T_Wall = tube->T_Wall[0]; 
        } else if ( i >= tube->n ) { 
            Cell[ix].K_over_L = tube->K_over_L[tube->n - 1]; 
            Cell[ix].T_Wall = tube->T_Wall[tube->n - 1]; 
        } else { 
            double alpha = (Cell[ix].xmid - tube->x1 - im1*tube->dx) / tube-
>dx; 
            Cell[ix].K_over_L = tube->K_over_L[im1] * (1.0 - alpha) 
                + tube->K_over_L[i] * alpha; 
            Cell[ix].T_Wall = tube->T_Wall[im1] * (1.0 - alpha) 
                + tube->T_Wall[i] * alpha; 
        } 
    } 
    return SUCCESS; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
